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Abstract
Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR) is an imaging technique that achieves high azimuth reso-
lution by using coherent processing to exploit the relative motion between an airborne or
spaceborne radar antenna and the imaged target field (effectively synthesizing the effect of
a larger aperture array). From an estimation-theoretic perspective, this thesis addresses the
following limitations of conventional imaging techniques for the spotlight-mode version of
SAR: sidelobe imaging artifacts and loss of resolution for stationary SAR scenes containing
high-amplitude scatterers, and blurring and object-displacement artifacts in the presence of
moving targets.
First, this thesis presents a generalized estimation-theoretic SAR imaging framework
which exploits the idea of L-norm regularization. Some results are included which demon-
strate the utility of this approach for reducing sidelobes and improving resolution for sta-
tionary SAR images. A parameterized L-norm-based moving-target imaging technique is
also presented. For the case of a single moving target, this technique is able to compensate
for the blurring due to temporally-constant velocity rigid-body motion (even if the target
scatterers are closely-spaced). However, the motion-induced object-displacement compen-
sation performance of this technique is significantly affected by velocity estimation errors.
This thesis also presents an estimation-theoretic moving-target SAR imaging framework
which uses a multi-dimensional matched-filter for computing a set of scatterer-velocity esti-
mates which are used as initial conditions for an L-norm-based estimation algorithm which
assumes that the target scatterers have temporally-constant spatially-independent veloci-
ties. Therefore, this framework is able to image a moving target and nearby high-amplitude
stationary clutter simultaneously. This framework also shows potential for imaging targets
with non-rigid body motion. However, the motion-induced object-displacement compen-
sation performance of this approach is significantly affected by cross-scatterer interference
effects.
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...Well, I don't know what will happen now. We've got some difficult days ahead. But
it really doesn't matter with me now. Because I've been to the mountain top. And I don't
mind. Like anybody, I would like to live a long life. Longevity has its place. But I'm not
concerned about that now. I just want to do God's will. And He's allowed me to go up to
the mountain. And I've looked over. And I've seen the Promised Land. I may not get there
with you. But I want you to know tonight, that we, as a people, will get to the Promised
Land. So I am happy tonight. I'm not worried about anything. I'm not fearing any man.
Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the LORD.
Excerpts from the
last public address of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Memphis, TN
April 3, 1968
Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall trouble or hardship or persecution
or famine or nakedness or danger or sword? As it is written: "For your sake we face death
all day long; we are considered as sheep to be slaughtered." No, in all these things we are
more than conquerors through Him who loved us. For I am convinced that neither death nor
life, neither angels nor demons, neither the present nor the future, nor any powers, neither
height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love
of God that is in Christ Jesus our LORD.
Romans 8:35-39 (NIV)
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Chapter 1
Introduction
S YNTHETIC-APERTURE RADAR(SAR) is an imaging technique that achieves highazimuth resolution by exploiting the relative motion between a (airborne or spaceborne)
vehicle-mounted radar antenna and the observed target field[10, 13, 18]. This is done by
coherently processing the returned radar signals so as to synthesize the effect of a larger
aperture array laid out along the vehicle's path of motion.
Most SAR systems tend to have two main modes of operation. In Strip-Map Mode,
the physical antenna has a constant orientation relative to the radar platform. The radar's
"footprint" is dragged along with platform, as shown in Figure 1.1 . In Spotlight Mode, the
physical antenna is oriented such as to illuminate the same segment of the target area over
the SAR's "dwell" time. The radar's footprint is stationary with respect to the ground,
as also shown in Figure 1.1. An example of a typical spotlight-mode SAR image shown
in Figure 1.2 (which is part of a data set collected by Sandia National Laboratory in 1995
under DARPA's Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition and Recognition (MSTAR) pro-
gram). This image consists of a T-72 tank (from the former Soviet Union) in a grass clutter
background (with an approximate resolution of 0.25m in range and 0.25m in azimuth).
One important application of the SAR imaging technique is as a front-end sensor for the
purposes of Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) [12]. For a SAR-based automatic target
recognition system, the fundamental goal is to detect and recognize objects of interest
(targets) in a noisy environment (clutter). As shown in Figure 1.3, a typical SAR-based
ATR system is usually divided into three main subsystems: a prescreener, a discriminator,
and a classifier. The prescreener searches for high-amplitude regions over the collection of
images generated by the SAR image-formation process (which may represent several square
kilometers of terrain), and outputs a series of sub-images called regions-of-interest (ROI).
These ROI's correspond to rough guesses of target locations in the SAR images. The
discriminator then refines the rough guesses of the prescreener by sorting out the ROI's
that correspond to false alarms caused by high-amplitude natural clutter, such as trees.
Lastly, the classifier sorts the remaining ROI's into a set of predefined target categories (or
into a none-of-the-above man-made clutter category, such as the ROI's corresponding to
buildings). This classification is usually done by comparing the number and configuration of
the higher-amplitude feature scatterers in the ROI's to the corresponding feature scatterers
found in some pre-determined database of target images.
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Figure 1.1: Strip-Map Mode and Spotlight-Mode SAR Imaging Configurations
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Figure 1.2: Spotlight-Mode SAR Image of a Soviet T-72 Tank
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Figure 1.3: Typical SAR-based Automatic Target Recognition System
1.1 Problem Motivation: Moving-Target SAR Imaging
In 1983, Munson [28] formulated a relationship between spotlight-mode SAR imaging and
tomography. Now, the goal of tomography is to reconstruct a 2-D function A(x, y) from its
Radon Transform, po(u) [6, 24], which is defined by the following Projection Integral
po(u) = A(u cos 0 - v sin 0, u sin 0 + v cos 0) dv . (1. 1)
From Figure 1.4, we see that the value of the Radon transform at a given point u = uo is
equal to the line integral of A(x, y) along the path parallel to the v-axis that passes through
u= U 0 .
The basic idea behind Munson's formulation is that we can describe a given received
spotlight-mode radar signal as the convolution of the corresponding transmitted signal with
the tomographic projection pk(r) (where the look-angle 0 of the SAR system is proportional to
the integer k) of the illuminated target-field's complex-reflectivity density A(x, y), as shown
in Figure 1.5. In other words, we can think of the spotlight-mode SAR imaging problem as
a (very) limited-angle tomographic reconstruction problem (since for most SAR systems,
the total range of the look angle 0 is usually less than 10 degrees).
In the context of tomography, if we let A be a (lexicographically-ordered) vector of
samples of the (time-invariant) 2-D function A(x, y), and we let p be a (lexicographically-
ordered) vector of samples of the projections, p(u, 0), the tomographic data can be repre-
sented by the following estimation-theoretic model
p = PA + 7, (1.2)
where P is a "projection matrix" and il is a vector of additive noise. Then the tomographic-
reconstruction problem is equivalent to the corresponding estimation-theoretic inverse prob-
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Figure 1.4: Tomographic Projection Geometry
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
lem of estimating the vector A, given the vector of noisy measurements p. Because of the
previously-mentioned relationship between spotlight-mode imaging and tomography, if we
let A be a (lexicographically-ordered) vector of samples of the (time-invariant) target-field
reflectivity function A(x, y) and we let f be a (lexicographically-ordered) vector of samples
of the (complex-valued) received SAR data (after the appropriate demodulation operations
by the radar system's receiver hardware), the spotlight-mode SAR data can be expressed
in a similar fashion by the following estimation-theoretic model
f = FA +,q . (1.3)
For this case, F is a matrix composed of (approximately-orthogonal) complex-exponential
basis functions, while y is again a vector of additive noise. This particular model essentially
says that the demodulated received SAR data is given by a limited-support scaled 2-D
Fourier Transform of the sampled target-field reflectivity function. From this model, the
goal of spotlight-mode SAR is to solve the estimation-theoretic inverse problem of estimating
the vector A, given the vector of noisy measurements f.
The maximum-likelihood least-squares solution to the spotlight-mode SAR inverse prob-
lem (for zero-mean circularly-complex Gaussian noise with a spatial-correlation matrix,
K, = E[?7'7H]) is given by
A (FH -1'F) 1 FHK-'f . (1.4)
If the noise is also spatially-statistically independent and isotropic, (which is usually the
case) the noise spatial-correlation matrix is given by K7 = 02I. Therefore, the maximum-
likelihood least-squares solution is given by
- 1
A = FHF ± Hf (FHF F Ff . (1.5)
01~1 0-2
However, a direct computation of the maximum-likelihood solution to the spotlight-mode
SAR inverse problem (using the inverse of FHF) can be computationally intensive, even
for a relatively moderate-sized SAR scene. In order to reduce this computational load,
most conventional spotlight-mode SAR imaging techniques make the following simplifying
assumption (which is equivalent to assuming that the complex-exponential basis-functions
corresponding to the columns of F are orthogonal)
F F I . (1.6)
Given this assumption, the maximum-likelihood least-squares solution is approximately
given by
This is equivalent to using a limited-support scaled inverse 2-D Fourier Transform to (ap-
proximately) recover the target-field reflectivities from the demodulated SAR data. How-
ever, a side effect of this assumption is the introduction of artifacts such as sidelobes into
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Conventional Spotlight-mode SAR Image of a Moving Soviet T-72
the conventional SAR image for high-amplitude scatterers. In addition, the SAR image will
also be limited in resolution.
If there is target motion in the SAR scene, the target-field reflectivity function A(x, y)
will no longer be strictly time-invariant. However, if we now let the vector A correspond to
samples of the target-field reflectivity function at some initial time to, (usually the midpoint
of the SAR's dwell-time interval) we can still represent the SAR data by the following
parameterized estimation-theoretic model
f = F(v)A +rq (1.8)
Here, the complex-exponential basis-functions of the estimation-theoretic spotlight-mode
SAR model are (nonlinear) functions of a set of motion parameters v. Because of these
motion parameters, the corresponding inverse problem of estimating the vector A (given
the vector of noisy measurements f) will be in general ill-posed (i.e., we will not have a
unique least-squares solution for both A and v). If we again assume that there is no motion
in the SAR scene, and use the conventional SAR estimator for A (i.e., a scaled inverse
2-D Fourier Transform), the non-orthogonality of the velocity-dependent basis-functions in
F(v) will cause the resulting conventional SAR image to exhibit significant blurring and
object-displacement artifacts [10, 37]. This is illustrated in the simulated spotlight-mode
moving-target image of a Soviet T-72 tank (which is a moving version of the T-72 target
shown in the conventional MSTAR image of Figure 1.2) shown in Figure 1.6. From the
standpoint of ATR applications, if we have moving targets, this ultimately implies that we
will have a degradation in the performance of any ATR system based upon conventional
SAR processing.
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Given these limitations of conventional SAR imaging techniques, the main issues of this
research are the following:
" Reducing sidelobe imaging artifacts and improving resolution for stationary SAR scenes
containing high-amplitude scatterers.
" Improving the spotlight-mode SAR image formation process (without significantly in-
creasing the computational burden) in the presence of moving targets (so as to minimize
the performance degradation of applications such as SAR-based ATR).
1.2 Previous Work
There have been a variety of research efforts in the literature dealing with the moving-
target SAR imaging problem. Most approaches to this problem assume that a given SAR
scene is entirely composed of a single rigid-body moving target. This implies that these
approaches cannot image both a moving target and nearby stationary clutter simultaneously.
In addition, some of these techniques require the tracking of high-amplitude prominent-point
scatterers in order to estimate the motion of the rigid-body target. Here, we briefly describe
some of these approaches (some of which are discussed in greater detail in Appendix A) They
can be divided into four distinct subclasses: prominent-point techniques , phase-estimation
techniques, space-time-frequency techniques, and polynomial-phase techniques.
1.2.1 Prominent-Point SAR Motion- Compensation Techniques
The prominent-point class of SAR motion-compensation algorithms essentially correct for
target motion by tracking a number of bright (i.e., high signal-to-noise ratio) target scat-
terers. The Range-Migration ISAR (RMI) technique [16] developed by Lincoln Laboratory
focuses the SAR image by subtracting out the complex phase of the highest-amplitude
scatterer (which is assumed to be from the moving target) from the demodulated SAR
data. This technique can compensate for both unknown, purely translational motion and
known, constant rotational motion. The Geometric-Analysis Automated Imaging (GAI)
technique [39], developed by the Environmental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM), is
a somewhat more sophisticated multiple prominent-point cousin of the Lincoln Lab Range-
Migration ISAR algorithm. Whereas the Lincoln Lab algorithm only compensates for pure
translational motion (and known rotational motion), the Geometric Analysis technique also
compensates for unknown rotational motion and other complicated target motions (again
with the assumption that the target is a rigid body).
1.2.2 Phase-Estimation SAR Motion- Compensation Techniques
The phase-estimation techniques are similar to the Lincoln Laboratory RMI technique, in
that they assume that each target scatterer has the same motion-induced complex-phase
error (i.e., purely translational rigid body motion). Unlike the RMI technique, however, this
class of algorithms assume that the motion-induced phase error is purely in azimuth (i.e.,
no range-walk[10]). But since they do not require the tracking of bright prominent-point
scatterers, they tend to be more robust to noise. Phase-Gradient Autofocusing (PGA)[7],
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developed by Sandia Laboratory, is an imaging technique where the derivative of the motion-
induced phase error is first estimated from the SAR data. Once the phase error is obtained
by integrating the estimated phase-error derivative, it is then used to correct the original
SAR imagery. Shear-Averaging [14], is an imaging technique where the pulse-to-pulse dif-
ference of the motion-induced phase error is first estimated from the SAR data. Once the
phase error is obtained by a recursive sum of the estimated phase-error differences, it is then
used to correct the original SAR imagery. As with the PGA algorithm discussed earlier,
the Shear-Averaging technique corresponds to the case where we assume that each target
scatterer has the same phase error.
1.2.3 Space-Time-Frequency SAR Motion-Compensation Techniques
Just like the previously-mentioned phase-estimation techniques the space-time-frequency[1,
2, 3] class of SAR motion-compensation algorithms assume that each target scatterer has
the same motion-induced phase error (i.e., purely translational rigid body motion), and they
assume that this phase error is purely in azimuth (i.e., no range-walk). The space-time-
frequency techniques also do not require the tracking of bright prominent-point scatterers,
thus they are somewhat more robust to noise than the prominent-point techniques. Unlike
the phase-estimation techniques, the space-time-frequency techniques estimate the phase-
error by integrating the instantaneous Doppler frequency (from pulse to pulse) of the target
(which is dependent upon the relative velocity between the target and the SAR antenna).
This Doppler-frequency estimation is usually performed by using the Wigner- Ville time-
frequency distribution F, (t, w) [2], which for a complex-valued 1 - D time-domain signal s(t)
is defined as
F,(t, w) = s (t + -s (t - ) 6jW"dT (1.9)
_0 2) 2
1.2.4 Polynomial-Phase SAR Motion-Compensation Techniques
Another class of phase-estimation algorithms are the polynomial-phase algorithms [4, 33].
Just like the phase-estimation techniques and the space-time-frequency techniques, the poly-
nomial phase algorithms assume that each target scatterer has the same motion-induced
phase error, and they assume that this phase error is purely in azimuth. Unlike these two
classes of motion-compensation algorithms, the polynomial-phase algorithms assume that
the phase error is a parametric polynomial function with respect to time. In the literature,
the parameters of this polynomial function are usually estimated by using the so-called
Higher-Order Ambiguity function [33].
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1.3 Thesis Organization and Main Contributions
Here, we summarize the remainder of this thesis, along with the main contributions.
Chapter 2, Spotlight-Mode SAR Model
In this chapter, we present a series of estimation-theoretic models for the spotlight-mode
version of SAR. First, we derive a general-motion data model for our spotlight-mode SAR
imaging geometry with the following set of five fundamental ideas: tomographic convolu-
tion, two-dimensional slant-plane, far-field plane-wave, ideal isotropic point-scatterers, and
transmitted chirp pulse with quadrature demodulation. From this general-motion model,
we develop an estimation-theoretic model for the conventional zero-velocity case. We also
develop estimation-theoretic models for the special cases of spatially-varying temporally-
constant velocity (where each scatterer can have independent temporally-constant motions)
and rigid-body temporally-constant velocity (where we have a single moving-target with
temporally-constant translational velocities and a temporally-constant rotation rate).
Chapter 3, L1 -Norm Based SAR Processing
In this chapter, we develop a generalized SAR imaging framework which exploits the idea of
Li-norm regularization in order to compensate for the non-orthogonality of the spotlight-
mode SAR basis functions. In this chapter, we also address the research issue of sidelobe
imaging artifacts and resolution for stationary SAR scenes containing high-amplitude scat-
terers.
For comparison purposes, we first present a brief overview of a conventional SAR pro-
cessing algorithm. Next, we present an a estimation-theoretic justification for the L1 -norm-
based SAR processing framework, from the context of the ill-posed over-complete basis-
pursuit estimation problem in the literature. We also present a means for implementing an
L1 -norm-based algorithm by using a coordinate-descent line-minimization scheme. We then
present some results for some stationary SAR scenes in order to demonstrate the utility of
an Li-norm based approach for enhancing feature scatterers in SAR images by reducing
sidelobes and improving resolution.
Chapter 4, Matched-Filter SAR Processing
In this chapter, we address the issue of SAR imaging in the presence of moving targets,
in the context of imaging both a moving target and nearby stationary clutter simultane-
ously. Here, we present the Matched-Filter SAR processing technique, which uses a multi-
dimensional matched-filter as a means of computing a set of scatterer-velocity estimates
which are used as initial conditions for an Li-norm based estimation algorithm derived for
the spatially-varying temporally-constant velocity (SVTCV) SAR model (which assumes
that the imaged target field consists of a 2 - D array of ideal point scatterers with spatially
independent velocities). The matched filter also computes a target detection statistic for
determining which spatial locations in a particular SAR scene correspond to actual mov-
ing scatterers (allowing a reduction in the computational intensity of the SVTCV Li-norm
based estimation algorithm).
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We first present the SVTCV L 1-norm based algorithm for estimating the scatterer veloc-
ities, along with a standard least-squares algorithm for estimating the scatterer amplitudes.
Next, we present the matched filter algorithm itself, along with a discussion of the methods
it uses to compute the scatterer-velocity estimates and the target-detection statistic. We
also discuss some of the issues encountered in the actual implementation of the matched-
filter algorithm. In addition, we discuss methods for reducing cross-scatterer interference
effects in the matched-filter scatterer-velocity estimates. Then, we present a Monte Carlo
analysis of the detection and velocity-estimation performance of the matched-filter algo-
rithm. Lastly, we present some results for both synthetic point scatterers embedded in real
clutter, and a synthetic-motion real target embedded in real clutter. From these results, we
show that this approach can image a moving target and nearby high-amplitude stationary
clutter simultaneously.
Chapter 5, Rigid-Body Li-Norm SAR Processing
In this chapter, we again address the issue of SAR imaging in the presence of moving targets.
Here, we present an estimation-theoretic Ll-norm based approach for imaging constant-
velocity rigid-body moving targets. First, we detail the development of the rigid-body SAR
processing algorithm. We also discuss some of the implementation issues associated with
this algorithm. Lastly, we present some results for both synthetic moving point-scatterers
embedded in real clutter and synthetic-motion real targets embedded in real clutter.
Chapter 6, Contributions and Suggestions for Further Research
In this chapter, we briefly summarize the contributions of this thesis and we present the
overall conclusions which can be derived from the results of our research. We also present
some suggestions for extending this work.
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Chapter 2
Spotlight-Mode SAR Model
F OR our research, we first focus on developing an estimation-theoretic model for thespotlight-mode version of SAR. First, we derive a general-motion data model for our
spotlight-mode SAR imaging geometry with the following set of "fundamental" ideas (which
we will describe more fully in the later sections): tomographic convolution (i.e., we describe
a given received spotlight-mode radar signal as the convolution of the corresponding trans-
mitted signal with the tomographic projection of the illuminated target-field's so-called
complex-reflectivity density), two-dimensional slant-plane (i.e., we "throw away" all height
information about the target field, and we approximate the actual three-dimensional imag-
ing geometry by a two-dimensional imaging geometry ), far-field plane-wave (i.e.,we as-
sume that the distance from the SAR antenna to the illuminated target-field is "large"
compared to both the length of the synthetic aperture and the effective radius of the illu-
minated target-field, which implies that the far-field wavefront from the SAR antenna is
a straight line perpendicular to the radar's "line-of-sight"), ideal isotropic point-scatterers
(i.e.,we approximate the illuminated target-field's complex-reflectivity density by a finite
array of complex-amplitude isotropic "ideal" point-scatterers), and transmitted chirp pulse
with quadrature demodulation (i.e., we assume that the transmitted SAR signal is a series
of broadband frequency-modulated "chirp" pulses). From this general-motion model, we
develop an estimation-theoretic model for the "conventional" zero-velocity case. We also
develop estimation-theoretic models for the special cases of spatially-varying temporally-
constant velocity and "rigid-body" temporally-constant velocity.
2.1 General-Motion Spotlight-Mode SAR Data Model
We consider the pulsed spotlight-mode SAR (moving with velocity v, and imaging a target
field centered at range RO from the radar's flight path) shown in Figure 2.1. In Figure 2.1,
(X, Y, Z) refer to the earth-relative coordinates of the target-field, while (x, y, z) refer to the
so-called slant-plane coordinates [7, 18] of the target-field. These coordinate systems are
related by
(X, Y, Z) (x, y cos( 4 'E) + z sin(4 'E), z coS( 4 'E) - y sin(PE) ) , (2.1)
where the elevation angle 'E is given by TE = sin~1 (w) (with Z0 referring to the altitude
of the SAR platform). In the context of moving-target imaging, our ultimate goal is to
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Figure 2.1: Spotlight-Mode SAR Imaging Model
recover the time-varying 3-D complex "reflectivity density" A(x, y, z, t) (in the slant-plane
coordinate system) of the illuminated target-field from our received SAR data.
For this pulsed-SAR model, we assume that the SAR system transmits a total of 2K +1
pulses over a "dwell" time of 2T (which implies that the length of our synthetic antenna
array is given by L = 2vT). In other words, the SAR system transmits the following
pulse-train signal sT(t)
Transmitted Spotlight-Mode SAR Signal
sT(t) ~ =-KsottT[k]) -T < k < T
where so(t) is a time-limited SAR "mother" pulse (i.e., so(t) = 0 for It| > i'). Each of the
transmitted pulses are centered at the time instants tT[k], given by
2T _ k
tT[k] = - k - TPRF k.2K fPRF
- K < k < K
(where in the SAR literature[7, 18], fPRF = ?K is known as the Pulse-Repetition Frequency).
Note that the duration T, of the SAR "mother" pulse s0 (t) is assumed to be much less than
the time TPRF between pulse transmissions, given by TPRF = PF . Given the pulsed-SAR
imaging geometry shown in Figure 2.1, we can develop a model for the pulsed spotlight-mode
SAR data with the set of fundamental ideas previously discussed.
(2.2)
(2.3)
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2.1.1 Tomographic Convolution
In 1983, Munson [28] formulated a relationship between the tomographic reconstruction
problem and the spotlight-mode SAR imaging problem. The basic idea behind his formula-
tion was that we can describe a given received spotlight-mode radar signal as the convolution
of the corresponding transmitted signal with the tomographic projection of the illuminated
target-field's complex-reflectivity density.
In the context of our SAR imaging model, when the SAR system transmits the pulse-
train signal ST(t), the corresponding (delayed) received signal SR(t) is given by the following
convolution (where c = 3 x 10 8 m/s, and v < c )
Received Spotlight-Mode SAR Signal
K
SR(t) = E f Pk(r,t) so t - tT[k] - r) dr , (2.4)
k=-K r E Target Field
where the tomographic projection pk(r, t) of the time-varying 3-D target-field reflectivity
density A(x, y, z, t) in the slant-plane coordinate system is given by
pk(r, t) =111 A(x, y, z, t) 6 (r - '(x - vtT[k]) 2 + (y + Ro) 2 + z2 ) dxdydz.
x,y,z E Target Field
(2.5)
From this equation, we see that the value of pk(r, t), (usually referred to in the SAR literature
as a range profile) at a given range r ro is equal to the surface integral of A(x, y, z, t) over
a spherical surface of radius ro, centered at the SAR antenna location at t = tT[k]. In other
words, we can think of the value of pk (r, t) at a given range as being the superposition of all
illuminated target-field scatterers located at that particular range from the SAR antenna.
Note that we are assuming that the received signal is amplified by the radar hardware in
such a manner that the magnitude of pk(r, t) is not dependent upon the range (i.e., we
compensate for the 1 propagation attenuation of the radar pulse).
2.1.2 Two-Dimensional Slant-Plane
If we make the assumption that the slant-plane height, z, of each target in the illuminated
target field is much less than the center range distance R, (and if we neglect target occlusion
and "shadowing" effects), we can approximate the projection pk (r, t) by
pk(r, t) JJ A(x, y, z, t)dz] 6 (r - y(x - vtT[k]) 2 + (y + Ro)2) dxdy
= A(x, y, t) 6 ( - f(x - vtT [k]) 2 + (y + Ro)2) dxdy . (2.6)
Here, we see that the time-varying 2-D reflectivity density A(x, y, t) is given by the pro-
jection of the time-varying 3-D reflectivity density A(x, y, z, t) upon the slant-plane given
by z = 0. In other words, we are throwing away all height information about the target
field. The key implication of the "slant-plane" assumption is that we can approximate the
actual three-dimensional imaging geometry of Figure 2.1 by the two-dimensional geometry
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Figure 2.2: Slant-Plane Spotlight-Mode SAR Imaging Model
shown in Figure 2.2. The value of the range profile Pk (r, t) at r = r, is now equal to the
line integral of A(x, y, t) along a circular path of radius ro, centered at the SAR antenna
location at t = tT[k].
If we substitute the projection equation into the SAR received-signal convolution equa-
tion, and simplify by integrating with respect to the range variable r, we can express sR(t)
by
K J
S R(t) I A(x, Y, t ) so (t - tT~k - c (X ~ VtT kl2 + (y + Ro)2 )dxdy .
k=-K
(2.7)
Let R' [k] = V(vtT[k]) (tRo)2 be the range to the center of the target field (as a function
of pulse number k), and let (x', y') be the rotated coordinates with respect to the SAR's
"line of sight", as shown in Figure 2.2. Then we can express SR(t) as
Received SAR Signal (2-D Slant-Plane)
K
SR) = Z
k=-K
f f Ak xy',t) (t - T [k] - V/ (x'2 + (y'+R'o[k)) dx'dy'. (2.8)
.1.
=0
r
x
0 x
0
Ro R',[k]
k=0
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where the slant-plane coordinates (x, y) and the rotated coordinates (x', y') (for a given k)
are related by
x = x' cos(O[k]) - y'sin(O[k]) (2.9)
y = y' cos(6[k]) + x'sin(O[k]) , (2.10)
and where the rotated 2-D reflectivity density A'(x', y', t) is given by
A'(x', y', t) = A(x' cos(6[k]) - y' sin(6[k]), y' cos(6[k]) + x' sin(6[k]), t) . (2.11)
Note that the angle O[k] refers to the so-called SAR "look angle", which is given by
0[k] = tan_ (VtR[k]) (2.12)
For most SAR systems, the angle O[k] is usually assumed to be "small" (less than 10 degrees),
so we can approximate it by
0[k] ~ tO[k] = UtT[k] (2.13)
where the "look angle rotation rate" 0 is given by 0 =
2.1.3 Far-field Plane-Wave
We assume that the distance Ro is "large" compared to both the length of the synthetic
aperture and the effective radius of our illuminated target-field. This implies that we can
approximate the center range R'O[k] by
R'[k] R,+ (vtT4k]) 2  (2.14)0 2Ro
This also implies that we can approximate the received signal equation sR(t) by
SR(t)
k= K (x, ',t) s, -(tT[k] -- RI [k] +y 2(R k +y')) dx'dy'
~ J Ax'y',t 0s ([k] + y')tkx-dy'
k=-KKCe K 2
Z J Ak(x, y', t) ' so t - tT[k] - (R'k[k] + y') dy'
k=-K k X c
K_2
S pk(y', t)] so tT[k] - (R'[k] +±y') dy'. (2.15)
k=--K
___K C/
Here, we see that the value of the projection pk(y', t) at a given "relative range" y' =
y cos(O[k])-x sin(0[k]) is given by the line integral of A(x, y, t) along the line x' = x cos([k])+
y sin(0[k]), as shown in Figure 2.3. We are essentially assuming that the far-field wavefront
from the SAR antenna is a straight line perpendicular to the radar's "line-of-sight".
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Figure 2.3: Far-Field Slant-Plane Spotlight-Mode SAR Imaging Model
2.1.4 Ideal Point-Scatterers
Up to this point in the derivation of the SAR received-signal equation SR(t), we have
implicitly assumed that the target-field's time-varying 3 - D reflectivity density A(x, y, z, t)
(and its 2 - D projection A(x, y, t)) was continuous. From the SAR literature [7, 18], one
way of simplifying this equation even further (as will be shown here) is to approximate
the 2-D projection of the time-varying illuminated target-field by a 2-D finite array of
complex-amplitude isotropic "ideal" point-scatterers, i.e.,
Z S A[n,, ny] 6(x - x,,, (t), y - ynn, (t)) .
ix ny
{Xn..n, (0), yny(M)} C Target Field
A(x, y, t) =
(2.16)
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Here, (xny(t), ynx(t)) refer to the 2 - D trajectories of the (possibly moving) point
scatterers. For this point-scatterer array, we assume that the initial positions of the point
scatterers are located at the following sampled spatial positions
Xn,,(0) = Axnx {n,,ny} E Target Field (2.17)
Yn{n,}(0) = Ayny . {n, ny} E Target Field (2.18)
where Ax and Ay are the spatial sampling-interval constants (whose values we will derive
later in Chapter 3). We also assume that the received signal is amplified by the radar
hardware in such a manner that the magnitudes of the complex elements of A[nx, ny] are
only dependent upon the reflectivity intensity(but not the range) of the corresponding point
scatterers in the 2 - D array (i.e., we compensate for the b propagation attenuation). The
phases of the elements of A[nx, ny are the phase shifts between the incident and reflected
signals at the corresponding point scatterers. Since we assume that the velocities of the
point-scatterers are much less than the speed of light, then for each pulse transmit time
tT[k], we can express the 2 - D projection of the time-varying reflectivity in the rotated-
coordinate system (x', y') by
A'(x', y') = A[nx, ny] 6(x' - x'[nx, ny, k], y' - y'[nx, ny, k]) , (2.19)
nx ny
where trajectories (x'[nx, ny, k], y'[nx, ny, k]) of the point-scatterers in the rotated coordinate
system are given by
x'[nx,ny, k] = nxnn,(tT [k]) cos(O[k]) + ynxn(tT[k]) sin(9[k]) (2.20)
y'[n, ny, k] = ynxn, (tT[k]) cos(O[k]) - Xxny (tT[k]) sin(O[k]) . (2.21)
If we substitute A' (x', y') into the plane-wave approximation for the SAR received signal
equation, we get the following expression for SR(t)
SRt A4xlyl)dxj so t-tT[k] _2 (R' [k] + y') dy'
k=-K
K2
~ S S A[nx, ny] so t - tT[k] - (R' [k] + y ' [nx, ny k]) . (2.22)
k=-K nx ny c 0Y
Therefore, we see that the isotropic "ideal" point-scatterer assumption allows us to ap-
proximate the SAR received-signal equation sR(t) by a "simple" superposition of delayed
versions of the SAR "mother" pulse s,(t).
2.1.5 Chirp-Pulse with Quadrature Demodulation
For our SAR imaging model, we consider the case where the SAR "mother" pulse so(t) is
a broadband complex "chirp" signal of the form
s0 (t) e rect . (2.23)
(ty
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Here, T, is the pulse-width, f, is the "center" frequency, and a is the chirp rate. The
"rectangle" function rect(t) is defined to be
rect(t)={1 oth e } . (2.24)0 otherwise
The actual transmitted (real-valued) pulse-train signal ST(t) is then given by
K
ST(t) = Re [Z So(t - tT[k]) . - T < k < T (2.25)
-k=-K
For an array of "ideal" point scatterers with complex reflectivities given by A[n,,ny], the
received signal is approximately given by the following (real-valued) superposition of delayed
versions of the SAR "mother" pulse s,(t)
S~~~ n A['n) (2.26) (~,k] '
SR(t) Re -K~ :~nys t-tT[k] (R [k + y'[nX, f, i) (226
-k=-K nx ny )
The center range R' [k] and the relative range y'[nx, ny, k] are given by the following expres-
sions
R' [k] = Ro + (vtT [k]) 2  (2.27)0 2Ro
y'[n, ny, k ] = Yn., (tT[k]) cos(O[k]) - xnn, (tT[kI) sin(9[kJ) . (2.28)
Let the signal sR0 (t) be a complex "reference chirp" pulse-train given by
K ]2R'k]
SR(M = K so (t - tT [k 0[)k=-K
K j2,r fe t-t([k]--_ + t-tTkk 2R2k,[k]
= e ' ( ( rect T '
k=-K
(2.29)
The real part of this complex reference signal describes a return signal from a unit-intensity
point scatterer located at the origin of the target-field coordinate system. If we now assume
that the relative round-trip travel time r'[n, ny, k] - ,r[kJ, given by
, 2(R' [ k] + y'[nx, ny, k] ) 2Rok
r'[nx, ny, k] -T-r,[k] = ( 0 C k ) - ( , (2.30)
is "small" (compared to the pulse-width Ty) for all scatterers in the target-field, we can
express the received signal SR(t) as
SR(t) = Re[ s,(t) f(t)]
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Figure 2.4: SAR Quadrature-Demodulation System
The signal f(t) is an (analog) complex "baseband" pulse-train given by
f (t) = ZZ A[n, ny] e
k=-K nx ny
t - tT[k] - 2R' [k]
x rect C ,
where #RVP [nx, ny, k] is a nonlinear phase term (usually referred to in the
Residual Video Phase (RVP)[7]) given by
Rvp [rx,, k] 2R'k]) 2  (2(R' [k] +y'[rn, Ik] 2(RV )o 2y 01 j)2
literature as the
(2.33)
This residual phase term can usually be neglected (since ly'[nx, ny, k]I < R' [k]). For many
SAR imaging systems[7], the baseband signal f(t) is obtained by quadrature-demodulating
the return signals with the reference "chirp" (as shown in Figure 2.4).
If we shift the demodulated baseband pulses by the round-trip travel times T. [k] = 2R'[k]
of the reference chirp pulses (so as to get rid of the dependence upon R' [k]), we can express
f(t) as
f (t) -j2,r 2y [nxny ,k] +2a(t-tT 
[k]) (' [nxny'K
= E S 1 A[n, ny] e
k=-K nx ny
X rect -t3[k]
xret .
)DE SAR MODEL
Re[f(t)]
- Im[f(t)]
(2.32)
J27r (fc -xUny.'''' +2c,(t-tr [k])" "''n'"nIk]+ORVP [nx,ny,k
(2.34)
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Note that we also neglected the Residual Video Phase term qRVP[nx, %, k] as well. Sim-
plifying this expression even further, we obtain
f(t) = k= K- [fc(y'[n ,ny,k)+a(t-tT[k])(y'[n,ny,k]) t (t tT[k
5 5 AKn , ny1 e - [(fc+a(t-tT[k]))(y'[n ,ny,k])]rec t tT[k]
k=-K nx ny T
K 
-j r +Tp (t-t[k]) (y'[n,ny,k]) ( - T
= X S S A[nz, n,] e Ac K f TP rect T .(2.35)
k=-Knx ny
Here, AC =- is the "center" wavelength of the transmitted chirp pulses.
Define the "pulse-relative" continuous time variable i as = t - tT[k] (with - i <
Z). If we sample the "pulse-relative" time variable t at time instants
i~]Tyn -N N
N[n] = n' 2 < n < (2.36)
(where for this case, the integer N is assumed to be even) we can rearrange the one-
dimensional pulse train f(t) into the following equivalent discrete two-dimensional SAR
data function f [n, k]
f [n, k] = f (i[n] + tT[k]) 55 A[nX, nV] e x + [ P)(y[nyk])]
nx ny
-N N
-K< k <K1 ' < n < (2.37)
2 - - 2
In the SAR literature, the (discrete) sampled "pulse-relative" time variable i[n] is usually
referred to as the "fast" sampling time [7, 10], while the (discrete) pulse-transmit time
tT[k] = 2 is usually referred to as the "slow" sampling time.
If we let y'[ln, ny, k] = ynxny(tT[k]) cos(0[k]) - Xnxny(tT[k]) sin(0[k]) (the plane-wave
relative range relation with 0[k] = tan-1(1- tT[k]) ~- tT[k]), we can express the complex
baseband signal by the following relation (where the "look-angle" rotation rate 9 is given
by = )
General-Motion SAR Data Model
f [nk] = E A[nx,ny]
x y(2.38)
xe [(1+ TP )(Ynxn,(tT[k])COS(tT[k])-Xxnny(tT[k])sin(tT[k])) (
N N
-Kk<K 
- n
Note that we have not as yet made any assumptions about the trajectories (Xnxn, (t), Ynn, (t))
of the point-scatterers (other than the previous assumption that the point-scatterers do not
move significantly over the duration of a single pulse).
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2.2 General-Motion Estimation Theoretic SAR Model
Suppose we assume that the trajectories (x,., (t), yaly(t)) of the point-scatterers are also
functions of a general-motion parameter vector v ,i.e., (xn.n, (t, v), yn.n, (t, v)) . Here,
v can represent translational motion parameters, rotational motion parameters, velocity
basis-function coefficients, etc. In its most general form, v can represent the velocities of
all of the point scatterers for all pulse transmit times tT[k]. We can now write a general-
motion estimation-theoretic model of the complex SAR data by substituting the general-
motion parameterized trajectories into the general-motion SAR data model (and include
an additive-noise term r[n, k])
General-Motion Estimation- Theoretic SAR Model
f [n, k] = Z Z A[nny]
fix mly
xe-j L 1+ 2 (Ynxny(t[k],v)cS(tT[k])-nxnn(t[k],v)sin(OtT[k])) +r[n,k] (2.39)
= E A[n, ny]s[nx, ny, n, k] +yr[n, k]
nx fy
N N
-Kk<K -- n-
The additive noise is modeled as zero-mean and circularly-complex Gaussian, i.e.,
Re [ 7[n, k] ] ~ N(0, o2/2) (2.40)
Im [ 7)[n, k] ] - N(0, o-/2) (2.41)
E [ Re [r[n, k] ] Im [ r[n, k] 3 = 0 . (2.42)
We can also express the general-motion estimation-theoretic model in the following matrix
form
f = F(v)A + rq, (2.43)
where f is the SAR data, and v is the general-motion parameter vector. The vector A is
the vector of scatterer intensities, given by
A = A[0, 0] (2.44)A[0, 1]
and 1 is the additive Gaussian noise. The matrix F(v) has the form
(2.45)
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where each column vector s [n, ny] corresponds to a lexicographical ordering of the 2 - D
complex-exponential basis-function given by sv[nz, ny , n, k]. If we assume that the additive
noise y is spatially statistically-independent, then its spatial-correlation matrix is given by
K= E [nH] = u21. (2.46)
2.3 Zero-Velocity Estimation-Theoretic SAR Model
If we make the assumption that the SAR "look" angle 6[k] is "small", and if we make the
assumption that the center frequency f, is much greater than the chirp bandwidth BW =
aTp, then for a stationary array of point scatterers (where (Xxny(tT[k]), Yn.2,y (tT[k)) =
(xnx, Ayny)), we can write the sampled complex baseband signal f[n, k] as
_j Lr 47 fcn T'P Lnl- t .&[k]
f [n,k] = ZZ A[nx, ny] e x. e A[n] A fTLJJ
fix fly
N N
-- < n - - K < k < K (2.47)2 - 2
where, again, the "look-angle" rotation rate 9 is given by 0 = '. If we merge the constant-
phase term e - \1Ayfly into the complex phase of A[nx, ny] (since for most SAR imaging
applications, we are generally more interested in the amplitude of the target-field complex
reflectivity density rather than its phase), the complex baseband signal for the stationary-
scatterer zero-velocity case can be written as
Zero- Velocity SAR Data Model
-j L [Ayny2 n ~
f [n, k] = ( A[n,, ny] e e [xltT[k]] (2.48)
nx ny
N N
= ( A[nx Iny] sy [ny, n] sx[nz,k] .- : n - K < k < K
Here, we see that the SAR data for the zero-velocity case is essentially given by a limited-
support scaled 2-D Fourier Transform of the imaged target field.
From this result, we can write our estimation-theoretic model of the zero-velocity com-
plex SAR data by simply including an additive-noise term rq[n, k] to the SAR data model.
Zero-Velocity Estimation- Theoretic SAR Data Model
f [n, k] = E A[n, ny]y[ny, n]sx[nx, k] + rIn, k] (2.49)
nx fly
N N
-- n - - K k K
22
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Figure 2.5: Zero-Velocity Estimation-Theoretic SAR Data Model
The additive noise is modeled as zero-mean and circularly-complex Gaussian, i.e.,
Re [ [m, k] ] N(0, o /2)
Im [R[n, k] ]N([, o- /2)
E [ Re [ y[n, k] I Im [ 7/[n, k] ]]=0 .
(2.50)
(2.51)
(2.52)
From this framework, we can think of the SAR imaging problem as an estimation problem
where we are "transmitting " a set of complex-valued coefficients (parameterized by the
scatterer reflectivities A[nx, ny] ) by using a set of approximately orthogonal basis-functions
(given by the limited-support scaled 2-D Fourier Transform, and parameterized by the initial
scatterer positions (Arnx, Ayny)), over a " noisy" channel, as shown in Figure 2.5.
We can also express the zero-velocity estimation-theoretic model in the following matrix
form
f = FA +r, (2.53)
where f is the SAR data and r7 is the additive Gaussian noise. For a set of ideal point
scatterers located at the sampled spatial positions (Axnx, Ayny), the vector A of scatterer
intensities is given by
A[0, 0]
A[0, 1] (2.54)
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The matrix F has the form
F = ... s[0,0] s[0,1] ... , (2.55)
where each column vector s[nxny] correspond to a lexicographical ordering of the 2 -
D complex-exponential basis-function given by sy [ny, n] sx [n, k]. If we assume that the
additive noise q is spatially statistically-independent, then its spatial-correlation matrix is
given by
K = E [rrH] = oI . (2.56)
2.4 Spatially-Varying Temp orally- Constant Velocity
(SVTCV) Estimation Theoretic SAR Model
If we assume that the velocity of each moving point scatterer is constant over the SAR's
"dwell time" -T < t < T (but independent from scatterer to scatterer), then the scatterer
trajectories are given by the following relations
Xn,,(t) = AZnx + &[nx, ny]t (2.57)
yn.n, (t) = Ayn, + [nx, ny]t , (2.58)
where & [n, ny] and # [nx, ny] are the respective azimuth velocities and range velocities of
the point scatterers corresponding to A[nx, ny]. Recall from Section 2.1.5 that the SAR
relative-range equation y'[nx, ny, k] was given by
y'[n, ny, k] = ynxny(tT[k])cos(*tT[k]) - Xn.n,(tT[k]) sin(tT [k]) . (2.59)
We can also think of this equation as being a discrete-time version (for t = tT[k]) of the
following continuous-time SAR relative-range equation
y$1/x,(t) = yn n,(t) cos(6t) - Xx ny(t) sin(&t) . (2.60)
(i.e., y'[nx, ny, k] = y's.n(tT[k]) ). If we substitute the SVTCV trajectory relations into the
continuous-time SAR relative-range equation, we obtain the following third-order polyno-
mial approximation about t = 0,
0 I ayn. (0) 1 92 y /, (0) 2 1 a3y'~,(0) (
yt 2I 2 t +3 a2t , (a3t
where
y' n.(0) = A ny (2.62)
ny (0)
(n = $[n , ny] - A xnx ) (2.63)
2 (0) - (2i [nx, ny]6 + Ayny 2) (2.64)
-
() = 3y[n , ny]2 + A Zxnx3) . (2.65)
a3t
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Note that for our case of a constant "look-angle" rotation rate 0 =--, the mapping from
the scatterer's motion parameters to the relative-range derivatives is both linear and non-
singular. Rearranging terms, the polynomial approximation to the relative-range can be
written in the following form
((3t3 - t Aono + -- t2) '
- t2_[nx, ny] + t - IO2t3 [n, ny] . (2.66)
Therefore, we can write the original discrete-time relative-range equation y'[nx, ny, k] as
y[n, ny, k] = yn'x(tT[k])
= 
x Tl ( k \
(~ (k) - 0 A nx + (i -- $2 ( 2)A
./Tk\ 2  ((Tk\ 1 (Tk)
-6 K )' X[nx, ny]I + (K ) _12 \ K )3) [nx, ny] (2.67)
This implies that we can express the sampled demodulated 2 - D SAR data function for
the spatially-varying temporally-constant velocity case as
f [n, k] = 1: A[nx, ny] e i [+x[',k]Axnx++3 [n,k]Ayn, [n,k];[nx,ny]++ [n,k] [%,ny]
n. fly
(2.68)
where
#x[n, k] =- 4I + Tpn) 3 (2)3 - ( (2.69)
#y[n, k] =- 7( T1 + Tpn$ 1 162 (§ )] (2.70)
#,3[n, k] = 1+ (1 n ) [6( )2] (2.71)
#g[n, k] = - ( + --n) [(T) $ _12 (T)3]. (2.72)
In a similar fashion to the generalized-motion case, we can write an estimation-theoretic
model for the spatially-varying temporally-constant velocity (SVTCV) SAR data by includ-
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ing an additive-noise term q[n, k],
Spatially- Varying Temporally- Constant Velocity
(SVTCV) Estimation-Theoretic SAR Data Model
f [n, k] = Z A[n, ny]s,[nx,ny, n, k] + q[n, k] , (2.73)
n, fy
N N
2<n< k- kK
where the velocity-parameter vector v consists of the azimuth velocities and range velocities
of the point scatterers
V =
[0,
i[0,
y?'[0,
y'[0,
0]
1]
0]
1]
We model the additive noise as zero-mean and circularly-complex Gaussian, i.e.,
Re [ 7[n, k]] N(0, o /2)
Im [e[n, k] ] ~ N([, =/2)0
E [ Re [ 77[n, k] j Im [ q[n, k] ]]=0 .
We see that the SVTCV estimation-theoretic SAR data model is composed of non-orthogonal
basis-functions, which are parameterized by both the scatterer initial positions and the scat-
terer velocities, as shown in Figure 2.6.
Just as with the generalized-motion model discussed previously, we can express the
SVTCV estimation-theoretic model in the following matrix form
f = F(v)A + ?7, (2.78)
where f is the SAR data. The vector A is the vector of scatterer intensities, given by
A = A[0, 0]A[O, 1] (2.79)
Again, the vector v is the vector of the corresponding scatterer velocities, and y is the
additive Gaussian noise. The matrix F(v) has the form
F(v) = [ ... s [0, 0] s [0, 1] ... , (2.80)
(2.74)
(2.75)
(2.76)
(2.77)
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where each column vector sv [n,, ny] corresponds to a lexicographical ordering of the complex-
exponential basis-function given by s, nny , n, k]. If we assume that the additive noise y
is spatially statistically-independent, then its spatial-correlation matrix is given by
K E [nrH= 021. (2.81)
2.5 Rigid-Body Temporally-Constant Velocity Estimation
Theoretic SAR Model
Here, we now consider the case where the 2- D array of point scatterers belong to a rotating,
translating rigid-body target, i.e., the scatterers have the following trajectories
xn.n,(t) = XRB + XRBt + (Aznx - XRB) cos( RBt) + (zAyny - YRB) sin( RBt) (2.82)
Ynxny (t) = YRB - 'RBt - (Aynly - YRB) coS( RBt) - (Azxn - XRB) sin( RBt) - (2.83)
As before, (Axn, Ayny) are the initial positions (at t = 0) of the point-scatterers, and
(XRB, YRB) is the initial position (at t = 0) of the center-of-rotation. The velocities
(IRB, YRB) are the initial velocities of the center-of-rotation, and ?RB is the target rotation
rate. If we assume that /RB is "small", we can simplify these expressions to
nl,,(t) = AZNn + ( RB - (Ayny - YRB)/RB) t
ynxn (t) =Ayny + (yRB ~ (Axnx - XRB) RB) t -
(2.84)
(2.85)
-
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This implies that the scatterer velocities are approximately given by
+[nz,ny] = X RB + (Ayny - YRB)RB (2.86)
y[nx, ny] = yRB - (Axnm - XRB)bRB - (2.87)
Just as with the general SVTCV estimation theoretic model, we are essentially assuming
that the velocity of each moving point scatterer is constant over the SAR's "dwell time"
-T < t < T. However, the scatterer velocities are now correlated by the rigid-body
equations.
For the simplified rigid-body scatterer-velocity equations derived here, suppose we are
given (XRB, YRB, XRB, YRB) = (XRBO, YRB 0 , 0, 0). We see that for bRB :# 0, this is is equiv-
alent to (XRB, YRB, XRB, YRB) = (0, 0, -YRB, RB, iXRB' /RB). This implies that the center-
of-rotation position variables (XRB, YRB) are redundant variables. This also implies that
we can simplify the scatterer-velocity equations by "merging" the terms -YRB/RB and
XRB 4RB into (d+RB, YRB)
[nx, ny] = XRB + RB yny (2.88)
[nXny] = RB - E/RB Axnx - (2.89)
If we substitute the expressions for the scatterer velocities into the SVTCV 2 - D SAR
data function derived in the previous section, we get the following expression for the rigid-
body SAR data
f[n, kJ = ej 1(q5-n,kj-- [n,k]*RB)A.nX+(Oy[n,k]+4f[n,k]a)RB) )syny I
x e [O [n,k RB+0 9[,k] RB
We can write an estimation-theoretic model for the rigid-body temporally-constant velocity
(RBTCV) SAR data by including an additive-noise term 7[n, k],
Rigid-Body Temporally- Constant Velocity (RBTCV)
Estimation-Theoretic SAR Data Model
f [n, k] = En, En A[n, ny]sORB [n, my, n, k]sRB YRB[n, k] + 7[n, k]
N n < - K <k <K2- - 2
We model the additive noise as zero-mean and circularly-complex Gaussian, i.e.,
Re [ 77[n, k] ] N(0, o /2) (2.92)
Im [ i[n, k] ] N(0, o /2) (2.93)
E [ Re [ 7[n, k] ] Im [ TI[n,k] = 0 . (2.94)
We can also express the RBTCV estimation-theoretic model in the following matrix
form
f = F(v)A + , (
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where f is the SAR data. The vector A is the vector of scatterer intensities, given by
A= A[,O] (2.96)A[0, 1]
The vector v is the vector of the rigid-body scatterer-velocity parameters,
[RB
V yRB (2.97)
LRB J
and r/ is the additive Gaussian noise. The matrix F(v) has the form
F(v) = [ ... s4[0,0] sv[0,1] ... ] , (2.98)
where each column vector sv [nx, ny) corresponds to a complex exponential basis function
given by S [Rn, nx , , k]sRB YRB [n, k]. If we assume that the additive noise n; is spatially
statistically-independent, then its spatial-correlation matrix is given by
K [nH1 = 2. (2.99)
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Li-Norm Based SAR Processing
IN this chapter, we present a generalized SAR imaging framework which exploits the
idea of Li-norm regularization in order to address the limitations of conventional SAR
imaging (e.g., blurring to motion, sidelobe artifacts, and loss of scatterer resolution). For
comparison purposes, we first present a brief overview of a conventional SAR processing
algorithm. Next, we present an a estimation-theoretic justification for the L-norm-based
SAR processing framework, from the context of the ill-posed over-complete basis-pursuit
estimation problem. We also present a means for implementing an Li-norm-based algorithm
by using a coordinate-descent line-minimization scheme. Later in Chapter 5, we will present
a parameterized estimation-theoretic L1 -norm regularized approach for imaging rigid-body
moving targets. In this chapter, we also present some results in order to demonstrate the
utility of an Li-norm regularized approach for reducing sidelobes and improving resolution
for stationary SAR images.
3.1 Conventional Spotlight-Mode SAR Processing
In the previous chapter, we derived the following zero-velocity estimation-theoretic model
for the quadrature-demodulated sampled "baseband" SAR data f[n, k] ( where we have a
2 - D array of stationary isotropic "ideal" point-scatterers)
Zero- Velocity SAR Model
f [n,k] = ZZ A[n,ny]e ' T' e C [A"n.,6Tk]] + n[n, k]
ix ny (3.1)
= E A[iix, ny]sy[ny, n]s,[n, k] + 1[n, k]
N N
2 - - k
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Recall that we assumed that ideal point-scatterers were located at the following sampled
spatial positions
xnn {nxI,rny} E Target Field (3.2)
y=,(t) Ayny . {nx,ny } E Target Field (3.3)
where Ax and AY are spatial sampling-interval constants (whose values we will derive later
in this chapter). Also recall that the set of corresponding point-scatterer reflectivities were
given by the 2-D function A[nx, ny]. For this zero-velocity case, we see that the SAR data is
essentially given by a limited-support scaled 2-D Fourier Transform of the imaged target field.
This implies that we can simply use a limited-support scaled inverse 2-D Fourier Transform
to (approximately) recover the target-field reflectivities A[nx, ny] from the demodulated SAR
data f [n,k].
From the previous chapter, we can express the zero-velocity estimation-theoretic model
in the following matrix form
f = FA + r/, (3.4)
where f is the SAR data and r/ is the additive Gaussian noise. For a set of ideal point
scatterers located at the sampled spatial positions (Axnx, Ayny), the vector A of scatterer
intensities is given by
A= A 0,O] (3.5)A[O, 1]
The matrix F has the form
F [ ... s[0,0] s[0,1] ... , (3.6)
where each column vector s[nz, ny] corresponds to a lexicographical ordering of the complex-
exponential basis-function given by sy[ny, n]sx[nx, k]. Since we assume that the additive
noise q is spatially statistically-independent, then its spatial-correlation matrix is given by
K= E [rH] = a21. (3.7)
For the matrix zero-velocity model presented here, the maximum-likelihood estimate for
the scatterer vector A is given by
AML = (FH K- 1F FHK-f. (3.8)
This is equivalent to minimizing the following standard least-squares cost function J(A)
J(A) = 11f - FA1I _ = (f - FA)H K- 1 (f - FA) . (3.9)
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For the case where the noise r is spatially statistically-independent and isotropic, the
maximum-likelihood estimate can be simplified to
AML= (2FHF F Hf = (FHF) FHf (3.10)
However, direct calculation of the inverse of the matrix FHF can be computationally in-
tensive, even for a moderately sized SAR scene. Therefore, the following approximation
is typically made to the so-called ambiguity-function matrix FHF (where the ambiguity
function[42] refers to the response of the maximum-likelihood estimator to a unit-amplitude
point-scatterer located at the center of the imaged target-field)
F HF - I1. (3.11)
Thus, the conventional-SAR maximum-likelihood estimate is given by
AML FH, (3.12)
which is essentially the inverse Fourier Transform (with limited support) of the demodulated
SAR data. The effect of this approximation is the introduction of sidelobes into the final
SAR image for high-amplitude scatterers (since the ambiguity function for an estimator
based upon the limited-extent Fourier-Transform is approximately a scaled sine function).
This approximation also limits the conventional SAR image in resolution.
In terms of the original sampled 2-D target-field reflectivity A [n, ny], the approximation
to the maximum-likelihood estimate is given by
A[nz,ny] ~~ (2K)(N) k-- Ku N xxT
SK 21 nx n f [n, k] hen~n hxnk (.3
(2K)(N) k--IKn N
2
The (sampled) scaled inverse Fourier-Transform basis-functions (h [nx, k] and hy[ny, n]) are
given by the respective complex-conjugates of the zero-velocity SAR model basis-functions
s[nx, k] and sy[ny, n].
In the literature[7, 10], this conventional SAR processing algorithm is usually divided
into two main steps, range-processing and azimuth processing. The first part of the so-called
range-processing step is the quadrature-demodulation process (plus the required analog-to-
digital conversion) used to obtain the complex baseband SAR data, f [n, k], from the received
"chirp" signals reflected from the point scatterers. This part of the range-processing is
performed by the radar hardware at each pulse-transmit time tT[k]. After f[n, k] is obtained,
the next part of the range-processing step is a scaled 1 - D Fourier-transform with respect to
the "fast" sampling time i[n] = T±. This forms a series of so-called Relative-Range Profiles
(RRP). Then, the azimuth-processing step is simply a scaled 1 - D Fourier Transform
"across" the relative-range profile data with respect to the "slow time" (pulse-transmit
time) tT[k] = L. This gives us the final complex SAR image A[n,, ny]. One interpretation
of the conventional range and azimuth processing algorithms presented in the literature is
as a row-column decomposition of the 2-D inverse scaled Fourier Transform.
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Range Resolution and Azimuth Resolution
Here, we derive values for the spatial sampling intervals, A,, and Ay. In the literature[18],
these sampling intervals are usually some fraction of the corresponding "inherent" azimuth
and range resolutions, 6. and 6.,, of the SAR system (whose values we will derive here).
Suppose we are given the following noiseless zero-velocity SAR data set f[n, k], which
corresponds to an array of ideal point scatterers with initial positions at (&xn' , byn' ) (where
{n', n' } E Target Field).
f [n, k] = A[n', n'| e Je fVtT[k6xn']
n/ n'
N NS<in - K k < K (3.14)
Again, f[n, k] is a scaled Fourier Transform of the imaged target field reflectivity. This
scaled Fourier Transform can also be expressed in the following form
f[n, k] = >3 A[n',, n'] e i kAwX6=n' e -j wo>6o>nY,
N N
< n < - - K < k < K (3.15)
where the spatial frequencies (kAwox,nAwy) are given by
4lrxtr [ k] = 4 k(2T) (3.16)
Ac Ac -2K
47r aT p i [n] 47rai[n] 47ra p]y
n - -- _ - [ (3.17)
S Ac fe Tp c c N
As shown in Figure 3.1, this Fourier-Transform equation essentially says that the SAR data
is contained within a 2KAwx x NAwy subset of the target-field's 2-D Fourier Transform
[28], where the dimensions of this subset, 2KAZwx and Nwy, are given by
2KAwx = 8rT (3.18)
N wy= 4 .raT (3.19)
c
The variables (wx, wy) shown in Figure 3.1 are the spatial frequencies corresponding to
(x, y). Therefore, the noiseless-data maximum-likelihood estimate, A[nx, ny] (using (3.11),
which is the discrete scaled inverse Fourier Transform of f [n, k]) is approximately given by
the following set of scaled sampled 2-D sinc functions (where the spatial sampling intervals
are again given by Ax and AY)
Ke
Z[nx, ny] =(2K) (N)P f [n, k] e ~ a-4 e i"-^4
Tk=-K n=-
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.A[n/, ]sine 2KAwx(Axnx - 6xn' ))
~ i ni X)An nysm 2sie
n n
NAwy(Ayny
2
In order for the sinc-function mainlobe "peaks" (corresponding to each point scatterer) to
be distinct, the initial positions (6,n',6 n' ) of the ideal point scatterers must be separated
by an azimuth distance and a range distance equal to the corresponding azimuth and range
widths of the mainlobes of the scaled sampled sinc functions. This implies that the ultimate
SAR azimuth resolution 6x and range resolution 6Y are given by the following expressions
SAR Azimuth Resolution and Range Resolution
=2K 20T (3.21)
6 y=2
og =2 N
We see that the range resolution o6 is inversely proportional to the approximate bandwidth
aTp of the transmitted "chirp" signals, while the azimuth resolution 6, is inversely propor-
tional to the length of the radar's "synthetic-aperture angle" 29T. As stated earlier, in the
literature[18], the spatial sampling-interval constants, Ax and Ay, are usually chosen to be
some fraction of 6x and 6y (e.g., Ax = 0.56x and Ay = 0.56y).
Range Walk and the Polar Format Algorithm
In order for the Fourier-Transform based conventional SAR processing technique to produce
acceptable results, the relative-range variations of the target-field point scatterers must be
less than the range sampling interval Ay. In terms of the general-motion SAR relative-
range equation derived in the previous chapter, the following condition must be satisfied
for the set of stationary scatterers with trajectories given by (xnn(tT[k]), yn. n(tT[k])) =
(Ayny, Ayny)
Ayny - A) 5 (Yn.,n(tT[k]) cos(O[k]) - xn.n,(tT[k]) sin(O[k])) 5 (Ayny + .AY)
(3.22)
This condition can also be written as
SAR Range- Walk Condition
(Ayny - AYnY cos(O[k]) - A nx sin(O[k])) (Ayny + .) (3.23)
If this condition is violated, the final SAR image will be degraded by an effect known as
range-walk, where the energy from a given point-scatterer is dispersed over several spatial
-
(yn'y)))
(3.20)
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Figure 3.1: Fourier Data Domain for SAR Imaging Geometry and Polar Format Resampling
sampling-interval "cells". Even for stationary targets, range walk can still occur for higher-
resolution SAR systems (with smaller range sampling-interval constants A. and/or larger
look angle extents, O[K] - 0[-K] = 20T). This essentially arises from our assumption that
our data samples correspond to an approximately rectangular portion of the 2-D Fourier
Transform of the target-field reflectivity density, when in reality, it is an angular section.
One common means of compensating for range-walk (without sacrificing range resolution) is
to resample the demodulated SAR data by interpolating from a polar grid to a rectangular
grid, as shown in Figure 3.1.
For the experimental results presented later in this chapter for the enhancement of
stationary SAR scenes, we found that we did not have to consider range-walk as an issue,
since the SAR's look angle extent was relatively small (about 0.036 radians). Therefore,
we did not need to use polar-format resampling for these particular examples. However,
for the L 1-Norm based SAR processing technique presented in Chapter 5 for the rigid-body
motion case, we used a polar-format resampling based algorithm in order to compensate
for target rotation (which is equivalent to having a larger SAR look angle extent).
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3.2 General-Motion Lr-Norm Based SAR Processing Algo-
rithm
Recall from Chapter 2 that we derived the following general-motion parameterized estimation-
theoretic model
General-Motion Estimation- Theoretic SAR Model
f [n, k] = 1 1 A[n,, ny]
fix fly
xe - (+ 9 )(Ynxny(tT[k],v)COS(tT[k])--X.ny (tT[k],v)sin(tT[k])) + in[n, k] (3.24)
= A[n, ny]sv[n, ny, n, k] +q /[n, k]
fix fly
N N
-K~k<K -- <n< -
The vector v is a general-motion parameter vector which can represent translational motion
parameters, rotational motion parameters, velocity basis-function coefficients, etc. We can
also express the general-motion estimation-theoretic model in the following matrix form
f = F(v)A + r7, (3.25)
where f is the SAR data. The vector A is the vector of scatterer intensities, given by
A [01 . (3.26)A[0, 1]
and r7 is the additive Gaussian noise. The matrix F(v) has the form
F(v) = [ ... sv [0,0] s [0, 1] ... 1 , (3.27)
where each column vector s[nz, ny] corresponds to a lexicographical ordering of the 2 - D
complex-exponential basis-function given by sv[nx, ny, n, k]. If we assume that the additive
noise r is spatially statistically-independent and isotropic, then its spatial-correlation matrix
is given by
K = E [rmH1 or2 . (3.28)
Given the general-motion estimation-theoretic model with the form, f = F(v)A+'q, the
maximum likelihood estimate for the scatterer-amplitude vector A and scatterer-velocity
vector v is equivalent to finding the scatterer amplitudes A and velocity-parameters vr which
minimizes the following standard least-squares cost function J(A, v)
J(A, v) = ||f - F(v)A|| _ = (f - F(v)A)H K- 1 (f - F(v)A) . (3.29)
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From this cost function, the maximum-likelihood estimate for the scatterer-amplitude vector
A is given by
AML = (FH(9ML)K-1F(jrML)>l FH( ML)K-lf, (3.30)
where the maximum-likelihood estimate -IML of the velocity-parameter vector v is given by
VML = arg max [j (FH(v)K,-F(v) FH (v)K-f| . (3.31)
However, for many moving-target SAR imaging applications, our estimation problem will
be ill-posed (i.e., we will not have a unique solution for both AML and VML), which implies
that we must add some type of regularization to this problem. In the literature[21], one
common means of regularizing an estimation problem of this form is to add a quadratic
penalty upon the vector A to the cost function J(A, v), e.g.,
J(A, v) = I f - F(v)AI 12_ + AMAHA (3.32)
The corresponding solution to this so-called L 2 regularized problem is then given by
-ML = (FH(VML)K ?F(CML) + YAI) FH(VML)K-f , (3.33)
where, in a similar fashion to before, the maximum-likelihood estimate X'ML is given by
VML = argmax [ (FH(v)K,-F(v) +-YAI) FH v)-lf|||] . (3.34)
For a given set of velocity parameters v, it can be shown [19, 21, 27] that the quadratic
L 2 penalty -YAAHA is equivalent to the following zero-mean circularly-complex Gaussian
prior model for the scatterer amplitudes A[n,, ny)
Re [ A[nz, n] ~ N(0, 7yA/2) (3.35)
Im [ A[n, ny] N (0, -1/ 2) (3.36)
E [ Re [ A[n., ny] ] Im [ A[nx, ny] =0 . (3.37)
Note that this particular prior model also assumes that the scatterer amplitudes are spatially
statistically-independent, which implies that the spatial-correlation matrix for A is given
by
KA = E AAH I - I . (3.38)
In the SAR literature[19, 29], it has been shown that this type of Gaussian L 2 prior model
gives a very good statistical description for the scatterer amplitudes of "natural" clutter,
such as trees or grass. However, for a scene containing a "man-made" target, the SAR image
will also contain a small number of relatively high-amplitude elements (corresponding to the
target scatterers), which would appear as statistical "outliers" to the Gaussian prior model.
This implies that the L 2 regularized estimator will try to "smooth out" the portions of
the SAR image containing the target-scatterer amplitudes, (which is clearly undesirable for
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SAR automatic-target recognition applications, since it is usually the target portions of the
SAR image that are the most important). In other words, if we think of a target-containing
SAR image as being approximately sparse (i.e., containing only a small number of non-zero
elements), the L 2 regularized estimator will try to approximate each high-amplitude target
scatterer by a non-sparse (spatially-distributed) superposition of smaller amplitude elements
in the SAR image.
In addition, for moving-target applications, the (nonlinear) estimation of the velocity
parameters v is directly dependent upon the prior model for the scatterer amplitudes. This
implies that the L 2 regularized estimator may not give good estimates for these parameters,
which implies that the L 2 regularized AML and VML may not correspond to a focused image
of the target-field.
Even if there is no target motion, the L 2 regularized estimator will also suffer from the
following problems (due to the non-orthogonality of the complex-exponential basis-functions
contained in the columns of F(v)): the high-amplitude target portions of the SAR image
will contain artifacts such as sidelobes, and the SAR image will be resolution-limited by the
so-called ambiguity-function matrix FfH (v)F(v).
In many respects, this type of ill-posed estimation problem has many similarities to
the so-called over-complete basis-pursuit problem in the literature [8, 9, 11]. For basis pur-
suit, the goal is to represent a given signal or image by a sparse superposition of scaled
basis functions taken from some (possibly non-orthogonal) basis-function "dictionary". If
this basis-function dictionary is over-complete, this essentially means that some of its basis
functions can also be represented by a superposition of other basis functions found in the
dictionary. This implies that a given signal or image will not have a unique representa-
tion with an over-complete basis-function dictionary. Therefore, if we do not regularize the
scaling coefficients of the basis functions, we will not necessarily get a sparse representa-
tion. The basis pursuit technique tries to achieve a sparse representation for this case by
regularizing the L 1 norm of the set of basis-function scaling coefficients.
If we think of the set of generalized-parameter complex-exponential basis-functions given
by sv[rn, ny, n, k] (for all possible combinations of velocity-parameters v) as being an over-
complete basis-function dictionary (with the estimated scatterer amplitudes being the basis-
function scaling coefficients), we can use the Ll-norm regularization idea from basis pursuit
to obtain a (hopefully) sparse estimate to the scatterer amplitudes (which for our SAR imag-
ing application, implies that we will correctly recover the high-amplitude target portions of
the SAR image). In the context of our estimation problem, this is done by computing the
A and v which minimizes the following L, -norm regularized cost function J(A, v)
J(A, v) = If - F(v)A|I| -+ -yAIIAII1 + Jy(v) . (3.39)
This cost function is a standard least-squares cost function for f = F(v)A + r/, augmented
by a L 1 penalty upon the scatterer amplitudes (with an optional penalty Jv(v) upon the
velocity parameters). This type of LI-norm based formation also has many similarities to
the so-called total-variation imaging techniques in the literature [32, 35, 36] (which remove
noise by minimizing the L 1-norm of the intensity gradient of a given image).
For the case where the noise y is spatially statistically-independent and isotropic, the
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cost function can be simplified to
J(A, v) = I2 f-F(v)A 12 + -YAIIAIIl + Jv(v) . (3.40)
17
Since the location of the minimum of this cost-function is unaffected by multiplication by
a constant, we see that varying the assumed noise variance a is equivalent to varying the
Li weighting YA (along with the optional penalty Jv(v)). Therefore, we can normalize the
cost function by assuming that the noise variance is unity (i.e., o2 = 1), and just vary the
Li weighting -YA (along with the optional penalty Jv(v)), i.e.,
J(A,v) =2f - F(v)A| + -YAIIi + Jv(v) . (3.41)
3.3 Implementation Issues
In the literature [8, 9, 11, 20], the basis-pursuit Li-minimization over the set of basis-function
scaling coefficients is usually computed by recasting the problem as a linear programming
problem. However, for a large-scale estimation problem such as our SAR imaging problem,
the linear-programming techniques used by basis-pursuit can be somewhat computationally
intensive. Here, we present an alternative method for performing the L 1 minimization for
our SAR imaging estimation problem. This method involves calculation of the approximate
gradient of the L 1 cost function.
3.3.1 Continuous Approximation to the L1-Norm
For our SAR imaging problem, the gradient, sgn[A], of the Li-norm of A is discontinuous at
A = 0, which implies that any type of calculation based upon this gradient will be ill-posed
for "small" values of A. In order to avoid this type of computational difficulty, we first
make the following continuous approximation to the Li-norm of A (where the parameter
CA is an L 1 approximation constant)
IlAIlI = EIA[nx,ny]I
n ny
~ E /A[nxny]A*[nx, ny] + eA. (3.42)
Then the corresponding continuous approximation asgn[A] to the gradient, sgn[A], is given
by
[sgn[A)]snn~ [asgn[A]]nxn,
- asgn(A[n, nY])
A[nm, ny] (3.43)
/A[nx,ny]A*[nXnyI +,E2
For small values of A (i.e., IA[nx, n]I < CA), asgn(A[nx, ny]) is approximately given by
(3.44)
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This implies that an estimation scheme based upon this type of approximation will exhibit
(well-posed) L 2 regularization behavior for small values of A (since the gradient of the L 2
quadratic penalty -YAAHA is given by -YAA).
3.3.2 Gradient-Descent
Once we have the continuous approximation to the Li-norm of A (and its gradient), the
most straightforward method for performing the L1 minimization for the normalized cost
function is to use the following recursive gradient-descent algorithm
~aJ(A,V). HAm+1 = Am - a[ I A J =]km, v=Vm
= Am + aAF H(Vm)[f - F(am)km] aAYAsgn[km] (3.45)
_ rm+1 = m ~ av I[ J(A, v) ~2 (9V 
- A=Akm,v=i m
= KHDF (Vm) 1 - v9J(v) .(.6
= m+ av R A H [f - F(9m)Am] -av . (3.46)
Here, we are simultaneously estimating both A and v. The constants aA and av control
the rate of convergence (and stability) of the gradient-descent algorithm.
3.3.3 Coordinate-Descent Line Minimization
One major disadvantage of the gradient-descent implementation is its sensitivity to the
presence of local minima in the cost function J(A, v). For our SAR imaging application,
this implies that the gradient-descent algorithm may converge to a solution set A and '
where the gradient of J(A, v) is locally small, but where the SAR image is not focused.
One way of reducing this sensitivity to local minima is by using the following coordinate-
descent line minimization based algorithm. For this algorithm (given the normalized L1 cost
function J(A, v)), we first define the following set of velocity-dependent target-scatterer
amplitudes, A(v)
A(v) = arg min [J(A, v)] . (3.47)
A
In other words, for a given set of velocity parameters v, A(v) is defined as the set of scatterer
amplitudes which minimizes the L 1 cost function J(A, v). We can evaluate A(v) (for a
given v) by the following version of the previously-presented gradient-descent algorithm
(which incorporates the continuous approximation, asgn[A], to the gradient of the L, norm
of A)
Am+1(V) =Am(V) + aAF H(v)[f - F(v)Am(v)] - a'yasgn[Am(v)]. (3.48)
For a given set of velocity parameters v (and velocity-dependent target-scatterer am-
plitudes A(v)), the real part of the gradient (with respect to the velocity parameters v) of
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the L1 cost-function J(A, v) evaluated at A = A(v) is given by
-Z[JA )= 2R A H (V) [f - F(v)A(v)] . (3.49)av IA=A(v) 9
The coordinate-descent line-minimization algorithm uses this gradient to minimize the L1
cost function in the following manner:
I. For a set of given initial velocity-parameters vo, we first compute the following search
direction, do, given by the negative of the real part of the gradient (with respect to
the velocity parameters) of the L1 cost-function J(A, v) evaluated at A = A(vo) and
V = VO
,do = R aiA )(3.50)
2 1 v 
- A=A(vo),v=vo
This quantity is then used as the initial condition for a set of recursive coordinate-
descent 1-D line minimizations[5, 15].
II. For each iteration m (given the corresponding set of velocity-parameters, vm, and
given the corresponding direction vector di):
A. We perform the following 1 - D minimization over the scalar A
Am =arg min [J(A(vm + Adm), vm + Adm)] . (3.51)
A
Essentially, we are searching the velocity-parameter space v along a 1 - D line
(parameterized by the scalar A) defined by v = vm + Adm for a new value of v
which minimizes the L 1 cost function.
B. Once we obtain this new minimum, given by
Vm+1 = Vm + Amdm, (3.52)
we then compute a new direction vector, dn+i, which we use in the next iteration
of this algorithm to start a new search for a lower minimum.
dm+1 = R + Jtmdm. (3.53)
2 . v .A=A(vmn+1),
V=Vm+1
In the literature[5, 15], the scalar /,, for the coordinate-descent line-minimization algo-
rithm is generally given by the following ratio of vector inner products
)T
49&JAV) A=A(vm,+i), 2~ [&9AV) A=A(Vm+i),
AM= =vm+ T V-Vm+ . (3.54)
1 [J(A,V) ~|1 49J(A,v)
2 [ v j A=A(vm), 2 Av ]A=A(vm),
v=vm V=VM
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However, for some of the results presented in this thesis (in Chapter 5), we used the following
alternative form for /_m (which has been shown in the literature [5] to be less sensitive to
the presence of local minima in the L1 cost function)
pm =
(1 FOJ(A,v) T 9J(A,v) [19J(A,v)
2 49 A=A(vm+), 2 Av 1 3:, 2 9Vy A=A(vm),
V=vn+1 V=Vm+1 V=Vm
[Og J(A,V) ),) _ 49J(A,v)2(V A=A(v, 2 9) A=A(vm),[UV AAVrn))~ [JA V=Vm
(3.55)
For the coordinate-descent line-minimization algorithm, it can be shown[5, 15] that each
new direction vector dm+1 is approximately orthogonal to the previous direction vector dm.
As compared to the direct gradient-descent algorithm, we see that this algorithm has a
somewhat more robust "global" minima search strategy.
Once we have obtained a convergent estimate 'Q of the velocity-parameters, the (hope-
fully) focused SAR image is given by A = A(ir). Now, for higher values of the L, weighting
-YA, the sparseness assumption of the L1 imaging technique implies that most of the target
scatterers will be attenuated, except for the "brighter" higher-amplitude feature scatter-
ers (which would be advantageous for some automatic target recognition applications).
However, if we want to attenuate the target scatterers as little as possible(for the sake of
comparison to the conventional SAR imaging techniques), we can compute the scatterer
amplitudes by finding the A which minimizes the (normalized) standard least-squares cost
function (given that we have obtained a convergent estimate jr of the velocity-parameters
from the before-mentioned coordinate-descent line-minimization algorithm),i.e.,
= arg min [J(A, )] arg min [IIf - F(r)A ] (3.56)
A A 2
Note that this is equivalent to yA = 0. This computation can be done by the following
recursive gradient-descent algorithm (with Ao = 0)
Am+, Am aJ(AI) HA =a
= Am + aFH () [f - F(3).7m] .
7 5
(3.57)
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3.4 Example Problem: Feature and Resolution Enhancement
of Stationary SAR Scenes
For many types of SAR-based automatic target recognition (ATR) algorithms found in
the literature[12, 19, 23, 29, 44], the stated fundamental goal is to detect and recognize
objects of interest (targets) in a noisy environment (clutter). After a potential target has
been detected, the ATR system must then determine whether it belongs to a given set of
targets (usually by comparing it to a database of test target images). However, the target-
recognition performance of many SAR ATR schemes presented in the literature generally
depend upon both the number and the configuration of the so-called feature scatterers (i.e.,
the brighter scatterers) of the target of interest. This implies that the performance of most
of these SAR ATR schemes will be affected by the previously mentioned effects of the
nonorthogonality of the complex-exponential SAR model basis-functions (i.e., blurring due
to scatterer motion, imaging artifacts (sidelobes), and loss of scatterer resolution).
In Chapter 5, we will present a method for using the L1 -norm based approach presented
in this chapter to correct for blurring due to motion in the SAR images, thereby potentially
improving SAR ATR performance. Here, we present some results for some stationary SAR
scenes in order to demonstrate the utility of the Li-norm based approach for enhancing
feature scatterers in SAR images by reducing sidelobes and improving resolution.
3.4.1 L1 Enhancement Algorithm
From Chapter 2 (and Section 3.1), recall that we can express the SAR data for the stationary
target case by the following zero-velocity estimation-theoretic model
Zero- Velocity SAR Model
f [n, k] = A[n,, ny] e e 0 tr + i1 n, k]
rx ry (3.58)
= E A [nx, ny]sy[ny, n]sx[nx, k] + 71 [n, k]
nx fly
N N
<n <- -K< k <K
We can also express the zero-velocity estimation-theoretic model in the following matrix
form
f = FA + 7, (3.59)
where f is the SAR data and 7 is the additive Gaussian noise. For a set of ideal point
scatterers located at the sampled spatial positions (x[nx], y[ny]), the vector A of scatterer
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intensities is given by
A[0, 01A= ,A[01] (3.60)
A[0, 1]
The matrix F has the form
F [ ... s[0,0] s[0,1] ... , (3.61)
where each column vector s[n, ny] corresponds to a to a lexicographical ordering of the
complex-exponential basis-function given by sy[ny, n] sx[nx, k].
For this zero-velocity estimation-theoretic model, our goal is to minimize the following
normalized-noise L 1 cost function (without the optional regularization upon the velocity-
parameters which we essentially assume are known, i.e. the velocity-parameters are zero)
J(A) = j1f - FAIl2 + -YAIIAIIl . (3.62)
Therefore, we can use the following recursive gradient-descent algorithm (with the contin-
uous approximation to the discontinuous gradient of the L, norm)
Am+i = Am + aAFH[f - FAin] - asAyasgn[A)] (3.63)
[asgn[Am]n.n, = asgn(Am[n,rny])
Am[nx, ny] 
, (3.64)
Am[72xj ny]A* [nx, ny] + 62
which is well-posed for the known (zero) velocity parameters.
3.4.2 Experimental Results
Here, we present some examples of the feature enhancement imaging capabilities of the
Li-based algorithm. For these results, we were given two conventional complex SAR data
sets (in the discrete 2 - D form ACONV[nx,ny]). We converted these data sets into "raw"
demodulated SAR data f by normalizing the data sets (by their respective maximum mag-
nitude over nr and ny , denoted by AMAX) and performing a scaled Fourier Transform
corresponding to the "conventional" zero-velocity SAR model, i.e.,
1
f = FACONV. (3.65)
AMAX
We also used the normalized conventional SAR data as the "initial-condition" for the L 1
gradient-descent recursion, i.e., Ao = A1 ACONV. After the L 1 gradient-descent con-
verged to a final value, we then post-multiplied this final value by AMAX in order to obtain
the final L, processed SAR image.
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Fe Center Frequency 33.5 GHz
Ac Center Wavelength 0.009 m
aTp Chirp Bandwidth 1.2 GHz
fPRF Pulse Repetition Frequency 512 pulse/s
N Complex Samples per Range Profile 512
2K Pulses per Synthetic Aperture 512
Ro Center Slant-Range 2778 M
v SAR Platform Velocity 100 m/s
9 Look-Angle Rotation Rate 0.036 rad/s
2T Dwell Time 1.0 s
L Synthetic-Aperture Length 100 m
AY Range Sampling Interval 0.125 m
AX Azimuth Sampling Interval 0.125 m
by Range Resolution 0.25 m
6X Azimuth Resolution 0.25 m
Table 3.1: System Parameters for First L, SAR Processing Example
Clutter Scene
For the first example, we have a 512 x 512 pixel "clutter" scene consisting mainly of trees
and grass (with an approximate resolution in range and azimuth of of 6, = 0.25m and
6X = 0.25m). As shown in the conventional SAR image of Figure 3.2, we also have
two man-made high-amplitude "corner-reflector" scatterers. An azimuthal cross-section of
the SAR image (at a range of y = -5.7m, which includes the corner reflector located at
(x, y) = (-8.8m, -5.7m) ) is shown in Figure 3.3. For the corner reflector (with a mainlobe
peak of about 30dB), we have two "dominant" sidelobes at about 10dB, and several smaller
sidelobes at about OdB.
The SAR image was also "oversampled" in both range and azimuth, i.e., the values of the
range and azimuth sampling interval constants, AY and Ax, were one-half the approximate
resolution of of the image. The parameters of our zero-velocity SAR model were chosen
to be as similar as possible to the 33.5 GHz Lincoln Laboratory Advanced Detection and
Tracking System (ADTS)[16] system operating in spotlight mode, as shown in Table 3.1.
The results of the L, enhancement algorithm are shown in Figures 3.4 through 3.11.
For these experiments, we found that it was best to chose the Ll approximation constant
CA as the product of acA and the L, weight parameter -YA. For -YA = 0.001, we see that the
resulting SAR image is slightly more "grainy" than the conventional image, with a somewhat
higher contrast. The tree "shadows" and the road begin to become more apparent.
For -YA = 0.01, the two "corner-reflectors" begin to dominate the SAR image. However,
we also begin to see more clearly the boundary between the trees and the grassy field (due
to the enhancement of the slightly brighter tree scatterers). We also see this enhancement
effect in the azimuthal cross-section plot, where the "nulls" between the smaller azimuthal
sidelobes of the corner reflector are more pronounced (by about 20dB). The mainlobe width
of the corner reflector is still approximately the same as the conventional image.
For -A = 0.1, the two corner reflectors are virtually the only features left in the SAR
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image (which is very desirable from a target detection point-of-view). From the azimuthal
cross-section plot, we see that all of the sidelobes (including the two dominant sidelobes)
from the corner reflector are significantly reduced (by about 20dB). However, the mainlobe
width of the corner reflector is still approximately the same as the conventional image,
which implies that the feature-scatterer resolving performance is about the same.
For -YA = 0.5, the sidelobes from the two corner-reflectors are reduced even further (by
about 40dB from the conventional image). We also see that the width of the mainlobe of
the corner reflector has been reduced by half. This implies that for this value of -YA, the
L 1 enhancement algorithm can now resolve feature scatterers at about half the azimuth
resolving distance of the conventional SAR imaging algorithm. Later in this section, we
will illustrate this further with a synthetic-data example. However, note that the mainlobe
height has decreased from about 32dB to about 27dB. This implies that if we increased 'YA
beyond 0.5 for this example, the resulting SAR image of the two corner-reflectors would be
significantly attenuated. Thus, we see that there is a limit to the resolution improvement
attainable with the L, enhancement algorithm.
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L_1 SAR Image
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Figure 3.2: Conventional SAR Image
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Figure 3.3: Azimuthal Cross-section of Conventional SAR Image at y = -5.7m
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Figure 3.4: L, SAR Image for aA = 0.1, YA = 0.001, EA =
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Figure 3.5: Azimuthal Cross-section of L1 SAR Image at y = -5.7m for aA = 0.1, YA =
0.001 ,EA = 0.0001, m = 20
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L1 SAR Image for aA = 0 1YA = 001, CA = 0.001, m = 20
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Figure 3.7: Azimuthal Cross-section of L, SAR Image at y = -5.7m for aA = 0.1, =
0.01, CA = 0.001, m = 20
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Figure 3.8: L 1 SAR Image for aA 0.1, YA = 0.1, CA= 0.01, m = 20
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Figure 3.10: L, SAR Image for aA = 0.01, YA = 0.5, CA = 0.005, m = 200
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Figure 3.11: Azimuthal Cross-section of L, SAR Image at y =
0.5, CA = 0.005, m = 200
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Fe Center Frequency 33.5 GHz
Ac Center Wavelength 0.009 m
aiT Chirp Bandwidth 1.2 GHz
fPRF Pulse Repetition Frequency 128 pulse/s
N Complex Samples per Range Profile 128
2K Pulses per Synthetic Aperture 128
Ro Center Slant-Range 2778 M
v SAR Platform Velocity 100 m/s
9 Look-Angle Rotation Rate 0.036 rad/s
2T Dwell Time 1.0 s
L Synthetic-Aperture Length 100 m
Ay Range Sampling Interval 0.125 m
A Azimuth Sampling Interval 0.125 m
by Range Resolution 0.25 m
6X Azimuth Resolution 0.25 m
Table 3.2: System Parameters for Second Li SAR Processing Example
Target Scene
For our next example, we have a 128 x 128 pixel "typical" target scene (with an approximate
resolution in range and azimuth of of by = 0.25m and 6, = 0.25m) consisting of a T-72
tank from the former Soviet Union, in a grass clutter background (shown in Figure 3.12).
This particular image was part of a spotlight-mode SAR data set collected by Sandia Na-
tional Laboratory in 1995 under DARPA's Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition and
Recognition (MSTAR) program.
An azimuthal cross-section (at a range of 0.45m) of the target image is shown in Fig-
ure 3.13 (which shows some of the feature scatterers corresponding to the tank's treads
centered at approximately (x,y) = (-1m,0.45m) ). Just as with the previous "clutter"
scene, this image was also "oversampled" in both range and azimuth, i.e., the values of the
range and azimuth sampling resolution constants, Ay and Ax were one-half the approxi-
mate range and azimuth resolutions of the image. The parameters of our zero-velocity SAR
model were again chosen to be as similar as possible to the 33.5 GHz Lincoln Laboratory
ADTS system operating in spotlight mode, as shown in Table 3.2.
The results of the L, enhancement algorithm are shown in Figures 3.14 through 3.21.
For these cases, the Li approximation constant EA was again chosen to be the product of
CeA and the L, weight parameter 'YA. For comparison purposes, we show the azimuthal
cross-sections at a range of 0.45m (which contain the set of feature scatterers corresponding
to the tank's treads centered at approximately (x, y) = (-1m, 0.45m) ).
For -yA = 0.01, the resulting SAR image is somewhat more "grainy" than the conven-
tional image. The tank's shadow begins to become more apparent.
For -YA = 0.1, the outline of the target is clearly seen. From the azimuthal cross-section
plot, we see that most of the background grass-clutter scatterers are significantly attenuated
(by about 20dB). From the azimuthal cross-section, we also see that the "nulls" between
the target feature scatterers are somewhat more pronounced (by about 10dB).
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For yA = 0.5, we begin to see a "sharpening" of the target "feature" scatterers from the
treads and turret of the T-72 tank. The clutter scatterers have been attenuated by over
40dB.
Finally, for YA = 0.7, we see which of the target feature scatterers are dominant (which
should be quite useful for target detection and classification). However, note that the
mainlobe height of the brightest dominant target-scatterer at (x, y) = (1.3m, 0.45m) has
decreased from about 3dB to about -5dB. In a similar fashion to the previous clutter-scene
example, this implies that if we increased -YA beyond 0.7, the resulting SAR image of this
dominant target-scatterer would be significantly attenuated. Again, we see that there is a
limit to the resolution improvement attainable with the Li enhancement algorithm.
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Figure 3.12: Conventional SAR Image
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Figure 3.13: Azimuthal Cross-section of Conventional SAR Image at y = 0.45m
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Figure 3.14: L, SAR Image for aA 0.1, 'YA 0.01, EA = 0.001, m = 20
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Figure 3.15: Azimuthal Cross-section of L1 SAR Image at y = 0.45m for aA = 0.1,YA =
0.01, CA = 0.001, m = 20
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Figure 3.16: L1 SAR Image for aA = 0 1YA 01, CA =
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Figure 3.18: Li SAR Image for aA= 0.01, -YA= 0.5, EA = 0.005, m = 200
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Figure 3.20: L, SAR Image for aA = 0 .0 1 , YA = 0. 7 , eA = 0.007, m = 200
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Figure 3.21: Azimuthal Cross-section of L 1 SAR Image at y = 0.45m for aA = 0.01, =
0.7, CA = 0.007, m = 200
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F, Center Frequency 33.5 GHz
Ac Center Wavelength 0.009 m
aTp Chirp Bandwidth 1.2 GHz
fPRF Pulse Repetition Frequency 64 pulse/s
N Complex Samples per Range Profile 64
2K Pulses per Synthetic Aperture 64
Ro Center Slant-Range 2778 M
v SAR Platform Velocity 100 m/s
O Look-Angle Rotation Rate 0.036 rad/s
2T Dwell Time 0.5 s
L Synthetic-Aperture Length 50 m
AY Range Sampling Interval 0.125 m
AX Azimuth Sampling Interval 0.125 m
6Y Range Resolution 0.25 m
6X Azimuth Resolution 0.5 m
Table 3.3: System Parameters for Third L 1 SAR Processing Example
Synthetic-Data Example
For our last example, we have a 64 x 64 pixel data set generated by the general-motion
SAR data model presented in Chapter 2. In order to illustrate the resolution enhance-
ment capabilities of the L, algorithm, the azimuth resolution of this data was deliberately
degraded (as compared to the previous data sets) by reducing the dwell time to 0.5s, as
shown in Table 3.3 (which gives an approximate resolution in azimuth of of 6', = 0.5m).
The range resolution 6Y = 0.25m was the same as the previous examples. Using these
system parameters, we generated synthetic data sets with two stationary unit-amplitude
(random-phase) synthetic point-scatterers (with one scatterer at (x, y) = (0m, Om), and the
other scatterer at (x, y) = (60, Om)). We added circularly-complex spatially statistically-
independent, isotropic, zero-mean Gaussian noise with a variance o2 = 0.12, which implied
that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), given by SNR = 20 logio a ,7 for this
example was 20dB.
The results (SAR images and azimuthal cross-sections) of the L 1 enhancement algorithm
for a scatterer azimuth separation of 60 ox = 0.5m are shown in Figure 3.22 for YA =
{0, 0.5, 0.7, 1} (with increasing _yA from top to bottom). Here, we see that even for the
conventional imaging case (YA = 0), the two scatterers are resolved. However, we do see
a decrease in the width of the mainlobes as we increase -yA (as well as a reduction in the
amplitudes of the sidelobes).
The results for a scatterer azimuth separation of 6 0 = 0.7 5 6x = 0.375m are shown in
Figure 3.23 for -YA = {0, 0.5, 0.7, 1} (with increasing TYA from top to bottom). Here, we see
that for the conventional imaging case ('YA = 0), the two scatterers are barely resolved in
azimuth(with a "null" of less than 4dB between the scatterers). In contrast, these same
scatterers are clearly resolved in azimuth by the L, enhancement algorithm at the higher
weightings (with a "null" of about 20dB at -yA = 1). In addition, the sidelobes are reduced
as well, even for the smaller weightings.
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The results for a scatterer azimuth separation of 60 = 0.56- = 0.25m are shown in
Figure 3.24 for yA = {0, 0.5, 0.7, 1} (with increasing -yA from top to bottom). Here, we
see that for the conventional imaging case (yA = 0), the two scatterers are not resolved
at all. Again, in contrast, these same scatterers are clearly resolved in azimuth by the L,
enhancement algorithm at the higher weightings (with a "null" of about 10dB at -YA =
1). Therefore, we see that the L 1 enhancement algorithm can significantly improve the
inherent imaging resolution of the SAR system for relatively "bright" feature scatterers
with a relatively high SNR (greater than or equal to 20dB). This improvement in imaging
resolution may not hold true for lower SNR's.
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Figure 3.22: L 1 SAR Images and Azimuthal Cross-sections (at y
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= Om) for
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Figure 3.24: L 1 SAR Images and Azimuthal Cross-sections (at y =
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Chapter 4
Matched-Filter SAR Processing
IN this chapter, we present the Matched-Filter SAR processing technique, which uses a
multi-dimensional matched-filter as a means of computing a set of scatterer-velocity es-
timates which are used as initial conditions for an Ll-norm based estimation algorithm
derived for the spatially-varying temporally-constant velocity (SVTCV) SAR model pre-
sented in Chapter 2 (which assumes that the target field consists of a 2 - D array of ideal
point scatterers with spatially independent velocities). The matched filter also computes a
target detection statistic for determining which spatial locations in a particular SAR scene
correspond to actual moving scatterers (allowing a reduction in the computational intensity
of the SVTCV L 1-norm based estimation algorithm).
First, we present the SVTCV L1 -norm based algorithm for estimating the scatterer
velocities, along, with a standard least-squares algorithm for estimating the scatterer am-
plitudes. In this presentation, we also discuss the motivation for the development of the
matched filter. Next, we present the matched filter algorithm itself, along with a discussion
of the methods it uses to compute the scatterer-velocity estimates and the target-detection
statistic. We also discuss some of the issues encountered in the actual implementation of
the matched-filter algorithm. In addition, we discuss methods for reducing cross-scatterer
interference effects. Then, we present a Monte Carlo analysis of the detection and velocity-
estimation performance of the matched-filter algorithm. Lastly, we present some results for
both synthetic point-scatterers embedded in real clutter, and a synthetic-motion real target
embedded in real clutter.
4.1 Motivation: The Spatially-Varying Temporally-Constant
Velocity (SVTCV) SAR Estimation Problem
Recall from Chapter 2 that for the spatially-varying temporally-constant velocity (SVTCV)
case, we assumed that the target field consists of a 2 - D array of ideal point scatterers,
with reflectivities given by A[nri, ny]. The corresponding SVTCV trajectories of these point
scatterers were given by the following relations, where A, and Ay are the so-called spatial
sampling-interval constants (whose values we derived in (3.19) of Chapter 3)
xn (t) = Axnx + i[n, ny]t (4.1)
ynn,(t) = Ayny + y[nx, nyt . (4.2)
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Here, [n, n,,] and y[nrny] are the respective azimuth velocities and range velocities of
the point scatterers. From Chapter 2, recall that the corresponding SVTCV estimation-
theoretic SAR data model was given by
Spatially-Varying Temporally- Constant Velocity
(SVTCV) Estimation-Theoretic SAR Data Model
f [n, k] = ZZA[n, ny]sv[nx, ny, n, k] + r7 [n, k] (4.3)
N NN--! Kn< N- -K <kKKK
2-k
The non-orthogonal basis-functions sv[nx, ny, n, k] are given by
sv[nz, ny, n, k] = e [ 4]nk] n,+]i[n[n,+k] [n.,ny] I
(4.4)
The corresponding velocity-parameter vector v consists of the azimuth velocities and range
velocities of the point scatterers
V =
i[0,
z [0,
y [0,
0]
1]
0]
1]
(4.5)
The SVTCV estimation-theoretic model can also
matrix form
be expressed in the following general
f = F(v)A + 17, (4.6)
where f is the SAR data. The vector A is the vector of scatterer intensities, given by
A- =A[0, 0]
A[0, 11 (4.7)
Again, the vector v is the vector of the corresponding scatterer velocities, and rq is the
additive Gaussian noise. The matrix F(v) has the form
F(v) = I... sv[0,0] sv[0,1] ... , (4.8)
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where each column vector s [n, ny] correspond to a lexicographical ordering of the com-
plex exponential basis-function given by svInx , ny, n, k]. As before, the additive noise q is
assumed to be zero-mean, spatially statistically-independent, and isotropic, which implies
that its spatial-correlation matrix is given by
K= E [nH] = u2I (4.9)
For the matrix SVTCV model presented here, the maximum-likelihood estimates for
the scatterer-amplitude vector and the scatterer-velocity vector are given by the A and v
which minimize the following standard least-squares cost function
J(A, v) = f - F(v)AI 12
1
= 1f - F(v)A1 . (4.10)
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Since the location of the minimum of this cost function is unaffected by a constant scaling,
we can normalize it by setting o2 = 1, which gives the following expression
J(A, v) = |f - F(v)AI|| . (4.11)
From this minimization of the (normalized) cost function, it can be shown[21] that the
closed-form expression for the maximum-likelihood estimate of the scatterer-amplitude vec-
tor A is given by
AML = (FH(-ML)F(i ML)) FH(iML)f, (4.12)
where the maximum-likelihood estimate VML of the scatterer-velocity vector v is given by
VML = arg max [(F H (v)F(v)>' FH(v)fI1 }2. (4.13)
However, direct calculation of the closed-form solutions for AML and 9ML (using the inverse
of the matrix FH(v)F(v)) can be computationally intensive even for a moderately sized SAR
scene (since the dimensions of these vectors are directly proportional to the total number
of scatterers in the 2 - D target-scatterer array).
If we are given the maximum-likelihood estimate VML of the scatterer-velocity vector,
we can compute the maximum-likelihood estimate AML of the scatterer-amplitude vector
by the following recursive gradient-descent algorithm for the normalized least-squares cost
function (with Ao = 0)
S A - J(Aj ML)
Am+1 =A A-m
= Am + aFH(_ML)[f - F(-ML)AmI- (4.14)
However, if we try to use this technique to minimize the least-squares cost function over
both A and v, the corresponding gradient-descent algorithm may converge to a solution
which does not result in a focused SAR image (since this cost function is a nonlinear
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function of the scatterer velocity vector v, which implies that it may have local minima).
In Chapter 3, we presented the L1 -norm based SAR processing technique, which was based
upon finding the scatterer velocity and amplitude estimates which minimized the following
L1 -norm regularized cost function
J(A, v) = If - F(v)A I2 + -YAIIAIIi + Jv(v), (4.15)
which the standard (normalized) least-squares cost function augmented by an L1 penalty
upon the scatterer amplitude estimates (plus an (optional) regularization penalty upon the
velocity estimates). The solution for this cost function can be computed by the following
gradient-descent algorithm
Vm+1 = vm-avJV
SIAHA(m) _Jv(vm)
=Ym + a 2R A( F H mm [f - F(irm)Am) - v (4.16)
aJ(Aj --m)Am+ = Am - O(
= m+ aFH(-m)[f - F(im)Am - ayAasgn[Am], (4-17)
where asgn[A] is the following continuous approximation to the discontinuous gradient
sgn[A] of the L 1 -norm of A
[asgn[A]]n.y = A n-, n]
LA[nx,ny]A*[nx,ny] +A
sgn(A[nz, ny]) . (4.18)
As discussed in Chapter 3, this technique essentially tries to find an A and v where the
estimated SAR image A is sparse (i.e., the image has only a small number of scatterers with
non-zero amplitudes). This implies that the LI-norm gradient-descent algorithm would be
more likely to converge to a solution for the scatterer velocities v which results a focused
SAR image. Therefore, we can use the L1-norm based technique to estimate v, then use
the least-squares gradient-descent algorithm (with this L, estimate of v) to estimate the
scatterer amplitudes A.
However, even though the L1 -norm based algorithm may converge to a more acceptable
solution for v than a least-squares based algorithm, the underlying Li-norm regularized
cost-function may still exhibit some local minima. Thus, it would be beneficial for the the
LI-norm based algorithm to start with a good initial condition V-0 for the scatterer velocities.
In addition, for many SAR scenes containing moving targets, it is usually the case that
only a relatively small number of scatterers in the scene actually have a non-zero velocity.
This implies that the scatterer-velocity vector v will in general be sparse (i.e., most of its
elements can be assumed to be zero). In other words, if we knew which scatterers are moving,
we can decompose the scatterer-velocity vector v and the scatterer-amplitude vector A into
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the following forms (by multiplying them by a pair of "segmentation-projection" matrices
Pv and PA)
PV= - =(4.19)
VC 0
AT
PAA== -- . (4.20)
AC_
In these expressions, VT is a (reduced-order) vector of target scatterer velocities, vc = 0 is
a corresponding vector of (zero) clutter scatterer velocities, AT is a reduced-order vector of
target scatterer amplitudes, and AC is the corresponding vector of (zero-velocity) clutter
scatterer amplitudes. Note that the segmentation-projection matrices consist solely of O's
and l's, and have the properties
I1 0
p T p = - (4.21)
-0 0
PA TPA =1. (4.22)
Again, if we know the location of the target scatterers in the SAR scene (i.e., we know Pv
and PA), we can express the SVTCV SAR model in the following matrix form
f = FT(VT)AT + Fc(vc)Ac +,q
= FT(VT)AT + FC(O)Ac + 77
- FT(VT)AT + FCAC + y, (4.23)
The matrix FT(VT) corresponds to a reduced-order set of target-scatterer complex exponen-
tial SVTCV basis-functions, while the matrix FC corresponds to the set of (zero velocity)
clutter-scatterer complex-exponential SVTCV basis-functions (which is essentially the con-
ventional SAR scaled Fourier Transform of FC). For this form of the SVTCV SAR model,
the L, -norm regularized cost function is given by
J(AT, AC, VT) = If - FT (vT)AT - FcAc 1|1 + -YA (IIATII + I|AcII) + Jv(vT) , (4.24)
which implies that the resulting reduced-order LI-norm gradient-descent algorithm is given
by
= VTrn -+- aH2 ([A]f m [f - FT(([rT]m)[AT]m - FC[A0 ]m )
_Jv y([VT]m) (4.25)
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[AT]m+l = [AT]m + F&([7IT]m)[f - FT([-T]m)[AT]m - Fc[Ac]m]
-ayAasgn[[AT]m] (4.26)
[z&C]m+ = [Ac]m + aFC[f - FT([iJT]m)[rT]m - Fc[AC]m]
-aYAasgn[[Ac]m] . (4.27)
Once the (reduced-order) L 1-norm target-scatterer velocity estimates 'rT are obtained, we
can compute the target-scatterer amplitudes AT and the clutter-scatterer amplitudes Ac
by the following recursive gradient-descent least-squares estimation algorithm
[kT]m+1 = [AT]m + aFP(iT)[f - FT(i'T)[AT]m - FC[AC]m] (4.28)
[AC]m+1 = [Aclm + aF f[f - FT(T)[AT]m - FC[AC]m]. (4.29)
Note that this algorithm is essentially trying to minimize the following version of the least-
squares cost function over AT and AC (for a given - T)
J(AT, AC, T) = 11f - FT(jT)AT - FcAc112. (4.30)
We see that since the dimension of the reduced-order FT(VT) is less than the dimension
of the full matrix F(v) (and the matrices FC and FCH can be computed by fast FFT
algorithms), the reduced-order algorithms will be computationally less intensive than the
previous full-order versions (which assumed that every spatial location in a particular SAR
scene corresponded to a moving scatterer). However, for the reduced-order algorithms, we
still need to have some type of target detection scheme which would be able to tell whether
a particular spatial location in a SAR scene corresponds to a moving target or not (i.e., we
are able to compute Pv and PA).
4.2 The Matched-Filter Algorithm
Here, we present a matched-filter based algorithm which computes a set of initial velocity-
estimates for the Li-norm based gradient-descent algorithm. In addition, this matched-filter
algorithm generates a target-detection statistic for determining which spatial locations in
a SAR scene correspond to target scatterers, thus allowing us to use the reduced-order
gradient-descent estimation algorithms presented in the previous section.
Recall from the previous section that the closed-form solution for the maximum-likelihood
estimate VML of the scatterer-velocity vector v for the normalized least-squares cost func-
tion was given by
HML = argmax [l (F (v)F(v) FH(V)f 112 (4.31)
Also recall that a direct calculation of the closed-form solution for iML (using the inverse
of the matrix FH(v)F(v)) can be computationally intensive even for a "moderately" sized
SAR scene. Therefore, in a similar fashion to the conventional imaging algorithm presented
in Section 3.1, we make the following approximation to the ambiguity function matrix
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FH(v)F(v) (where the "ambiguity " function[42] refers to the response of the maximum-
likelihood estimator to a unit-amplitude point-scatterer located at the center of the imaged
target-field)
FH(v)F(v) - I . (4.32)
We can then approximate the maximum-likelihood estimate vML of the scatterer-velocity
vector v by the output of the following matched-filter
VML ~-argmax [JJFH(v)fII ] . (4.33)
V
However, since the matrix F(v) actually consists of a set of non-orthogonal basis-functions,
this implies that the matched-filter will suffer from scatterer cross-interference effects (i.e.,
the matched-filter velocity estimates for a particular scatterer will be corrupted by the
presence of nearby scatterers. Later, in Section 4.4, we will discuss ways of reducing these
scatterer cross-interference effects. Here, we discuss in more detail the computation of the
matched-filter velocity estimates and the matched-filter target-detection statistic.
4.2.1 Matched-Filter Velocity Estimation
In order to perform the matched-filter velocity estimation, we first represent the SVTCV
point-scatterer azimuth-velocity and range-velocity functions, i[nz, n.] and y[n, ny], in the
following quantized form
[n,, ny] = n.[n, ny] A (4.34)
[n,, ny] = nq[n,, ny] A . (4.35)
Here, the parameters A, and A are velocity-quantization constants, while the functions
ni[nx, ny] and n [nx, ny] are 2 - D integer-valued azimuth-velocity and range-velocity func-
tions(i.e., {n. [nz, ny], n [nx, ny]} E {... , -2, -1, 0, 1, 2,.. .} ). Then the matched-filter com-
putation is equivalent to the following maximization over the integer-valued "free" param-
eters n, and n, (which have the same domain as n[nx, ny] and n [nx, nyj)
(n.ML [nx ny] nML [nx, y]) = arg max[ A[nxny n, np] ] (4.36)
where 1| is the standard magnitude operator. The function A[nz,nYni,%] is a 4 - D
SVTCV quantized likelihood function given by the following integral summation
A[nx, ny, n,, n,] = (2K) (N) f [n, k]h[n, ny, nj, ne, n, k] ,
(4.37)
where the SVTCV quantized basis-functions h[nx, ny, ne, ni, n, k] are given by
h[nx, ny, n+, ni, n, k] = e-j[o.[n,k]n A,++,[nkinyAy++.[n,k]nA ++i[n,k]nA I . (4.38)
Note that h[nz, ny, ne, n, n, k] is equivalent to the complex-conjugate of the original non-
orthogonal SVTCV basis function s [n, n., n, k] (with the discretized azimuth velocities
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and range velocities parameterized by the "free" parameters, n_ and n). After we com-
pute nML [ni, ny] and nML [nz, ny], the corresponding matched-filter maximum-likelihood
estimates of the scatterer velocities are simply given by
XML [nx, ny] = nXML [xI ny]A (4.39)
yML[nxnY] = nML [n,ny]AY . (4.40)
In other words, for a given range location, n,Ay, and a given azimuth location, nxAx,
the estimated scatterer velocities are proportional to the location of the maximum of the
likelihood function over the velocities n, As and n A .
4.2.2 Matched-Filter Target-Detection Statistic
Recall from Section 4.1 that in order to use the reduced-order gradient-descent algorithms
(with their attendant computational savings), we need to have some type of target detection
scheme which would be able to tell whether a particular spatial location in a SAR scene
corresponds to a moving target or not. In addition, for the matched filter algorithm, it
would be useful to compute a measure of the validity of its estimates. In a sense, one would
like to know whether the matched-filter has detected an actual moving target scatterer at
a given spatial location, or have its estimates been corrupted by the interference from a
nearby scatterer. Here, we present a method for computing such a measure.
Suppose we are given the matched-filter quantized likelihood function A[nzn.,ne,ng]
for a given spatial location (Ani, A ny)). Recall from Section 4.2.1 that the matched-filter
maximum-likelihood estimates of the scatterer velocities are given by
xML [nx,ny] = %ML [nXmy] (4.41)
yML[ny] % n xny] (4.42)
where
(njML[nxjny],rML[mxny])=arg max [Y ([
Let AMAX[nx, nx] be the maximum magnitude of A[n, ny, ni, n] over n. and n
AMAX[nx, ny] - max A[nx, ny, ni, n]I 1. (4.44)
This is also the approximate magnitude of the maximum-likelihood estimate for the scatterer
amplitude A[nx, ny] at the spatial location (Axnx, Ayny). Given this estimate, we make
use of the following empirical observation: For a given moving scatterer, the maximum
amplitude of the scatterer in a focused SAR image will be greater than the amplitude of
the spatially-distributed blur region corresponding to this scatterer in a conventional SAR
image. This implies that we can determine whether a particular spatial location contains a
moving target by comparing AMAX [nx, nx] to the average amplitude of the blur region in
the corresponding conventional SAR image given by ACONV[x, nx] -
Another empirical observation is that the blur region due to a moving scatterer in the
conventional SAR image tends to be spatially localized around the initial spatial position of
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that moving scatterer. This implies that for a given spatial location (AZno, Ayny), we only
need to compare AMAX [n, nx] to the average blur amplitude within a spatially-localized
"window" region Aw[nx, ny, ni, n'] around this spatial location in the conventional image,
where this window region is given by the following expression (where (n' , n' ) are a set of
"dummy" discrete parameters with the same domain as (n, ny))
w[n y, n , ny] = ACONV[nf- + nx, ny- + nyw n , ny) , (4.45)
where the "window" function w[nx,ny] (of azimuth width Aw. and range width Aw,) is
given by
1 In~x :5 A InyAyI
w[nx, ny] = ~0 otherwise 2 (4.46)
Let AMEAN nx, ny] be the mean magnitude of the windowed SAR image Awf[n, ny , n', ni]
over n' and n'
AMEAN[ nx,ny = mean [IAw[nx,ny,n',n] - (4.47)
n' , n'
Also, let OU[flxny] be the standard deviation of the magnitudes of the elements of the
windowed SAR image Aw[nx, nyn, n'r,] over n' and n'
OA [nx, ny] = [ Aw[nxny,rn']I . (4.48)
Then, we can compute the following detection statistic X[nx, ny]
AMAX [nx,ny] - AMEAN [nx, ny]
X[fnl, nly] = 
-n, n] (4.49)
For a given spatial location (AZnx, Ayny), we are comparing the maximum magnitude
AMAX [nt, ny] of the quantized likelihood function with the mean magnitude AMEAN [nx, ny
of the corresponding windowed conventional image (scaled by the standard deviation
o- [nx, ny] of the windowed image, so as to lessen the dependence of the detection statistic
upon the absolute amplitudes of the target point-scatterers). Recall that the matched-
filter velocity estimates for a given spatial location are proportional to the spatial location
of the maximum magnitude of A[nz, g, y , np] over n, and %i. If there actually is a
strong scatterer at the given spatial location (Axnx, Ayny), then the maximum magnitude
AMAX[nx, ny] will be significantly greater than the average magnitude of the blur region in
the conventional image. In other words, the detection statistic X[nx, ny] gives a measure of
how sharply focused is the scatterer as compared to the original conventional SAR image.
If the statistic XrIx, Iny] at a particular spatial location, (Axnx, Ayny), is above some
threshold XMAX, we state that a target scatterer has been detected, which implies that
the maximum of the magnitudes of the matched-filter quantized likelihood-function over
ni, and n (whose location is used to estimate the range and azimuth velocities of the
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point scatterer) is due to the presence of an actual target scatterer at (Axnx, Ayny), rather
than due to other types of variations (such as those caused by either additive noise or
the interference of a nearby scatterer). Therefore, we can classify the scatterer at this
particular spatial location as a valid target scatterer, which means that we assume that the
corresponding matched-filter velocity estimates are also valid. Otherwise, we assume that
the scatterer velocity is zero, since most scatterers in typical SAR image are stationary (as
stated earlier in Section 4.1). In other words, if we define X as the vector of target-detection
statistics, given by
X[O,0] (4.50)
X[0, 1]
then the segmentation-projection matrices, Pv (used to decompose the scatterer-velocity
vector v into a (reduced-dimension) target-scatterer velocity vector, VT, and a clutter-
scatterer velocity-vector vc = 0) and PA (used to decompose the scatterer-amplitude
vector A into a (reduced-dimension) target-scatterer amplitude vector, AT, and a clutter-
scatterer amplitude-vector Ac) are functions of both x and XMAX, i.e.,
VT VT
Pv(X, XMAX)V = - = - (4.51)
VC 0
AT
PA(X, XMAX)A = I . (4.52)
AC
Note that the number of spatial locations classified as "targets" will depend upon the thresh-
old on X[n , ny]. In the detection-theoretic literature, this particular detection statistic has
many similarities to the so-called Constant False-Alarm Rate(CFAR) detection statistic
(which is solely dependent upon the relative intensities of the scatterer to the additive
noise).
4.3. MATCHED-FILTER IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
4.3 Matched-Filter Implementation Issues
In this section, we discuss some of the significant issues encountered in the actual imple-
mentation of the matched-filter algorithm. First, we discuss a "fast" method for computing
the matched-filter likelihood function integral (by using the Fourier Transform). Then we
discuss a method for modifying the matched-filter algorithm so as to compensate for range-
velocity induced azimuth displacement.
4.3.1 Fast Computation of the Matched-Filter Likelihood Function
Rather than evaluating the matched-filter quantized likelihood function directly (which can
be computationally prohibitive), the following fast and easily implementable solution can
be used (with equivalent performance). First, we rewrite the quantized likelihood function
A[rn,,, rig, % , ,] in the following form
A[n, ny, i, n] =(2K)(N) f[x, ny, n, k]h[, n , n, k]. (4.53)
(2 ) N)k n
Here, the phased-shifted SAR data f [nx, ny, n, k] and the quantized basis-functions
h[n, n, n, k] are given by
f[nX, ri, n, k] = f[n, k]e-j[+$[n,k]nA±++y[n,k]lnyA)] (4.54)
h[%t, nm, n, k] = e-j[+i[n,k]n A4++[n,k]niA,] . (4.55)
Let (k,, ks) be a set of discrete spatial-frequencies (i.e., {k., k } E {... , -2, -1,0, 1, 2, ... ).
For a given azimuth and range location, (nxAx, nyAy) , we reparameterize the phased-
shifted SAR data to form the following discrete space-time multi-dimensional signal (where
the function 6[k,, k ] is the usual 2 - D Kronecker delta-function)
f[k., kg, n, ny, n, k] = f [nr, ny, n, k]6[k, - ,[n, k3A-J1 , k - 05[n, k]A -] . (4.56)
The parameters (Ak, Ak,) determines the sampling rate of the SVTCV phase functions
(#5-[n, k], 4p[jn, k]) to (k , ku). For the results presented in this chapter, we chose (Ak., Ak )
such that the phase-shifted SAR data had approximately the same spatial extent in (k., kp)
space as it had in (k, n) space, i.e.,
max #b[n,k] - min #In, k]
Ak nk 2K nk (4.57)
max #5 [n, k] - min #g[n, k]
Ak = N n'k (4.58)
It can be shown that for a given azimuth and range location, (nxAx, nyAy), the quantized
likelihood function A[nxI, j, nm, m ] is exactly equivalent to the following multi-dimensional
spatio-temporal Fourier Transform[21]
F [nx, ny,n.+, n ]
(2K (N ) f [ki, k , n y, n , k]e k k n AxjYk vnY/sY1 . (4.59)) kg k k
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Figure 4.1: Ambiguity Between Azimuth Position and Range Velocity
This reformulation clearly improves the computational efficiency of the motion compensated
SAR technique, since the spatio-temporal FT can be calculated by standard "fast" multi-
dimensional FFT algorithms.
4.3.2 Compensation of Range-Velocity Induced Azimuth-Displacement
Recall from Chapter 2 that the polynomial approximation to the SVTCV phase functions
were given by
[n, k]= 47r I +aTpn) [ 3(k) (T)] (4.60)#x~~k]= Ac fe N) 6 (K K (.0
47r T n) 12 FTk 2
#y [n, k] = - + fP 1 - - (4.61)AC fe N 2 K
k] = 4 + fp ) [(Tk) 2  (4.62)
Ace fe N) [ K
Sk] = (4r I+ Tp n Tk) 1 2 T (4.63)#gAc k]= fc N)[ K 2 K .(.3
Upon closer inspection, we see that for 0 small, #p[n, k] ~ -#[n, k]/. For a given scat-
terer (with an initial spatial position given by (A,,n,, Ayny)), this implies that a matched
filter based upon these phase functions will have difficulty distinguishing between the ini-
tial azimuth position An, and the range-velocity induced displacement XDISP( [nx, ny])
-y[nx, ny]/6 (as illustrated in Figure 4.1).
We can alleviate this problem for the matched-filter algorithm in the following manner.
First, we remove the linear portion of the polynomial approximation to the range-velocity
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phase function, q,[n, k], which leaves the following "leftover" dominant term
#)[n, k] ~ (4.64)
,\e fe N K
In the literature[18], this dominant cross-phase term between n and k corresponds to motion-
induced range-walk (i.e., when we perform a Fourier Transform with respect to the "fast-
time" index n, we have a displacement in range proportional to the "slow-time" index k).
Next, we use the matched-filter algorithm (with the modified range-velocity phase function)
to obtain maximum-likelihood estimates, nXML [mn, ny] and %m,, [nM , ny], of the 2-D integer-
valued velocity functions, from which we get the following maximum-likelihood estimates
of the scatterer velocities
XML [nx, ny] = n.iML [n, ny ]z (4.65)
YML X ny] = nML[nx, ny] A (4.66)
These maximum-likelihood estimates are used as initial conditions by the L-based velocity-
estimation algorithm (which was discussed earlier in Section 4.1). This algorithm then
produces a set of velocity-estimates which are used by the least-squares algorithm to obtain
an uncorrected estimate, Au[n, ny], of the amplitudes of the 2 - D point-scatterer array.
Since we removed the linear portion of the polynomial approximation to the range-velocity
phase function, the matched-filter is essentially estimating the range-velocities solely from
the range-walk induced blurring. Lastly, we use the L 1 range-velocity estimates to correct
the amplitude estimates for the azimuth displacement
AZ[nx, ny] =Au nu - + -[nx, nyx , ny] , (4.67)
since we assume that we know the look-angle rotation rate 9
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4.4 Reduction of Scatterer Cross-Interference Effects
Recall from Section 3.2 that we simplified the expression for the matched-filter maximum-
likelihood estimate by making the following approximation to the so-called ambiguity func-
tion matrix FH(v)F(v)
FH(v)F(v) ~ I . (4.68)
Since the matrix F(v) actually consists of a set of non-orthogonal basis-functions, this
implies that the matched-filter algorithm (as presented up to this point) will suffer from
scatterer cross-interference effects (i.e., the matched-filter velocity estimates for a particular
scatterer will be corrupted by the presence of nearby scatterers.
First, we present two algorithms, image-windowing and clutter-nulling, for reducing
scatterer cross-interference effects. The image-windowing algorithm starts with a conven-
tional SAR image (with the polar-format resampling technique discussed in Section 3.1)
ACONV nX, nyj, and assumes that the motion-induced blur energy for a given point scat-
terer in this image is localized about the scatterer's initial spatial position (An,, AYn).
By windowing this conventional SAR image about the motion-induced blur of the given
scatterer (and converting this windowed image back into the original SAR data domain
with a scaled Fourier Transform), the image-windowing algorithm sharply reduces interfer-
ence effects from scatterers outside of the motion-induced blur area. For the SAR image
window generated by the image-windowing algorithm for a given point-scatterer, the clutter-
nulling algorithm reduces interference from nearby strong stationary scatterers (within the
image window) by zeroing out all portions of the image window that have a higher mag-
nitude than a threshold proportional to the magnitude of the conventional SAR image at
the initial spatial location (Ano, Ayny) of the given point-scatterer. Lastly, we present
a prefiltering algorithm for the matched-filter which uses median filtering[24] in order to
eliminate high-value spurious velocity estimates caused by cross-scatterer interference.
4.4.1 Image Windowing
For the matched-filter algorithm, we are essentially estimating the motion of a given moving-
target scatterer from its motion-induced blurring. However, one implicit assumption of
the matched-filter algorithm is that the motion-induced blurring due to a single scatterer
can be distributed over the entire SAR image (since we are using all of the SAR data
f[n, k]). Generally (for target velocities much smaller than the velocity of the SAR antenna
platform), the motion-induced blur tends to be localized around the initial position of the
moving-target scatterer. Here, we present a windowing method which exploits this spatial
localization effect in order to sharply reduce interference effects from scatterers outside of
the motion-induced blur area.
As illustrated in Figure 4.3, we begin with a conventional SAR image ACONV nX,n.],
computed from the SAR data f[n, k] by the standard Fourier-Transform based processing
algorithm presented in Section 3.1, with polar-format resampling. Let (ks, ky) be a set of
discrete spatial-frequencies (i.e., {kX, ky} E ... , -2, -1,01, 1 ... }), and let (n', k') be a set
of discrete parameters with the same domain as the SAR fast sampling time n and the SAR
slow time k. Then the conventional image ( with polar-format resampling) is equivalent to
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the following Fourier Transform
ACONV [nx, ny] 1 :1 f[,k6kx - Oxn , y -
kx ky n' k' k _ Ak[
x e-j[kx Akx Axnx+kyAky Ayny]
=: E f [n', k']e-j[42 [n',k']Amn.+,[n',k'jAyny] ,(4.69)
n' k'
where 6[kx, ky] is the usual two-dimensional Kronecker delta-function. The constants Ak,
and Ak, control the sampling of the SVTCV phase functions qx[n, k] and qy[n, k) to kx and
ky. For the results presented in this thesis, the values of (Ak., Ak,) were chosen such that
the remapped SAR data had approximately the same spatial extent in (kr, ky) space as it
had in (k',n') space, i.e.,
max x [n', k'] - min O [n', k'
Akx k (4.70)
max #y [n', k'] - min #y [n', k']
Ay-N (4.71)
Let (n' , n') be a set of "dummy" discrete parameters with the same domain as (n, ny).
For a given scatterer location (nxAx, nyAy), we first "window" the conventional SAR image
ACONV [n,ny] to produce AW[nx, Yn,n'], given by
AW[n, ny, n', ny] = ACONV[nT + nx, ny + ny]w[n', ny] , (4.72)
where the "window" function w[ni, ny] (of azimuth width Aw. and range width Aw,) is
given by
I nAxl 'x____
w[nrX, ny] = 1 therwise 2 .I 2 (4.73)
0 otherwise
Therefore, if an interfering scatterer is located outside the window, its energy will be elimi-
nated from Aw [nx, ny, n', n']. In terms of the Fourier Transform equation for ACONV [n, ny
the windowed SAR image, Aw[nx, ny, n', n'], is given by
Zw [nx, n, r'z, r'g] = n/ f [n', k']e-j1[[n',k']Axn+y[n',k'jAynyj
n' k'
x w[n', n']e-j[0 [n',k']An'±+ [n' ,k']Ayn',]
= ZZ f[nx, ny, ?', k']w[n' , '],-j[0[n'n',1' Y
n' k'
(4.74)
where f [nx, ny, n, k] is the phase-shifted data set presented in Section 4.2.1.
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Let (k', k') be a set of discrete spatial-frequencies with the same domain as (kr, ku).
Then the inverse Fourier-Transform of the windowed image (with respect to the "dummy"
spatial-parameters (n' , n' )) is given by
Fw [nx, ny, k' , k'1
= E Z Aw [mn, ny, nX, ny
n' n'X y
=EEEE
n' n/ n' k'X Y
X ej k Y zxk'aa
xn' k'
1,x-z zz'_, 'y 'k
x e-[0.[In',k']Axn' ++y[n',k']Ayn' ][jk' Ak Axnx+k'A Ayan]
= Z f [n, ny, n', k']
n' k'
xiA Wx (k' Akx - #x [n', k'])x sine ( 2 -
sn A w( (k' Akysine ( - qy [n', k'])
(4.75)
The final phase-shifted data set fw[n, ny, n, k] is given by the following interpolation within
the inverse Fourier Transform Fw [nx, ny, kX, ky1
fw [nx, ny, n, k] = Fw I' x, Iy,
= Z f[In, nyn', k']
n' k'
x in Aw w(ox [n, k] - Ox [n', k'])
xsinc i2 sinc w(0y[n, k] - Oy [n', k')
(4.76)
Recall from Chapter 2 that the polynomial approximations to the SVTCV phase functions
were given by
47r
x [n, k] =
47r
#y [n, k] =
(1 +
(1
aTP n)
fe N)
aT NI
+fc N)
[1 T k )3 .]6 (K
2 .
f [nx, ny, n', k']
)
Ox[n', k']
]k (4.77)
(4.78)
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aTFor 0 and - "small", the dominant terms in the SVTCV phase functions are given by
$5[nk] ~~ T (4.79)
Ac (K
~y [n, k] ~~ 1 + .~ (4.80)
A c ( fc N)
This implies that fw[n, ny, n, k] is approximately equal to the convolution of f[nx, ny, n, k]
with a 2 - D sinc function whose mainlobe widths are inversely proportional to the azimuth
and range widths of the window function w[nx, ny]. Thus, fw[nx, ny, n, k] is approximately
equivalent to a lowpass-filtered version of the original phase-shifted data set f [n, ny, n, k].
In addition, we can downsample fw[nx, ny, n, k], such that the fast computation of the
subsequent matched-filter likelihood function need only involve Fourier transforms on the
order of the size of the data window (rather than on the order of the size of the entire
SAR image). Therefore, we can significantly improve the computational efficiency of the
matched-filter algorithm.
4.4.2 Clutter Nulling
Even after we perform the windowing operation for a given scatterer at the spatial location
(nxAX, ny Ay), we can still get significant interference from nearby bright stationary clut-
ter scatterers (whose amplitudes are on the order of the amplitude of the given scatterer)
located within the image window. However, we can reduce the effects of these types of
scatterers by taking advantage of the following empirical observation: Given a conventional
SAR image containing two scatterers of equal amplitudes (with one moving and one station-
ary), the maximum magnitude of the spatially-distributed blur region corresponding to the
moving scatterer in the conventional SAR image will be less than the maximum magnitude
of the stationary scatterer in the conventional image (as illustrated with the example shown
in Figure 4.2, where we have a unit-amplitude stationary scatterer and a unit-amplitude
moving scatterer with an azimuth velocity of lm/s). This implies that for the SAR image
window generated by the image-windowing algorithm for a given point-scatterer, we can re-
duce interference from nearby "strong" stationary scatterers (within the image window) by
zeroing out all portions of the image window that have a higher magnitude than a "clutter-
nulling" threshold , ACN [n, ny] (which is proportional to the magnitude of the conventional
SAR image at the initial spatial location (Axnx, Ayny) of the given point-scatterer),i.e.,
Aw[nx, ny, nx,n'] =
ACONV n' + n, n' + ny]w[n, < JAcoNV[r4 ± n , + ny] ACN [nx, ny]
0 otherwise
(4.81)
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4.4. REDUCTION OF SCATTERER CROSS-INTERFERENCE EFFECTS
4.4.3 Median Prefiltering of Matched-Filter Velocity Estimates
In the previous sections, we presented two methods, image-windowing and clutter-nulling,
for reducing scatter cross-interference effects in the matched-filter velocity estimates. How-
ever, these two techniques do not completely eliminate these effects, especially for closely-
spaced moving scatterers of relatively equal amplitudes (but different velocities). Empir-
ically, we found that one major effect of scatterer cross-interference was the introduction
of large-valued spurious velocity-estimates into the results of the matched filter. These
spurious estimates have many similarities to so-called impulsive "salt-and-pepper" noise
in the image-processing literature[24]. From the image-processing literature, one relatively
effective method for reducing this type of noise (while minimizing distortion of spatial dis-
continuities in the velocity estimates, unlike linear lowpass filtering) is the so-called median
filtering technique[24], where the filtered image value at a given spatial location is given by
the median of the original image values over some region surrounding that location. This
implies that we can use a median filter as a "prefilter" in order to eliminate high-value
spurious matched-filter velocity estimates (before they are used as initial conditions for the
L 1-norm based velocity estimation algorithm.
Recall from Section 4.2.1 that the matched-filter maximum-likelihood estimates of the
scatterer velocities are given by
XML [nx, ny= nML[nx, nyl (4.82)
YML nx, ny] = nML[nnx, ny]y, (4.83)
where
(n.jML[nx,ny],n ML[nx,ny]) = arg max [ A[nx,ny,n., n] ] . (4.84)
For a given spatial location (Axn, Ayny), the corresponding median filtered velocity es-
timates are given by following median of the matched-filter maximum-likelihood velocity-
estimates over a spatial "region-of-interest" (ROI) surrounding this location (where (n", n')
are a set of "dummy" discrete parameters with the same domain as (nx, ny))
XMED [nx, ny] = median XML[nx + nX, ny + ny] (4.85)
nl/,, ni ROI
yMED [nx, ny] = median YMLnX n + (4.86)
ni, ni E ROI
For all of the matched-filter results presented in this chapter, we used an ROI of 0.5m x 0.5m
for the median velocity filters.
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4.5 Summary of the Matched-Filter SAR Processing Algo-
rithm
Here, we present a summary of the overall matched-filter SAR processing algorithm dis-
cussed in this chapter, with the following notational conventions:
As illustrated by Figure 4.4,
consists of the following steps:
the overall matched-filter based SAR processing algorithm
Symbol
AU[n, ny]
AAC [n., ny]
AZ[nny, n-;., i]
AMAX [n, ny]
ACONV [nx, ny]
ACN [nx, ny]
Aw [nx, ny, n', n']
AMEAN nx, ny]
O(iM[n, ny]
Fw[n, y, y, YEk'] rk1
fw [nx, ny, n, k]
f [k. , k , nx, ny, n, k]
X [nx, ny]
X_
(N M L [nx, nY, SML [nx, ny])
(S MED [nx, nyl , MED [nx, y])
9MED
XMAX
Pv(X, XMAX), PA (X, XMAX)
[VT]m
[Ac]m
VL 1
Definition
Matched-Filter Least-Squares SAR Image
Before Azimuth-Compensation
Matched-Filter Least-Squares Image
After Azimuth-Compensation
Quantized Likelihood Function
Maximum Magnitude of A[nx, ny ,, ni, n] over (ni, n )
Conventional SAR Image
Clutter-Nulling Threshold
Windowed Conventional SAR Image
Mean Magnitude of
Aw[nx, ny, n, n'] over (n', n')
Std. Dev. of the Magnitudes of
Aw[nx, ny, n' , n'] over (n', n')
Fourier Transform of
Aw[nx, ny, n' , n'] (with respect to (n', n'))
Windowed Phased-Shifted SAR Data
Discrete Space-Time multi-dimensional SAR data
Matched-Filter Detection Statistic
Vector of Matched-Filter Detection Statistics
ML velocity estimates
Median-Filtered ML Velocity Estimates
Vector of Median-Filtered ML Velocity Estimates
Detection-Statistic Threshold
Projection-Segmentation Matrices
Reduced-Order Vector of
Target-Scatterer Velocity Estimates
Vector of (zero) Target-Scatterer Velocity Estimates
Reduced-Order Vector of
Target-Scatterer Amplitude Estimates
Vector of Clutter-Scatterer Amplitude Estimates
(Sparse) Full-Order Vector of
L, Scatterer-Velocity Estimates
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I. Form a conventional SAR image ACONV[n, ny] from the demodulated SAR data
f[n, k] by a scaled Fourier Transform (with polar-format resampling).
II. For each initial scatterer spatial location, (nrxA,,nyAy)
A. Window the conventional SAR image ACONV[nx, ny] around the spatial location
(Az\n, zynY) to produce Aw~mznh,,n',4, given by
Aw [nx, ny, n',I ny] = ACONV[n,rny]w[ -n - fny] (4.87)
B. Apply the "clutter nulling" algorithm by zeroing out all portions of the windowed
image Aw [n, ny, n', n' ] that have an amplitude greater than the clutter-nulling
threshold ACN[nx, ny] (which is proportional to the magnitude of ACONV[nx, ny]).
C. Fourier-Transform the windowed image Aw[nx,ny n7,'n'] (with respect to n'
and n') to produce Fw[ny, ', k  k Q, then interpolate within Fw[nx, ny, k', k']
(using the SVTCV phase functions) to produce the windowed phase-shifted data
set fw[nr,ny,i, k].
D. Reparameterize the windowed phased-shifted SAR data to form the following
discrete space-time multi-dimensional signal (with the linear portion of the range-
velocity phase-function O [n, k] removed)
f [ki, ks,, n, fy, n, k] = fw nx, ny, n, k]6 kj - ;.[n, k]A-l, k, - #[n, kjA-]
(4.88)
E. Compute the quantized likelihood function A[nx, ny , n., n7] by using the follow-
ing Fourier Transform
Z[nx, ny, nj, n ] =
(2K (N ) Z Z f [ki , k , n , ny, n , k]e- j n .A +k A k n A ]
(4.89)
F. Compute the maximum- likelihood estimates of the 2 - D discrete integer-valued
initial-velocity functions at (n, ny), given by
(n.iM L [nxy],nML[nx,fny) = arg max [ JA[nnyi,,n]j . (4.90)
G. Compute the detection statistic X[fnx, ny]
f[nx, ny] = AMAx[,xy] - AMEAN[nx,fly] (4.91)
o-A[nx, ny]
where
AMAx[nx, ny) = max [A [n, ny, n, %l|] (4.92)
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AMEAN Ix,hy] - mean [IAw[rx,ny,nr',n1I] (4-93)
JA[nx, ny] = - [ IZw[nxrynRn']I ] . (4.94)
III. Median-filter the maximum-likelihood estimates of the scatterer velocities to produce
XMED Ifx, fy] and YMED [nx, ny]
XMED Tx, ny] = median XML[Tx + nx, ny + r'I (4.95)
71, ng E ROI
YMED Ix, ny] = median ML [x + r, ry + r (4.96)
n", n" E ROI
of the maximum-likelihood estimates given by
XML [mx, ly] =XML [lx, nyjAx (4.97)
YML [nx, ny] = nYML[nxny]AY. (4.98)
IV. Given the vector of median-prefiltered velocity estimates VMED, given by
XMED[0, 0]
XMED[ 1]
SMED (4.99)
yMED[0, 0]
YMED[0, 1]
and the vector of detection statistics x given by
X - x[0, 0] (4.100)
x[O, 1]
along with the detection threshold XMAX, decompose VMED into a (reduced-order)
"target" scatterer velocity vector, [-T]o, and a "clutter" scatterer velocity-vector C -
0 by using the segmentation-projection matrix Pv(x, XMAX)
PV (X, XMAX)YMED = - - - (4.101)
In other words, for X[nm, r] greater than the threshold XMAX, the spatial location
(rxAx, nyAy) is classified as belonging to a target scatterer, with velocities given by
the median prefiltered values. Otherwise, the scatterer velocities are assumed to be
zero.
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V. Use [' Tjo as an initial condition for following recursive reduced-order gradient-descent
Ll-based velocity-estimation algorithm (where 0 < m < M1 - 1, with [AT]o = 0 and
[AC]o = 0)
[9T]m+1 = [VT]m + aC2R (r ] m) [f - FT(['T]m)[AT]m - FC[AC]m]
OJVT ([VT]m) (4.102)
9VT
[AT]m+l = [AT]m + ceF&([i7T]m)[f - FT([9T]m)[-AT]m - FC[Ac]m]
-ayAasgn[[AT]m], (4.103)
[AC]m+1 = [Ac]m + aF'[f - FT([T]m)[AT]m - FC[AC]m]
-C YAasgn[[A C m - (4.104)
VI. Once the (reduced-order) Li-norm target-scatterer velocity estimates [91T]M 1 are ob-
tained, compute the target-scatterer amplitudes AT and the clutter-scatterer am-
plitudes AC by the following recursive reduced-order gradient-descent least-squares
estimation algorithm (where M1 < m < M2 - 1, with [ A]TM = 0 and [Ac]M 1 = 0)
[AT]m+ = [AT]m + aFT ([ T]Mj)[f - FT([iTIMi)[ATm - FC[Ac]m]
(4.105)
[Ac]m+i = [Ac]m + aFc [f - FT([ 'T]Mi)[AT]m - FC[AC]m]. (4.106)
VII. Given the full-order scatterer-velocity estimates VL 1 (given by the following remapping
of the reduced-order velocity estimates [KT]M generated by the Li-norm algorithm)
XL 1 [0 01
[T M1 [i01 11
L= PvT(X, XMAX) [ (4.107)
and the "uncorrected" scatterer-amplitude estimates Au (given by the following
remapping of the scatterer-amplitude estimates generated by the least-squares al-
gorithm)
U = PA(X, XMAX) [AT] 1
[.C1lM2- A[1]
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use the range-velocity estimates to correct the target-scatterer amplitude estimates
for azimuth displacement
y 1 ~ L -.
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4.6 Performance Analysis
As presented in this chapter, the matched-filter SAR processing technique uses the following
decision rule (based upon the detection statistic X[nx, nY])
Target
X[nny) ' XMAX , (4.110)
Clutter
for determining the presence of a "target" point-scatterer at a given spatial location (n ,A
nyAy). If this rule decides that a (possibly moving) target is present, the matched filter then
provides estimates of both the range velocity and azimuth velocity of this point-scatterer
(otherwise, the matched-filter assumes that the point-scatterer at this spatial location cor-
responds to stationary clutter, with both a range velocity and an azimuth velocity of zero).
These scatterer-velocity estimates are then used as an initial estimate by the Li-norm based
velocity-estimation algorithm.
Ultimately, we would like to use the results of the matched-filter SAR processing algo-
rithm for the purpose of automatic target recognition. For this particular purpose, it would
be useful to analyze (and quantify) both the detection performance and the estimation
performance of the matched-filter algorithm. In this section, we present such a perfor-
mance analysis (first for the presence of additive noise, then for the presence of interfering
scatterers).
4.6.1 Monte Carlo Performance Analysis
In order to analyze the detection and estimation performance of the matched filter, we
consider the following binary hypothesis problem for the demodulated SAR data f [n, k]
HI f [n, k] = A[0, ±]e-3[*s[n,k]ns[0,O]As++g[n,k]n [0,O]A ] +
E E A[n, n,]e-j[+.[n,k]nxAx++,y[n,k]nyAy+±+ [n,k]n[n,ny]A ++p[n,k]n[n. ,ny]AJ
nx:#O ny O
+y[n, k]
Ho: f [n, k] =
E 5 A[ni, ny]e- JO-[n,k]nxA2++Py [n,k]nyAu+($ [n,k]nd[nx,ny]As++ [n,k]nj[n%,ny]Az]
% 740 n. 00
+y[n, k] (4.111)
where the additive noise T[n, k] is circularly-complex spatially-independent Gaussian noise
(with variance o ). We also have a set of interfering scatterers with initial spatial-locations
(nAX, nyAy) and initial velocities (.i[ny, ny], #[nx, ny]) = (n.nz, ny]Ai, np[nx, ny]A). For
hypothesis H 1 , we have a single "target" point-scatterer at the initial spatial-location
(nxA rnAy) = (0m, Om) (which is not equal to any of the initial spatial-locations of the
interfering scatterers) and initial velocity (Q[0, 0], y[0, 03) = (ni{0, 0]L,, % [0, 0] A). Other-
wise, we just have the interfering scatterers, plus the additive noise. In matrix-vector form,
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this binary hypothesis problem is given by
H1  f = A[0, 0]sv [0, 0] + E E A[n., ny]sv[n,, ny] +1
n, #0 n. 0
H0 : f = A [n,,, ny] s[nx, ny] + 7 , (4.112)
n2x 0 ny7#O
where the velocity-parameter vector v is given by
4[0, 1] nm[O, 1]A
V (4.113)
y{0, 0] ng[0, 01zg
y[O, 1] %g[0, 1],A
The matched-filter target-scatterer decision rule for this problem is given by
Hi
XO(f) ' XMAX , (4.114)
H0
where Xo(f) = X[0,0] is the matched-filter detection statistic corresponding to the initial
spatial location, (nxAx, nyAy) = (0m, Om).
Since it is assumed that the a priori probabilities of the two hypotheses are unknown, we
must analyze the the detection performance of the matched-filter decision rule by computing
the following Neyman-Pearson criterion[21
/+oPD(XMAX) = J 0xM IHi(XoIH1)dXo (4.115)
+00
PF(XMAX) Pxo|Ho(Xo|Ho)dXo, (4.116)
X MAX
where PD(XMAX) is the so-called probability of detection (i.e., the probability of the decision
rule saying that there is a target point-scatterer when there actually is one), and where
PF(XMAX) is the so-called probability of false alarm (i.e., the probability of the decision
rule saying that there is a target point-scatterer when there actually is not).
In order to compute the Neyman-Pearson criterion for the matched-filter decision rule ,
we need to first determine the conditional probability densities, pxoIHi (xoIHi) and pXoIHo(Xo
JHo), of Xo given the respective hypotheses H1 and Ho. However, the detection statistic
x0(f) is a nonlinear function of the target point-scatterer parameters, the interfering point-
scatterer parameters and the additive-noise parameters, which implies that it may not be
possible to compute a "closed-form" representation of the conditional probabilities as a
function of these parameters. However, we can estimate the Neyman-Pearson criterion
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by performing a Monte Carlo based simulation analysis of the matched-filter algorithm.
For a given set of target point-scatterer parameters, interfering point-scatterer parameters,
and noise parameters, we first generate the following synthetic SAR data sets (under hy-
potheses H1 and Ho), {fllHlf 2 tH,...,fMiHl} and {filHof 2 IHo,...fMIHo}, (where M
is the number of Monte Carlo "trials"). These synthetic data sets are then used to gen-
erate the following sets of detection statistics, {Xo(filH1), Xo(f2IHj), ... , xo(fmrIH)} and
{Xo(fi|Ho), Xo(f2IHo),..., Xo(fMIHo)}. Then the estimate, PF(XMAX), of the probability-
of-detection is given by the number of detection statistics in the set {Xo(filHi), Xo(f2IHi),
... , Xo(fMIH1)} which exceed the threshold XMAX (divided by the number of Monte Carlo
trials, M),i.e.,
#{X E {Xo(flIHl),Xo(f2IHl),...,Xo(fMIH1)}IXo XMAX}
PD (XMAX ) ~~- M (4.117)
The corresponding estimate, PF(XMAX), of the probability-of-false-alarm is given by the
number of detection statistics in the set {Xo(filHo),Xo(f2IHo),... , Xo(fMIHo)} which exceed
the threshold XMAX (divided by the number of Monte Carlo trials, M),i.e.,
#{XO E {xo(filHo), Xo(f 2 Ho),..., Xo(fMIHo)}|Xo XMAX}PF(XMAX ) ~ M .(4.118)
If we plot the probability-of-detection versus the probability-of-false-alarm for a given set
of model parameters, we get what is known in the literature[21] as a Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve for this detection scheme. From the literature[21], it can be
shown that the estimates of PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) are unbiased, with error variances
approximately given by
o2 [PD(XMAX) = E [ (PD(XMAX) - PD(XMAX)) 2
PD(XMAX)(l - PD(XMAX))
M
PD(XMAX)(1 - PD(XM AX))
M
(2 [PF(XMAX)] E [(PF(XMAX) - PF(XMAX ))2
PF_ xAx) - PF(XMAX))
M
PF(XMAX)(1 - PF(XMAX))
M
(4.119)
(4.120)
For the Monte Carlo results presented in this chapter, we used these expressions to compute
one-standard-deviation "error bars" for the receiver-operating-characteristic curves. Note
that since we are using the estimates PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) rather than the actual
probabilities, PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX), these error bars will tend to be smaller than the
actual error standard-deviation when either PD(XMAX) or PF(XMAX) are near 0 or 1.
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Recall that the matched-filter also provides estimates XML(f) - XML[0, 0] = nT;ML [0, 0, A
and yML(f) = #ML[0,0] = ngML [0,0]A of both the azimuth velocity and range veloc-
ity of the scatterer at (0, 0). Given hypothesis H1 (i.e., we actually have a target point-
scatterer with initial spatial-location (0, 0) and initial velocity ([0, 0], y[0, 0]) = (nj[0, 0]As,
n [0, 0] A)), we can analyze the velocity-estimation performance of the matched-filter from
the following sets of synthetic Monte Carlo velocity data, {&ML(f1IH1), ML(f2IHl), ... ,
&ML(fM|H1)} and {yML(fliHl),yML(f2|Hl),.. . ,yML(fM|H1)}. For example, given the
actual target point-scatterer velocities of (±[0, 0], y[0, 0]), the approximate mean-square
velocity-estimation errors are given by
E [(ML (fIHI) [- 0, 0]) = E[(&ML(f|Hl) 
- E [&ML(f|H1)]) 2]
+ (E [&ML(f H1) - &[0, 0])2
= 2 [&ML (fIHj)] + (b (&ML (fIH)x[0, 0]))) 2 (4.121)
E [(ML(fIHl) [- 0, 0]) = E [( ML(f lH1) - E [yML(fHl))]
+ (E [yML (fIHI) - [0, 0]])2
= 2 [oIML(fIH)] + (b(yML(fIlH)y[0,0]))) 2 ,(4.122)
where o2 [.] is the sample variance and b(.) is the estimation bias.
4.6.2 Performance in the Presence of Additive Noise with No Interfering
Scatterers
Here, we present a Monte Carlo analysis of the noisy-data detection and velocity-estimation
performance of the matched-filter algorithm (where we have no nearby interfering scatter-
ers). The parameters of the estimation-theoretic model used to generate the synthetic
Monte Carlo SAR data (plus the parameters of the matched-filter) are shown in Table 4.1.
The estimation-theoretic model parameters were chosen to be as similar as possible to the
33.5 GHz Lincoln Laboratory Advanced Detection and Tracking System (ADTS)[16] sys-
tem operating in spotlight mode. Since we are interested in the "worst-case" detection and
velocity-estimation performance of the matched-filter, we did not use the clutter-nulling
algorithm (which was discussed in Section 4.4.2) for reducing cross-scatterer interference.
Stationary Target Scatterer
For this case, the target point-scatterer (which under hypothesis H1 was located at the
center of the illuminated target field, (nA,,nyAy) = (0m,Om)) was stationary, i.e.,
(n&[0,0]ZA,%ng[,0]A) = (Om/s,Om/s). The magnitude of the point-scatterer amplitude
was unit-magnitude, i.e., IA[0, 0]1 = 1. For each Monte Carlo trial the phase angle of the
target point-scatterer amplitude was a random variable uniformly distributed between 0
and 27r. We ran M = 100 Monte Carlo trials (under both hypotheses H1 and HO) for
signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) (defined by SNR = 20 log 10 (IA[0,0] )) of 20dB, 14dB, 9.5dB,
6dB, and OdB.
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F, Center Frequency 33.5 GHz
Ac Center Wavelength 0.009 m
aT, Chirp Bandwidth 1.2 GHz
fPRF Pulse Repetition Frequency 128 pulse/s
N Complex Samples per Range Profile 64
2K Pulses per Synthetic Aperture 128
Ro Center Slant-Range 2778 M
v SAR Platform Velocity 100 m/s
9 Look-Angle Rotation Rate 0.036 rad/s
2T Dwell Time 1.0 s
L Synthetic-Aperture Length 100 m
AY Range Sampling Interval 0.125 m
AX Azimuth Sampling Interval 0.125 m
6Y Range Resolution 0.25 m
6X Azimuth Resolution 0.25 m
Az MF Range-Velocity Quantization 0.25 m/s
A.+ MF Azimuth-Velocity Quantization 0.5 m/s
Aw, Range Width of MF Image-Window 4 m
Aw, Azimuth Width of MF Image-Window 8 m
Table 4.1: System Parameters for Monte Carlo Analysis of Matched-Filter
Figure 4.5 shows a plot of the approximate probability-of-detection and probability-of-
false-alarm, versus the detection-rule threshold XMAX, for an SNR of 20dB (with error bars
equal to the estimated error standard-deviation). Here, we see that for 6 < XMAX 22,
PD(XMAX) is approximately unity, and PF(XMAX) is approximately zero. This implies that
for this range of threshold values, the matched-filter detection-rule has near-perfect discrim-
ination between the hypotheses H1 and Ho. Figure 4.6 shows a plot of the approximate
probability-of-detection and probability-of-false-alarm, versus the detection-rule threshold
XMAX, for SNR = 14dB. We see that the probability-of-false-alarm is essentially the same
as the SNR = 20dB case. However, the probability-of-detection is somewhat lower. The
range of threshold values that give near-perfect discrimination between the hypotheses H
and Ho is now only 6 < XMAX < 8.
For an SNR of 9.5dB (shown in Figure 4.7), we see that we can no longer pick a
detection threshold that has near-perfect discrimination between the hypotheses. However,
we can still make a trade-off between the probability-of-detection and the probability-of-
false-alarm. For example, if we desire a probability-of-false-alarm of PF(XMAX) = 0, we can
choose a detection threshold of XMAx = 6, which gives a probability-of-detection of about
PD(XMAX) = 0.85. But if we choose a slightly lower detection threshold of XMAX = 5,
we get a slightly higher probability-of-false-alarm of about PF(XMAX) = 0.1, and a slightly
higher probability-of-detection of about PD(XMAX) = 0.95.
For an SNR of 6dB (shown in Figure 4.8), the detection performance of the matched-
filter begins to fall to somewhat poor levels. For example, if we again choose a detection
threshold of XMAX = 5, we again get a probability-of-false-alarm of about PF(XMAX) = 0-1-
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SNR Azimuth Vel. Var. Azimuth Vel. Bias Range Vel. Var. Range Vel. Bias
0 dB 84.58 m 2 / s2 - 1.29 m/s 6.05 rn2 /s 2  - 0.01 M/s
6 dB 24.11 mr2 /s 2  0.02 m/s 2.00 m2 /S 2  - 0.09 rn/s
9.5 dB 4.33 m2 / 2  - 0.02 rn/s 0.19 M2 /s 2  - 0.03 m/s
14 dB 0.00 m2 /s 2  0.00 M/s 0.00 M2 /s 2  0.00 M/s
20 dB 0.00 M2 /s 2  0.00 M/s 0.00 Mr2 /s 2  0.00 m/s
Table 4.2: Matched-Filter Velocity-Estimation Performance for Noisy-Data, Stationary
Target-Scatterer Examples
But we get a probability-of-detection of only about PD(XMAX) = 0.4 (which is less than
half of the probability-of-detection for the 9.5dB case). And for an SNR of OdB, the
probability-of-false-alarm and the probability-of-detection are approximately equal for all
detection thresholds, which implies that the matched-filter would be unable to discriminate
between the two hypotheses. For comparison purposes, we also show the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves in Figure 4.10. Since we have near perfect discrimination for
the 20dB and the 14dB cases, both of the corresponding ROC curves will lie along the lines
PF = 0(0 < PD < 1) and PD = 1(0 < PF < 1)). Again, we see that the performance of
the matched-filter detection scheme is marginally acceptable for the 9.5dB case, and drops
dramatically for the lower SNR's.
We analyzed the noisy-data stationary-target velocity-estimation performance of the
matched-filter (for SNR's of 9.5dB, 6dB, 9.5dB, 6dB,and OdB) by computing the sample
variance and bias of the the Monte Carlo range-velocity and azimuth-estimates, as shown in
Table 4.2. For SNR's of 20dB and 14dB, we essentially have zero estimation error in both
range velocity and azimuth velocity, which of course implies that the matched-filter will
generally do an excellent job of estimating these quantities for a SNR above 14dB. For an
SNR of 9.5dB, we begin to see some degradation in the velocity-estimation performance,
especially in the azimuth velocity. This also goes along with the fact that we no longer
have "perfect" detection (as discussed previously). And for SNR's of 6dB and OdB, the
estimation-performance of the matched-filter has fallen to completely unacceptable levels.
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Figure 4.6: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SNR = 14dB (Stationary
with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Moving Target Scatterer
For this case, we analyzed the noisy-data detection and velocity-estimation performance
of the matched-filter for a moving target point-scatterer. Just as with the previous ex-
ample, we have no interfering scatterers. Here, the initial-position of the target point-
scatterer (under hypothesis H 1 ) was again located at the center of the illuminated target
field, (n , n\yAy) = (Om,Gm). However, the initial velocity of the target point-scatterer
was now given by (. [0, 01, y[0, 0]) = (n[ 0 , 0] Az, n[0, 0]A ) = (1m/s, 1.152m/s). The point-
scatterer amplitude was unit-magnitude (IA[0, 0] 1 = 1) with a random complex phase angle
(uniformly distributed between 0 and 27r for each Monte Carlo trial). We ran M = 100
Monte Carlo trials (under both hypotheses H1 and Ho) for signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of
20dB, 14dB, 9.5dB, 6dB, and OdB.
Figure 4.11 shows a plot of the approximate probability-of-detection and probability-
of-false-alarm, versus the detection-rule threshold XMAX, for an SNR of 20dB. Similarly
to the stationary target-scatterer case, PD(XMAX) is approximately unity, and PF(XMAX)
is approximately zero (for the range 6 < XMAX <_ 19). Therefore, even for the moving
target-scatterer case, the matched-filter detection-rule can have near-perfect discrimination
between the hypotheses H1 and Ho (though the range of detection-rule thresholds is slightly
less than for the stationary target-scatterer case). Figure 4.12 shows a plot of the ap-
proximate probability-of-detection and probability-of-false-alarm, versus the detection-rule
threshold XMAX, for SNR = 14dB. We see that the probability-of-detection is again some-
what lower than for the SNR = 20dB case. As compared to the stationary target case, the
range of threshold values that give near-perfect discrimination between the hypotheses H,
and Ho is now only about 6 < XMAX < 7.
For an SNR of 9.5dB (shown in Figure 4.13), we see that just as with the stationary
target case, we can no longer pick a detection threshold that has near-perfect discrimination
between the hypotheses, but must now make a trade-off between the probability-of-detection
and the probability-of-false-alarm. For example, if we desire a probability-of-false-alarm of
PF(XMAX) = 0.1, we choose a detection threshold of XMAX = 5, which gives a probability-
of-detection of about PD (XMAX) = 0.65 (which is significantly lower than the corresponding
probability-of-detection PD(XMAX) = 0.95 for the stationary target scatterer case). Just as
with the stationary target-scatterer case, for SNR's of 6dB and OdB (shown in Figure 4.14
and Figure 4.15), the detection performance of the matched-filter begins to fall to fairly
poor levels. We also show a plot (in Figure 4.16) of the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves. Since we have near perfect discrimination for the 20dB and the 14dB cases,
both the corresponding ROC curves will lie along the lines PF = 0(0 < PD 1) and
PD = 1(0 < PF 1), just as with the previous stationary-target case. We also see that
the performance of the matched-filter detection scheme drops even more dramatically for
SNR's less than or equal to 14dB, as compared to the stationary-target case. In fact,
we see in the ROC curve plot of Figure 4.16 that the ROC curve for the SNR = OdB is
no longer strictly convex, but instead nearly lies on the line PD = PF. This implies that
the matched-filter detection scheme performs only marginally better than purely random
guessing for this low SNR case.
As shown in Table 4.3, for SNR's of 20dB and 14dB, we essentially have zero estimation
error for azimuth velocity. However, we do have a small estimation error for range-velocity
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SNR Azimuth Vel. Var. Azimuth Vel. Bias Range Vel. Var. Range Vel. Bias
0 dB 75.57 m 2 / 2  - 0.76 m/s 5.42 m 2 /s 2  - 1.00 M/s
6 dB 47.38 m2 /s 2  - 1.15 m/s 3.74 mr2 /S 2  - 0.71 rn/s
9.5 dB 7.61 m2 /s 2  0.20 rn/s 0.63 m 2 /8 2  - 0.12 m/s
14 dB 0.00 m2 /S 2  0.0 m/s 0.01 Mr2 /s 2  - 0.07 m/s
20 dB 0.00 m2 / 2  0.0 m/s 0.01 M 2 /8 2  - 0.11 M/s
Table 4.3: Matched-Filter Velocity-Estimation Performance for Noisy-Data, Moving Target-
Scatterer Examples
(which is caused by the range-velocity quantization of the matched-filter). For a SNR
of 9.5dB, we begin to see some degradation in the velocity-estimation performance. This
again goes along with the fact that we no longer have "perfect" detection for this case. And
for SNR's of 6dB and OdB, the estimation-performance of the matched-filter has fallen to
completely undesirable levels.
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4.6.3 Performance in the Presence of Interfering Scatterers
Here, we present a Monte Carlo analysis of the matched-filter's detection and velocity-
estimation performance in the presence of interfering point-scatterers. The parameters of
the estimation-theoretic model used to generate the synthetic Monte Carlo SAR data (plus
the parameters of the matched-filter) are again shown in Table 4.1. As with the previous
noisy-data examples, these model parameters were chosen to be as similar as possible to
the 33.5 GHz Lincoln Laboratory Advanced Detection and Tracking System (ADTS)[16]
system operating in spotlight mode. Again, we did not use the clutter-nulling algorithm for
reducing cross-scatterer interference.
For the Monte Carlo analysis presented in this section, the experimental set-up involved
a 2 - D "square box" (of variable size) of eight interfering scatterers with initial spatial
locations surrounding the initial-position of the target point-scatterer. As shown in in
Figure 4.17, this box was centered at the spatial location (nxA,nYAy) = (0,0) of the
target scatterer. The size of this box was given by 26 m, which implied that the spatial
locations of the interfering scatterers were given by
Scatterer #1: (nA, nYAY) = (8o m, 0 m)
Scatterer #2: (nxZA, nyAy) = (-6o m, 0 m)
Scatterer #3: (nxAx, nyAy) = (0 m, 60 m)
Scatterer #4: (nAZ, nyAy) = (0 at, -60 m)
Scatterer #5: (nrxA, nAy) = (60 m, 60 m)
Scatterer #6: (nxA, nYAY) = (-6o m, So m)
Scatterer #7: (%Ax, nyAy) = (6o m, -6o m)
Scatterer #8: (n A, AnyAy) = (-6o m, -6o m)
As shown Figure 4.17, we see that the spatial separation (in both range and azimuth)
between the interfering scatterers and the target scatterer is given by bo. Just as with the
stationary-target Monte Carlo experiments, the target point-scatterer complex amplitude
was unit-magnitude (IA[0, 0] = 1), with a random (uniformly distributed between 0 and
21r) phase-angle for each Monte Carlo trial. The magnitudes of the interfering scatterers'
reflectivities were equal (but with spatially statistically-independent random phase-angles
uniformly distributed between 0 and 27r)and parameterized by the signal-to-clutter ratio
(SCR), defined by
SCR = 20 logo A[0 0](4.123)
mean IA[nx,ny]4
\ x: 4_, ny# *0
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Figure 4.17: Spatial Configuration of Interfering Scatterers for Matched-Filter Monte-Carlo
Analysis (with Target Scatterer at (x, y) = (0, 0))
Moving Target Scatterer in the Presence of Stationary Interfering Scatterers
with Varying Spatial Separation (SNR = 20dB, SCR = OdB)
For this case, we analyzed the effect of varying the scatterer spatial separation 60 upon the
detection and velocity-estimation performance of the matched-filter (for a moving target
point-scatterer with stationary interfering scatterers, i.e., ([nz,n], y[n,ny]) = (0,0) for
nr # 0 and ny, # 0). For this particular case, we used a relatively high SNR of 20dB
(i.e., IA[OOl = 10). The initial velocity of the moving target point-scatterer was chosen
to be the same as the noisy-data moving target-scatterer example of the previous section,
i.e., (i[0, 0], y[0, 0]) = (n.+[0, 0]AX, %i[0, 0]AZ) = (lm/s, 1.152m/s). Both the target point-
scatterer amplitude and the interfering scatterer amplitudes were unit-magnitude (which
implied that we had an SCR of OdB), with random (uniformly distributed between 0 and
27r) complex phase-angles, for each Monte Carlo trial. We ran M = 100 Monte Carlo trials
(under both hypotheses H 1 and Ho) for scatterer spatial separations, 6o, of 1.00 m, 0.75 m,
0.50 m, and 0.25 m.
Figure 4.18 shows a plot of the approximate probability-of-detection and probability-
of-false-alarm, versus the detection-rule threshold XMAX, for a 60 of 1.00m. The "perfect-
discrimination" detection threshold range is approximately given by 8 < XMAX < 9. This
implies that the detection performance (for detection-rule thresholds within the perfect-
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60 Azimuth Vel. Var. Azimuth Vel. Bias Range Vel. Var. Range Vel. Bias
0.25 m 0.16 m 2/s 2  - 0.18 M/s 0.22 m 2/s 2  - 0.27 m/s
0.50 m 0.00 rn2 / 2  0.00 M/s 0.01 m 2 / 2  - 0.07 m/s
0.75 m 0.00 m2 /s 2  0.00 rn/s 0.01 Mr2 /s 2  - 0.10 M/s
1.00 m 0.00 M2 / 2  0.00 M/s 0.01 M2 /s 2  - 0.10 m/s
Table 4.4: Matched-Filter Velocity-Estimation Performance for a Moving Target-Scatterer
with Stationary Interfering Scatterers and an SNR = 20dB
discrimination range) of the matched-filter is essentially unaffected by stationary interfering
scatterers located at least 1.00m away from the target scatterer. Figure 4.19 shows a
plot of the approximate probability-of-detection and probability-of-false-alarm, versus the
detection-rule threshold XMAX, for a 60 of 0.75m. We see that the probability-of-detection
is slightly less, as compared to the 60 of 1.00m case. The range of threshold values that give
near-perfect discrimination between the hypotheses H, and Ho is again about 8 < XMAX <
9. This implies that the detection performance (for detection-rule thresholds within the
perfect-discrimination range) of the matched-filter is essentially unaffected by stationary
interfering scatterers located at least 0.75m away from the target scatterer.
For a 60 of 0.5m (shown in Figure 4.20), we see that the interfering scatterers are now
starting to affect the "optimal" detection performance of the matched-filter. For example,
if we desire a probability-of-false-alarm of PF(XMAX) = 0, we choose a detection threshold
of XMAX = 9, which gives a maximum probability-of-detection of about PD(XMAX) = 0.95.
For a 60 of 0.25m (shown in Figure 4.21), we see that the detection performance of
the matched-filter is significantly degraded by the presence of the interfering scatterers. If
we again desire a probability-of-false-alarm of PF(XMAX) = 0, we must choose a detection
threshold of XMAX= 14, which gives a maximum probability-of-detection of only about
PD(XMAX) = 0.2. Even if we again chose XMAx= 9 (which gives a probability-of-false-
alarm of about PF(XMAX) = 0.4), we would only get a maximum probability-of-detection
of about PD(XMAX) = 0.85. Therefore, we see that for this case, where we have distinct
and independent scatterer motions, the matched-filter has an effective detection spatial-
resolution of approximately 0.50m (for an SNR = 20dB and an SCR = 0dB). The
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are shown in Figure 4.22. Again, we see the
dramatic drop in the detection performance of the matched-filter detection scheme as the
spacing between the scatterers decreases.
In Table 4.4, we see that for 60's equal to 1.00 m, 0.75 m, and 0.50 m, the velocity-
estimation errors are relatively small and are caused by the velocity quantizations of the
matched-filter. For a 60 of 0.25 rn, we do see some degradation in the velocity-estimation
performance, though the degradation is within acceptable limits.
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Figure 4.18: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for 6o = 1.00m (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.19: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for 60 = 0.75m (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.20: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for 60 = 0.50m (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.21: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for 6o = 0.25m (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Seatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.22: Receiver Operating Characteristic (Moving Target-Scatterer with Stationary
Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
Moving Target Scatterer in the Presence of Stationary Interfering Scatterers
with Varying SCR (SNR = 20dB, 6o = 0.25m)
For this case, we analyzed the effect of varying the signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) of the inter-
fering scatterers upon the detection and velocity-estimation performance of the matched-
filter. As with the previous example, this was done for a moving target point-scatterer with
stationary interfering scatterers (i.e., (.[nz, n,], y[nx, ny]) = (0, 0) for nr 0 0 and n. 0 0).
Again, we used an SNR of 20dB. The initial velocity of the moving target point-scatterer
was chosen to be the same as the noisy-data moving target-scatterer example of the previ-
ous section, i.e., (;[0, 0], y [0, 0]) = (n [0, 0]A ,% i[0, 0]Ap) = (lm/s, 1.152m/s). The target
point-scatterer amplitude was unit-magnitude, with a random (uniformly distributed be-
tween 0 and 27r) phase-angle, for each Monte Carlo trial. Recall from the Monte Carlo
experiments presented in the previous section (with stationary interfering scatterers and
varying scatterer spacing) that the performance of the matched-filter was seriously degraded
for 60 = 0.25m (with an SCR of OdB). Therefore, for this set of Monte Carlo experiments,
we set the interfering scatterer spacing to 60 = 0.25m and increased the effective SCR (by
reducing the amplitudes of the interfering scatterers) in order to see how this degradation
decreases with increasing SCR. We ran M = 100 Monte Carlo trials (under both hypotheses
H1 and Ho) for SCR's of of 20dB, 14dB, 9.5dB, 6dB, 3.5dB, and compared them to the
OdB case.
For an increased SCR of 3.5dB, (shown in Figure 4.24), we begin to see a substantial
improvement in the detection performance of the matched-filter, as compared to the SCR =
OdB case. For example, if we desire a probability-of-false-alarm of PF(XMAX) = 0, we
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SCR Azimuth Vel. Var. Azimuth Vel. Bias Range Vel. Var. Range Vel. Bias
0 dB 0.16 m 2 /s 2  - 0.18 M/s 0.22 m /S 2  - 0.27 m/s
3.5 dB 0.01 m2 /8 2  - 0.01 M/s 0.01 m 2 /s 2  - 0.09 M/s
6 dB 0.00 m2 /s 2  0.00 M/s 0.01 m 2 / 2  - 0.07 m/s
9.5 dB 0.00 m2 18 2  0.00 m/s 0.01 m 2 /S 2  - 0.10 rn/s
14 dB 0.00 2 /s 2  0.00 M/s 0.01 m 2 /S 2  - 0.12 rn/s
20 dB 0.00 m2 /s 2  0.00 M/s 0.01 Mr2 / 2  - 0.12 m/s
Table 4.5: Matched-Filter Velocity-Estimation Performance (as a Function of SCR) for a
Moving Target-Scatterer with Stationary Interfering Scatterers and an SNR = 20dB
choose a detection threshold of XMAX = 13. However, we now get a maximum probability-
of-detection of PD(XMAX) = 0.85, which is much better than PD(XMAX) = 0.2 for the
SCR = OdB case.
For an SCR of 6dB (shown in Figure 4.25), we see that the effects of the interfering
scatterers upon the detection performance of the matched-filter has been reduced even
further. We now have "perfect-discrimination" for the detection threshold 12 < XMAX < 13.
Figure 4.26, Figure 4.27, and Figure 4.28 show the approximate probability-of-detection
and probability of-false-alarm, versus the detection-rule threshold XMAX, for SCR = 9.5dB,
SCR = 14dB, and SCR = 20dB respectively. For all of these cases, we see that we have
approximately "perfect-discrimination" in the detection threshold range of 10 XMAX <
15. This implies that the detection performance (for detection-rule thresholds within the
perfect-discrimination range) of the matched-filter is essentially unaffected by stationary
interfering scatterers with magnitudes less than 30 percent of the magnitude of the target
scatterer (and located at least 0.25m away from the target scatterer).
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are shown in Figure 4.29. Again,
we see the improvement in the detection performance of the matched-filter as the SCR
increases. In addition, we see a similar improvement in the velocity-estimation performance
in Table 4.5. For an SCR greater than 6dB, the performance of the matched-filter is
essentially limited by velocity-quantization errors.
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Figure 4.23: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SCR = OdB (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.24: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SCR = 3.5dB (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.25: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SCR = 6dB (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.26: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SCR = 9.5dB (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.27: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SCR = 14dB (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.28: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SCR = 20dB (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.29: Receiver
Interfering Scatterers)
Operating Characteristic (Moving Target-Scatterer
with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
with Stationary
Moving Target Scatterer in the Presence of Stationary Interfering Scatterers
and Varying SNR (SCR = OdB, 60 = 0.5m)
Here, we illustrate the effect of the additive-noise SNR for the case where we have a moving
target point-scatterer with stationary interfering scatterers. The initial-position of the tar-
get point-scatterer (under hypothesis HI) was again located at the center of the illuminated
target field, (nA_, nyAy) = (0m, Om), with the same initial velocity as the previous cases
([0, 01, y 0, 0]) = (ni[40, 0]Ab, ng[0, O]A ) = (lm/s, 1.152m/s). The target point-scatterer
amplitude and the interfering-scatterer amplitudes were unit-magnitude (with implied that
we had an SCR of OdB), with random (uniformly distributed between 0 and 27r) com-
plex phase-angles, for each Monte Carlo trial. The interfering scatterer spacing was set to
60 = 0.5m (which was the approximate detection resolution of the matched-filter observed
in the previous Monte Carlo experiment with SNR = 20dB). We ran M = 100 Monte
Carlo trials (under both hypotheses H1 and Ho) for SNR's of of 20dB, 14dB, 9.5dB, and
6dB.
The SNR = 20dB case is shown in Figure 4.30, which is the same as the 60 = 0.5m
presented earlier in Figure 4.20. For this case, if we desire a probability-of-false-alarm of
PF(XMAX) = 0, we choose a detection threshold of XMAX = 9, which gives a maximum
probability-of-detection of about PD (XMAX) = 0.95.
For an SNR = 14dB, we begin to see a degradation of the matched-filter detection
performance due to the noise. For example, if we again desire a probability-of-false-alarm
of PF(XMAX) = 0, we choose a detection threshold of XMAX = 8, which gives a maximum
probability-of-detection of only about PD(XMAX) = 0.7.
Receiver Operating Characteristic
SCR = 6 dB, 9.5 dB,
14 dB, 20 dB
- SCR = 3.5 dB
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Table 4.6: Matched-Filter Velocity-Estimation Performance for
with Stationary Interfering Scatterers and Additive Noise
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Figure 4.30: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SNR = 20dB (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
For lower SNR's, the performance begins to seriously degrade. In fact, for the SNR =
9.5dB, as shown in Figure 4.32, the performance has degraded to a level comparable to the
SNR = 20dB performance with 60 = 0.25m, shown in Figure 4.21. This implies that the
matched-filter has a detection resolution of 60 = 0.5 only if the SNR is greater than 14dB
(for an SCR of OdB). This is confirmed by the ROC curves shown in Figure 4.34 and the
velocity-estimation performance shown in Table 4.6.
SNR Azimuth Vel. Var. Azimuth Vel. Bias Range Vel. Var. Range Vel. Bias
6 dB 38.91 m 2 /9 2  - 0.68 m/s 2.63 m 2/s 2  - 0.87 m/s
9.5 dB 8.04 m 2 /s 2  - 0.37 m/s 0.34 m2 /s 2  - 0.18 m/s
14 dB 0.08 m 2 /8 2  - 0.05 m/s 0.05 m2 /s 2  - 0.10 m/s
20 dB 0.00 mr2 /S 2 0.00 M/s 0.01 M2 /S 2 - 0.07 m/s
PD and PF for a Scatterer Spacing of 0.5 m and an SNR = 20 dB
-I
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Figure 4.31: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SNR = 14dB (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
PD and PF for a Scatterer Spacing of 0.5 m and an SNR = 9.5 dB
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Figure 4.32: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SNR = 9.5dB (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.33: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SNR = 6dB (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.34: Receiver Operating Characteristic for SNR = 20dB, 14dB, 9.5dB, and
6dB (Moving Target-Scatterer with Stationary Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-
Deviation Error Bars
P. and PF for a Scatterer Spacing of 0.5 m and an SNR = 6 dB
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Moving Target Scatterer in the Presence of Moving Interfering Scatterers with
Varying Spatial Separation (SNR = 20dB, SCR = OdB)
For our next case, we analyzed the detection and velocity-estimation performance of the
matched-filter for a moving target point-scatterer with moving interfering scatterers. The
initial-position of the target point-scatterer (under hypothesis H 1 ) was again located at
the center of the illuminated target field, (no,, nyAy) = (0m, Om), with the same initial
velocity as the previous stationary interfering-scatterers case ([0, 0], y[0, 0]) = (n[0, 0] A,
nm[0, 0]A ) = (1m/s, 1.152m/s). We again had eight interfering scatterers with initial spa-
tial locations along the sides and corners of a square "box" (of width 260 m) surrounding
the initial-position of the target point-scatterer, as shown previously in Figure 4.17. How-
ever, these interfering scatterers now have the same velocities as the target point-scatterer
(i.e., ([n, n.], y'nx, ny]) = (lm/s, 1.152m/s) for n, / 0 and ny k 0) (which is equiva-
lent to the target scatterer and the interfering scatterers acting together as a "rigid-body"
target with purely-translational motion). Both the target point-scatterer amplitude and
the interfering-scatterer amplitudes were unit-magnitude (IA[nz, ny]I = 1 which implied an
SCR = OdB), with random (uniformly distributed between 0 and 27r) complex phase-angles,
for each Monte Carlo trial. We ran M = 100 Monte Carlo trials (under both hypotheses
H, and Ho) for scatterer spacings, 3o, of 1.00 m, 0.75 m, 0.50 m, and 0.25 m.
Figure 4.35 shows a plot of the approximate probability-of-detection and probability-of-
false-alarm, versus the detection-rule threshold XMAX, for 60 equal to 1.00m. The "perfect-
discrimination" detection threshold range is approximately given by 8 < XMAX 13,
which is slightly larger than for the previous stationary interfering-scatterer case. Again,
the detection performance (for detection-rule thresholds within the perfect-discrimination
range) of the matched-filter is essentially unaffected by moving interfering scatterers located
at least 1.00m away from the target scatterer. Figure 4.36 shows the probability-of-detection
and probability-of-false-alarm, versus the detection-rule threshold XMAX, for 60 equal to
0.75m. The range of threshold values that give near-perfect discrimination between the
hypotheses H 1 and Ho is about 8 XMAX < 12 which is slightly smaller than the 6o of
1.00m case. Again, for detection-rule thresholds within the perfect-discrimination range, the
detection performance of the matched-filter is essentially unaffected by moving interfering
scatterers located at least 0.75m away from the target scatterer.
For a 60 of 0.5m (shown in Figure 4.37), we begin to see the effect of the interfering
scatterers upon the "optimal" detection performance of the matched-filter. For instance, if
we desire a probability-of-false-alarm of PF(XMAX) = 0, we choose a detection threshold of
XMAX = 12, which gives a maximum probability-of-detection of about PD(XMAX) = 0.95.
For a 60 of 0.25m (shown in Figure 4.38), the detection performance of the matched-
filter is significantly degraded by the presence of the interfering scatterers. If we desire
a probability-of-false-alarm of PF(XMAX) = 0, we must choose a detection threshold of
XMAX = 18, which gives a maximum probability-of-detection of only about PD(XMAX) =
0.05.
Thus, in the presence of moving interfering-scatterers, the matched-filter has an ef-
fective detection spatial-resolution of approximately 0.50m (for an SNR = 20dB and an
SCR = OdB), just as with the stationary interfering-scatterer case. The receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves are shown in Figure 4.39. Again, we see the dramatic drop in
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Table 4.7: Matched-Filter Velocity-Estimation Performance for
with Moving Interfering Scatterers
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Figure 4.35: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for 60 = 1.00m (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Moving Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
the detection performance of the matched-filter detection scheme as the spacing between
the scatterers decreases below 0.5m.
As shown in Table 4.7, the velocity-estimation errors are relatively small and are caused
by the velocity quantizations of the matched-filter. For a 6 0 of 0.25 m, we actually see an
overall improvement in the velocity-estimation performance, as compared to the previous
stationary interfering-scatterer case shown in Table 4.4. One explanation for this improve-
ment is the fact that the interfering scatterers now have the same velocity as the target
scatterer. This implies that the matched filter will exhibit better performance for a moving
target with strongly correlated (e.g., rigid-body) motion.
80 Azimuth Vel. Var. Azimuth Vel. Bias Range Vel. Var. Range Vel. Bias
0.25 m 0.06 rn2/s 2  0.02 m/s 0.04 rn2 /s 2  - 0.09 M/s
0.50 m 0.00 m2 /s 2  0.00 M/s 0.01 M2 /S 2  - 0.10 m/s
0.75 rn 0.00 n 2 /s 2  0.00 m/s 0.01 M2 /S 2  - 0.11 m/s
1.00 M 0.00 m 2/s 2 0.00 m/s 0.01 Mr2 /s 2 - 0.11 m/s
P and P for a Scatterer Spacing of 1 m
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Figure 4.36: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for 0 = 0.75m (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Moving Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.37: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for 80 = 0.50m (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Moving Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.38: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for 60 = 0.25m (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Moving Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.39: Receiver Operating Characteristic for 6o = 0.25m, 0.50m (Moving Target-
Scatterer with Moving Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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SNR Azimuth Vel. Var. Azimuth Vel. Bias Range Vel. Var. Range Vel. Bias
6 dB 47.44 M 2 / s2 - 0.44 m/s 2.05 m 2/s 2  - 0.20 m/s
9.5 dB 19.99 m 2 /s 2  - 0.05 m/s 0.99 m 2/s 2  - 0.23 m/s
14 dB 0.01 m2 / 2  0.01 M/s 0.01 Mr2/8 2  - 0.08 m/s
20 dB 0.00 m2 / 2  0.00 M/s 0.01 M 2 /S 2  - 0.10 M/s
Table 4.8: Matched-Filter Velocity-Estimation Performance for Moving Target-Scatterer
with Moving Interfering Scatterers and Additive Noise
Moving Target Scatterer in the Presence of Moving Interfering Scatterers and
Varying SNR (SCR = OdB, 6o = 0.5m)
Here, we illustrate the effects of the SNR upon the performance of the matched-filter where
we have a moving target point-scatterer with moving interfering scatterers. The initial-
position of the target point-scatterer (under hypothesis Hi) was again located at the center
of the illuminated target field, (nA, nYAy) = (0m, Om), with the same initial veloc-
ity as the previous cases ([0,0], y[0, 0]) = (n4[0, 0]Az, n4[0, 0]A) = (1ml/s, 1.152m/s).
The interfering scatterers again had the same velocities as the target point-scatterer (i.e.,
(1[n., ny], y[n, ny]) = (1m/s, 1.152m/s) for nx # 0 and ny : 0) (which, as before, is equiv-
alent to the target scatterer and the interfering scatterers acting together as a "rigid-body"
target with purely-translational motion). Both the target point-scatterer amplitude and the
interfering-scatterer amplitudes were unit-magnitude (with implied that we had an SCR of
OdB), with random (uniformly distributed between 0 and 27r) reflectivity phase-angles, for
each Monte Carlo trial. Recall from the previous example where we had a moving target-
scatterer with moving interfering scatterers that the approximate detection resolution of
the matched-filter was 60 = 0.5m (for an SNR = 20dB). Therefore, for this example, we
also set the scatterer spacing to bo = 0.5m. We ran M = 100 Monte Carlo trials (under
both hypotheses H1 and Ho) for SNR's of of 20dB, 14dB, 9.5dB, and 6dB.
We again show the SNR = 20dB case in Figure 4.40, which is the same as the 60 = 0.5m
case presented earlier in Figure 4.37. For this example, if we desire a probability-of-false-
alarm of PF(XMAX) = 0, we choose a detection threshold of XMAX = 12, which gives a
maximum probability-of-detection of about PD(XMAX) = 0.95.
We begin to see the effects of the noise for the SNR = 14dB case. For example, if we
desire a probability-of-false-alarm of PF(XMAX) = 0, we choose a detection threshold of
XMAX = 8, which gives a maximum probability-of-detection of about PD(XMAX) = 0.7.
For lower SNR's, the performance begins to seriously degrade. In fact, for SNR =
9.5dB, as shown in Figure 4.42, the performance is comparable to the SNR = 20dB per-
formance with 60 = 0.25m, shown in Figure 4.38. Just as with the previous Monte-Carlo
example with stationary interfering-scatterers (and varying SNR), we can conclude that
the effective detection resolution of the matched-filter in the presence of moving interfering-
scatterers is approximately 0.5m only for an SNR greater than 14dB. This is confirmed
by the ROC curves shown in Figure 4.44 and the velocity-estimation performance shown in
Table 4.8.
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Figure 4.40: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SNR = 20dB (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Moving Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.42: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SNR = 9.5dB (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Moving Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.43: PD(XMAX) and PF(XMAX) for SNR = 6dB (Moving Target-Scatterer with
Moving Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation Error Bars
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Figure 4.44: Receiver Operating Characteristic for SNR = 20dB, 14dB, 9.5dB, and 6dB
(Moving Target-Scatterer with Moving Interfering Scatterers) with One-Standard-Deviation
Error Bars
4.7 Experimental Results
Here, we present some experimental results in order to illustrate the motion-compensated
imaging capabilities of the matched-filter SAR processing algorithm. In Section 4.7.1, we
first present some examples where we have synthetic moving point scatterers embedded in
an actual stationary-clutter conventional SAR image. Then in Section 4.7.2, we present an
example where we (manually) segmented the target portion of the conventional SAR image
of an actual (stationary) target, and used it to generate a synthetic-motion moving target.
For these experimental examples, we assumed that we were only given the conventional
moving-target (complex) SAR images (in the discrete 2 - D form ACONV [x, ry]). These
images were converted into "raw" demodulated SAR data f by normalizing the images (by
their respective maximum magnitude over n and ny , denoted by AMAX) and performing
a scaled Fourier Transform corresponding to the "conventional" zero-velocity SAR model,
i.e.,
1f = FACONV-
AMAX
(4.124)
Once we obtained a focused image from the least-squares amplitude-estimation portion of
the matched-filter SAR processing algorithm, we then post-multiplied this image by AMAX.
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4.7.1 Synthetic Point Scatterers Embedded in Real Clutter
In this section, we present a set of experimental examples where we have a synthetic moving-
target (consisting of a 2 - D array of ideal point-scatterers) embedded in a real stationary
clutter scene. This particular scene consisted mainly of trees and grass, as shown in the
conventional SAR image of Figure 4.45 (with an approximate resolution in range and az-
imuth of of 6 = 0.25m and 6, = 0.25m). In addition, the clutter scene had two man-made
high-amplitude scatterers with a magnitude of about 35dB.
We generated the SAR data for these examples by first performing a scaled Fourier
Transform (corresponding to the conventional zero-velocity SAR model) upon the conven-
tional SAR image of the clutter scene. These transformed data sets were then added to the
SAR data corresponding to the synthetic target (which as stated earlier, consisted of a 2- D
array of moving ideal point scatterers). The synthetic-target portion of the SAR data sets
was generated using the general-motion estimation-theoretic SAR data model presented
in Chapter 2, with parameters chosen to be as similar as possible to the 33.5 GHz Lin-
coln Laboratory Advanced Detection and Tracking System (ADTS)[16] system operating
in spotlight mode (as shown in Table 4.9 for the synthetic target).
For all of the synthetic-target examples presented here, the 2 - D target-scatterer array
consisted of nine synthetic moving point-scatterers. The initial positions of these scat-
terers were centered near the two "man-made" high-amplitude scatterers in the following
configuration about the point (x, y) = (-6.5m, -4m):
Scatterer #0: (nxAx, nyAy) = (-6.5m, -4m)
Scatterer #1: (nr Ax, nyAy) = (-6.5m - 60, -4m - 60)
Scatterer #2: (nx A, nmAy) = (-6.5m - 6 o, -4m)
Scatterer #3: (nrzA, ny Ay) = (-6.5m - 6o, -4m + 6o)
Scatterer #4: (nxA, nyAy) (-6.5m + 60, -4m - 60)
Scatterer #5: (nxAx, nyAy) (-6.5m + 60, -4m)
Scatterer #6: (nriAx, nyAy) = (-6.5m + 60, -4m + 60)
Scatterer #7: (nzax, nAy) = (-6.5m, -4m - 60)
Scatterer #8: (nxAx, ny Ay) = (-6.5m, -4m + 60)
We see that the synthetic-target array for this examples had a spatial spacing of 60m with
respect to both range and azimuth,
Rigid-Body Purely-Translational Motion with a Scatterer Spacing of 1m
For the first synthetic-target example, we have a rigid-body target with purely-translational
motion, i.e., all of the nine moving point-scatterers in the 2-D synthetic-target array had
a velocity of (i[nx, ny, y[n, ny]) = (2m/s, 2.304m/s). In order to examine the azimuth-
displacement compensation performance of the matched-filter SAR processing algorithm
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Fe Center Frequency 33.5 GHz
Ac Center Wavelength 0.009 m
aTp Chirp Bandwidth 1.2 GHz
fPRF Pulse Repetition Frequency 512 pulse/s
N Complex Samples per Range Profile 512
2K Pulses per Synthetic Aperture 512
Ro Center Slant-Range 2778 M
v SAR Platform Velocity 100 m/s
9 Look-Angle Rotation Rate 0.036 rad/s
2T Dwell Time 1.0 s
L Synthetic-Aperture Length 100 m
AY Range Sampling Interval 0.125 m
AX Azimuth Sampling Interval 0.125 m
6, Range Resolution 0.25 m
6X Azimuth Resolution 0.25 m
A/ MF Range-Velocity Quantization 0.25 m/s
A. MF Azimuth-Velocity Quantization 0.5 m/s
Aw Range Width of MF Image-Window 4 m
Aw, Azimuth Width of MF Image-Window 8 m
Table 4.9: System Parameters for Matched-Filter SAR Processing Examples (Synthetic
Point Scatterers Embedded in Real Clutter )
separately from its velocity-estimation and image-focusing performance, we chose the range
velocities y[nx,nj such the synthetic-target scatterers "wrapped around" to their actual
position in the SAR image. This was done for all of the experimental examples presented
in this chapter.
For this first example, the spatial spacing 60 m of the scatterers in the synthetic target
was chosen to be 1m. Each of these scatterers had an amplitude of 40dB, which was slightly
greater than the amplitude of the man-made scatterers in the clutter image, as shown in the
stationary-target conventional SAR images of Figure 4.46 and Figure 4.47. A cross-section
of the stationary-target conventional SAR image (at y = -4m) is also shown in Figure
4.48. Here, we see three peaks corresponding to scatterers #'s 0, 2, and 5.
The conventional SAR images of these moving synthetic point-scatterers after being
embedded in the background-clutter SAR image are shown in Figure 4.49 and Figure 4.50.
A cross-section of the conventional SAR image (at y = -4m) is also shown in Figure 4.51.
Here, we see that the image of the moving point-scatterers is blurred to the point so as to
be essentially useless the purposes of automatic-target recognition (if used directly).
For the matched-filter, we used the clutter-nulling cross-interference reduction algorithm
(which was discussed in Section 4.3.3) with a threshold of of ATr[n, ny] = 10ACONV[nx,rnY]-
The resulting target-detection statistic, X[nx, ny], is shown in Figure 4.52. Here, the loca-
tions of the nine moving synthetic scatterers (plus the two stationary "man-made clutter"
scatterers) become readily apparent from the "darker" areas of this image. For this matched-
filter processing example, we chose a detection-statistic threshold XMAX of 6, allowing us
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to capture any slight initial spatial-location variation in the target scatterers without in-
troducing an unacceptable number of false-alarm target locations. A corresponding image
of the scatterer locations which were classified (using this threshold) as belonging to tar-
get scatterers is shown in Figure 4.53. We see that the matched-filter detection scheme
correctly picked the initial location of all of the synthetic moving point-scatterers, plus
the location of the stationary man-made clutter scatterers. we also see that the detection
scheme also picked some spurious false-alarm target locations, especially around the the
stationary man-made clutter scatterers.
In order to compute the median-prefiltered matched-filter velocity estimates (which were
used as the initial conditions for the Li-Norm based velocity-estimation algorithm) we used
median filters with a spatial region-of-interest (ROI) of 0.5m x 0.5m. For the reduced-order
Li-Norm based velocity-estimation algorithm, we used an Li weighting of yA = 1.1. For the
results presented in this chapter, we did not use a regularization penalty upon the velocity
estimates, which implied Jv(v) = 0.
The estimated azimuth velocities and range velocities are shown in Figure 4.54 and
Figure 4.55, and in the cross-sections of Figure 4.56 and Figure 4.57. We see from these
cross-sections that the Li-Norm based velocity-estimation algorithm gave reasonable esti-
mates of the velocities of both the synthetic moving point-scatterers and the stationary
man-made clutter scatterers. Note that we still had a few spurious velocity estimates at
the false-alarm spatial locations.
The resulting SAR images generated by the least-squares amplitude-estimation algo-
rithm are shown in Figure 4.58 and Figure 4.59. We see that all nine of the synthetic
moving point-scatterers are now focused and distinct In fact, it compares quite well to the
SAR images formed by the least-squares amplitude-estimation algorithm when the scatterer-
velocities are known exactly, (shown Figure 4.65 and Figure 4.66). The mainlobe height of
the moving-target scatterers in the matched-filter SAR image are approximately 15dB, as
shown in the azimuthal cross-section (at y = -4m) of Figure 4.60 (which again compares
favorably to the cross-section shown in Figure 4.67 of the exact-velocity image , where the
scatterers have a mainlobe height of approximately 20dB) As compared to some of the
moving-target SAR imaging techniques presented in the literature[14, 16, 39], we see that
the matched-filter technique can image both the moving point-scatterers and the stationary
clutter scatterers, even if they are relatively near each other. In terms of automatic tar-
get recognition, the matched-filter shows promise for having the ability to focus a moving
target, while preserving nearby stationary "landmark" scatterers.
However, we found that if we used the range-velocity induced azimuth-displacement
compensation scheme directly (with the velocities generated by the Li-Norm based velocity-
estimation algorithm), we found that the resulting corrected SAR image of the moving
target scatterers would exhibit relatively severe distortions in the azimuth positions (due
to the fact that the azimuth displacement errors are proportional to the errors in the range
velocities divided by the SAR system's look-angle rotation rate of 6 = 0.036rad/s). In order
to reduce these distortions, we averaged the range velocity over a set of "bright" scatterer
locations where both the target-detection statistic, X4nx, ny], was greater than 8.5, and
where the magnitude of estimated range-velocity was greater than 0.5m/s, as shown in
Figure 4.61. For this case, the average range velocity for these scatterer locations was
computed to be 2.3753m/s. We then used this velocity to compensate the scatterers at
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the previous "target" spatial locations (with X[xn, Iny] <; 6) which had an estimated range-
velocity with a magnitude greater than 0.5m/s. As shown in Figure 4.63 and Figure 4.64,
the resulting azimuth-displacement error for the moving target was approximately 2m.
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Rigid-Body Temporally-Constant Velocity Translational Motion with a Scat-
terer Spacing of 0.75m
For this example, we again have nine "synthetic" moving point-scatterers (with an amplitude
of 40dB), with initial positions in a "box" configuration centered at (x, y) = (-6.5m, -4m)
near the two "man-made clutter" high-amplitude scatterers, as shown in the stationary-
target conventional SAR images of Figure 4.68 and Figure 4.69. A cross-section of the
stationary-target conventional SAR image (at y = -4m) is also shown in Figure 4.70.
Here, we see three peaks corresponding to scatterers #'s 0, 2, and 5. As compared to the
previous experimental example, these synthetic scatterers have a slightly smaller spatial
separation of 60 = 0.75m, in order to illustrate the imaging resolution limitations of the
matched-filter algorithm.
We again have rigid-body target purely-translational motion, i.e., all of the nine moving
synthetic-target point-scatterers had a velocity of (i.[n, ny], [n, ny]) = (2m/s, 2.304m/s).
As shown in Figures 4.71- 4.73, we see that the conventional SAR image is essentially useless
for the purposes of automatic target recognition.
For the matched-filter, we used the clutter-nulling cross-interference reduction algorithm
with a threshold of of AT[nX, ny] = 0AcoNV nx, nyj- The resulting target-detection
statistic is shown in Figure 4.74. Again we see that the locations of the nine synthetic
moving point-scatterers (plus the two stationary "man-made clutter" scatterers) are again
readily apparent from the "darker" areas of this image. For comparison purposes, we
again chose a detection-statistic threshold XMAX of 6 we used in the previous example.
The resulting target scatterer locations are shown in Figure 4.75. As compared to the
previous example, we see that the matched-filter detection scheme has generated slightly
more spurious false-alarm locations.
In order to compute the median-prefiltered matched-filter velocity estimates , we used
median filters with a spatial region-of-interest (ROI) of 0.5m x 0.5m. For the reduced-order
L-Norm based velocity-estimation algorithm, we used an L, weighting of 'YA = 1.1 (which
was identical to the first example). The estimated azimuth velocities and range velocities
are shown in Figure 4.76 and Figure 4.77, and in the cross-sections of Figure 4.78 and
Figure 4.79. As compared to the previous example, we see from the velocity-field cross-
sections that the matched-filter has a slightly larger azimuth-velocity error for scatterer #
5.
The matched-filter SAR images are shown in Figure 4.80 and Figure 4.81. Here, we see
that all of the target scatterers are focused and distinct. However, from the cross-section
plot of Figure 4.82, we see that the scatterers are not as sharply focused as the previous
case with the scatterer spacing of im. For this case, we only have a mainlobe height of
about 12dB. The SAR images formed by the least-squares amplitude-estimation algorithm
when the scatterer-velocities are known exactly are shown Figure 4.87 and Figure 4.88. Just
as with the previous example, the scatterers have a mainlobe height of approximately 20dB,
as shown in Figure 4.89.
For the azimuth-displacement compensation, we again averaged the range velocity over
a set of "bright" scatterer locations where both the target-detection statistic, X[nxny],
was greater than 8.5, and where the magnitude of estimated range-velocity was greater
than 0.5m/s, as shown in Figure 4.83. For this example, the average range velocity for
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these scatterer locations was computed to be 2.2745m/s, which was slightly better than the
average-velocity computed for the previous example One explanation for this smaller error
bias is that (unlike for the azimuth velocity, as we saw in the velocity-field cross-section
of Figure 4.78), the range-velocity is improved (for purely-translational rigid-body motion)
when the scatterer energy is more concentrated (due to the smaller spacing).
We then used this velocity to compensate the scatterers at the previous "target" spatial
locations (with X[nx, ni} <; 6) which had an estimated range-velocity with a magnitude
greater than 0.5m/s. As shown in Figure 4.85 and Figure 4.86, the resulting azimuth-
displacement error for the moving target was approximately 1m, which again was somewhat
better than the previous example (due to the smaller average estimation-error in the range
velocity).
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Figure 4.85: Expanded Azimuth-Displacement Compensated Matched-Filter SAR Image
for Rigid-Body Purely-Translational Motion with a Scatterer Spacing of 0.75m
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Figure 4.88: Expanded Exact-Velocity
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Non-Rigid Body Motion with a Scatterer Spacing of 1m
For the previous two experimental examples of matched-filter SAR processing, we strictly
dealt with rigid-body, purely translational motion (i.e., all of the synthetic target scatterers
had identical velocities). For this example, we examine the effects of "non-rigid body"
spatial variations in the azimuthal scatterer velocities. For comparison purposes we again
had nine synthetic moving point-scatterers, with initial positions in a "box" configuration
centered at (x, y) = (-6.5m, -4m) near the two man-made high-amplitude scatterers. The
spatial spacing in the initial positions of the scatterers was chosen to be 1m, which was
identical to the first experimental example. However, we now chose the azimuth velocities
to be samples of a Gaussian random variable, with a mean of 2m/s and a standard-deviation
of 0.5m/s. We also chose the range velocities to be samples of a Gaussian random variable,
with a mean of 2.304m/s and a standard-deviation of 0.25m/s. In particular:
Scatterer #0: (nm A, nY AY, i[nx, ny), y[nx, ny]) = (-6.5m, -4m, 2.2071m/s, 2.1224m/s)
Scatterer #1: (nxZAx, nyAy, d[nx, ny], [ri, ny]) = (-7.5m, -5m, 2.3747m/s, 2.0380m/s)
Scatterer #2: (n , nYxAY, [n, ny]j, ny]) = (-7.5m, -4m, 2.1588m/s, 2.2517m/s)
Scatterer #3: (nxAx, nY AY, d[nx, ny], ,[nny]) = (-7.5m, -3m, 2.7581m/s, 2.4445m/s)
Scatterer #4: (nA, y inAn, ny], y[ny, ]) = (-5.5m, -5m, 1.8760m/s, 2.3415m/s)
Scatterer #5: (n A x, ny AY, ±[nx, ny], y[nx, ny]) = (--5.5m, -4m, 1.7467m/s, 2.3919m/s)
Scatterer #6: (nxAx, nYAY, i[nx, ny], &, ny]) = (-5.5m, -3m, 2.4426m/s, 2.5872m/s)
Scatterer #7: (nxAx, ny Ay, z[nx, ny), y, ny]) = (-6.5m, -5m, 1.4893m/s, 2.1508m/s)
Scatterer #8: (n Ax, nY AY, i, ny], y ,ny]) = (-6.5m, -3m, 1.5111, 2.1927m/sm/s)
As before, these synthetic point-scatterers were embedded in the background-clutter SAR
image as shown in the conventional SAR images of Figure 4.90 and Figure 4.91. As with
the previous examples, we cannot use these blurred images directly for automatic-target
recognition algorithms. In addition, as compared to the previous two examples, we see
severe distortion in the azimuth positions of the nine target scatterers due to the variations
in the range velocities.
For the matched-filter, we used the clutter-nulling cross-interference reduction algorithm
with a threshold of of AT[n, ny] = 10ACONV[nx, ny . The target-detection statistic is
shown in Figure 4.93. As compared to the rigid-body example with a scatterer spacing of
1m, we see that the initial locations of the scatterers are not quite as distinct. Consequently,
when we used a detection-statistic threshold XMAX of 6, we see that the detection scheme
picked slightly more spurious false-alarm target locations, as shown in Figure 4.94. We
again see the effects of the azimuth-position distortion due to the variations in the range-
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velocity induced azimuth displacement (caused by the variations in the range velocity).
Even though the algorithm was able to detect all nine of the target scatterers, there were
relatively large errors in their azimuth positions. (though the detection scheme did correctly
pick the location of the two stationary man-made clutter scatterers). For example, due to
the range-velocity induced azimuth-displacement, scatterer #'s 0, 2, and 5 were detected
at (x, y) = (-1.5m, -4m), (-6.1m, -4m) , and (-7.9m, -4m), respectively, rather than at
their actual positions of (x, y) = (-6.5, -4m), (-7.5m, -4m) , and (-5.5m, -4m) (which
meant that the spatial orientation of the scatterers relative to each other was distorted).
For the median-prefiltering, we used median filters with a spatial region-of-interest (ROI)
of 0.5m x 0.5m. For the reduced-order LI-Norm based velocity-estimation algorithm, we
used an Li weighting of YA = 1.1 (which was identical to the first and second examples). The
estimated azimuth velocities and range velocities are shown in Figure 4.95 and Figure 4.96
and in the cross-sections of Figure 4.97 and Figure 4.98 (at y = -4m, corresponding to
scatterers #'s 0, 2, and 5). We see from the cross-section plots that the L1 -Norm based
velocity-estimation algorithm was able to capture some of the spatial variations in the
velocities of the synthetic moving point-scatterers, though the velocity estimates are still at
the apparent locations of these scatterers, rather than at their actual physical location. For
example, we see in Figure 4.97 that the estimated azimuth velocities around the apparent
azimuth location of scatterer # 5 (at x = -7.9m) were slightly lower than the azimuth
velocities around the apparent azimuth location of scatterers #'s 0 and 2, which is consistent
with the fact that this scatterer had a relatively lower azimuth velocity.
The resulting SAR images generated by the least-squares amplitude-estimation rou-
tine are shown in Figure 4.99 and Figure 4.100. Just as with the rigid-body example, the
matched-filter was able to focus both the synthetic moving point-scatterers and the station-
ary man-made clutter scatterers. As shown in the azimuthal cross-section of Figure 4.101,
the mainlobe height of the target scatterers was about 13dB, which was comparable to the
previous rigid-body examples. However, we again see that the azimuth positions of these
scatterers still have fairly severe distortions. Thus we see that the matched-filter algorithm
is able to focus a moving target containing scatterers with relatively-independent velocities,
but the resulting image will be distorted in azimuth.
For the azimuth-displacement compensation, we again averaged the range velocity over
a set of "bright" scatterer locations where both the target-detection statistic, X[nx, ny], was
greater than 8.5, and where the magnitude of estimated range-velocity was greater than
0.5m/s, as shown in Figure 4.102. For this example, the average range velocity for these
scatterer locations was computed to be 2.3260m/s, which was relatively close to the target's
actual mean azimuth-velocity of 2.304m/s. We then used this velocity to compensate
the scatterers at the previous target spatial locations (with X[nx, ny] ; 6) which had an
estimated range-velocity with a magnitude greater than 0.5m/s. As shown in Figure 4.104
and Figure 4.105, the resulting average azimuth-displacement error for the moving target
was approximately 1m. However, the standard deviation of the azimuth-displacement error
was approximately 4.9m. Thus, we see that even though the algorithm did a reasonable
job of centering the target scatterers around the the correct center-location of the target
(at (x, y) = (-6.5, -4m)), it was not able to correct the relative azimuth distortion of the
scatterer positions (since the L 1-Norm based velocity-estimation algorithm did not generate
range-velocity estimates of sufficient accuracy). If we knew the velocities exactly, we see that
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we actually can correct for most of the azimuth distortions, as shown in the exact-velocity
results of Figures 4.106- Figure 4.111.
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Figure 4.97: Cross-Section of Estimated Azimuth-Velocity Field ± (at y = -4m) for Non-
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4.7.2 Synthetic-Motion Real Target Embedded in Real Clutter
For this example, we used a 128 x 128 pixel stationary SAR scene (with an approximate
resolution in range and azimuth of of by = 0.25m and b. = 0.25m) consisting of a T-72
tank from the former Soviet Union, in a grass clutter background (shown in Figure 4.112
and Figure 4.113). An azimuthal cross-section (at a range of 0.45m) of the target image
is shown in Figure 4.114 (which shows some of the feature scatterers corresponding to the
tank's treads centered at approximately (x,y) = (-1m,0.45m) ). This particular image
was part of a spotlight-mode SAR data set collected by Sandia National Laboratory in
1995 under DARPA's Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition and Recognition (MSTAR)
program. For these examples, we first (manually) segmented the MSTAR SAR scene into
a target portion and a clutter portion, as shown in Figure 4.115 and Figure 4.116. (where
the target portion was chosen such as to include as many of the dominant scatterers of
the tank as possible). We then used the target portion of the MSTAR SAR scene and
used it as an input into our general-motion estimation-theoretic model in order to generate
the synthetic-motion moving-target SAR data. For this example, we gave all the target
scatterers a velocity of (. [nx, ny], y[nx, ny]) = (2m/s, 2.304m/s). The parameters of the
estimation-theoretic model were again chosen to be as similar as possible to the 33.5 GHz
Lincoln Laboratory Advanced Detection and Tracking System (ADTS) system operating in
spotlight mode (as shown in Table 4.10).
The synthetic-motion moving-target SAR data was then re-embedded into the stationary
clutter SAR image as shown in the conventional SAR images of Figure 4.117 and Figure
4.118 (along with the azimuthal cross-section (at a range of 0.45m) shown in Figure 4.119).
Here, we see that the added synthetic motion has seriously degraded the image of the target,
as compared to the original MSTAR target-chip stationary image.
For the matched-filter, we used the clutter-nulling cross-interference reduction algorithm
with a threshold of of AT[nx, ny] = 10ACONVInx, inyfI, which was identical to the thresh-
old used for the previous synthetic-target examples. The resulting matched-filter target-
detection statistic, X[~n, ny], is shown in Figure 4.120. Here, we see that the locations of
only the relatively "bright" moving-target scatterers are apparent (corresponding to the
tread and turret of the T-72 tank). For this example, we used a detection-statistic thresh-
old XMAX of 2, which was much lower than the threshold XMAX of 6 used in the previous
examples. Again, the detection scheme picked many of the relatively bright moving-target
scatterers, but it also picked substantially more spurious false-alarm target locations, as
shown in Figure 4.121. Unfortunately, we found that increasing the threshold would cause
the matched-filter detection scheme to miss an unacceptable number of target scatterers.
For the median-prefiltering, we used median filters with a spatial region-of-interest (ROI)
of 0.5m x 0.5m. For the reduced-order LI-Norm based velocity-estimation algorithm, we
used an L, weighting of -YA = 1.1 (which was identical to the previous examples). The
resulting azimuth and range velocity estimates are shown in Figure 4.122 and Figure 4.123
and in the cross-sections of Figure 4.122 and Figure 4.123. We see from these cross-sections
that the matched filter gave a reasonable estimate of the range velocities of the "brighter"
moving target-scatterers (such as the scatterer located at (x, y) = (-1m, 0.45)). However,
the matched-filter gave much poorer estimates of the azimuth velocities. This is consistent
with the first and second synthetic-target examples (rigid-body motion, with a scatterer
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spacing of im and 0.75m), where we observed that the azimuth velocity estimate was more
affected by a closer scatterer spacing than the range velocity.
The resulting images generated by the least-squares algorithm are shown in Figure 4.126
and Figure 4.127. Again, we see that the matched-filter based SAR processing algorithm
was able to image only the brighter of the moving target-scatterers (such as the scatterer
located at (x, y) = (-1m, 0.45)). Again, this is due to the azimuth-velocity estimation errors
caused by cross-scatterer interference. If we knew the velocities exactly, as illustrated by
the exact-velocity case in Figure 4.132 and Figure 4.133 (which was nearly identical to the
original stationary MSTAR image), we are able to image nearly all of the target scatterers.
For the azimuth-displacement compensation, we averaged the range velocity over a
set of "bright" scatterer locations where both the target-detection statistic, X Ix, ny], was
greater than 7, and where the magnitude of estimated range-velocity was greater than
0.5m/s, as shown in Figure 4.129. For this example, the average range velocity for these
scatterer locations was computed to be 1.7562m/s, which was significantly worse than the
average-velocities computed for the synthetic target examples (since even the range-velocity
estimates for the brighter scatterers had significant variation). We then used this velocity
to compensate the scatterers at the previous "target" spatial locations (with x[, ny] <; 6)
which had an estimated range-velocity with a magnitude greater than 0.5m/s. As shown in
Figure 4.130 and Figure 4.131, because of the larger range-velocity, the resulting azimuth-
displacement error for the moving target was approximately 15m, which nearly "wrapped"
the target completely to its initial position in the image.
From this example, we see that the velocity-performance of the matched filter is severely
affected by cross-scatterer interference when the scatterers are relatively close (as with a
real target), even if the velocities are similar. We also see that the azimuth-compensation is
also severely affected by cross-scatterer interference (due to the larger range-velocity errors).
Thus we see the need for some type of regularization upon the scatterer velocities in order
to improve the imaging of closely-spaced scatterers.
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F, Center Frequency 33.5 GHz
Ac Center Wavelength 0.009 m
aTp Chirp Bandwidth 1.2 GHz
fPRF Pulse Repetition Frequency 128 pulse/s
N Complex Samples per Range Profile 128
2K Pulses per Synthetic Aperture 128
Ro Center Slant-Range 2778 M
v SAR Platform Velocity 100 m/s
0 Look-Angle Rotation Rate 0.036 rad/s
2T Dwell Time 1.0 s
L Synthetic-Aperture Length 100 m
6Y Range Resolution 0.25 m
6_ Azimuth Resolution 0.25 m
AY Range Sampling Interval 0.125 m
AX Azimuth Sampling Interval 0.125 m
Ap MF Range-Velocity Quantization 0.25 m/s
AZ\ MF Azimuth-Velocity Quantization 0.5 m/s
Aw, Range Width of MF Image-Window 4 m
Aw. Azimuth Width of MF Image-Window 8 m
Table 4.10: System
Motion Real Target
Parameters for Matched-Filter SAR Processing Example (Synthetic-
Embedded in Real Clutter )
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Figure 4.114: Azimuthal Cross-section of MSTAR Target Chip Image at y = 0.45m
Figure 4.115: Target Portion of MSTAR Target Chip
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Figure 4.116: Clutter Portion of MSTAR Target Chip ("Non-White" Part)
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Figure 4.117: Conventional Moving-Target Example
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Figure 4.118: Expanded Conventional SAR Image for Synthetic-Motion Real Moving-Target
Example
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Figure 4.121: Selected Target Moving-Target Exarmple
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Figure 4.130: Azimuth-Corrected Matched-Filter SAR Image for
Moving-Target Example
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Figure 4.131: Cross-Section of Azimuth-Corrected Matched-Filter SAR Image (at y =
0.45m) for Synthetic-Motion Real Moving-Target Example
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Chapter 5
Rigid-Body LI-Norm SAR
Processing
IN the previous chapter, we presented a matched-filter based estimation-theoretic tech-
nique for imaging moving targets. Recall that the matched-filter SAR processing tech-
nique used a multi-dimensional matched-filter as a means of computing a set of scatterer-
velocity estimates which were used as initial conditions for an Li-norm based estimation
algorithm derived for the spatially-varying temporally-constant velocity (SVTCV) SAR
model (which assumes that the target field consists of a 2 - D array of ideal point scatterers
with spatially independent velocities). Also, recall that this technique works reasonably
well for simultaneously imaging both high-amplitude moving point scatterers and "nearby"
high-amplitude stationary clutter. However, this matched-filter technique gave poor results
for closely-spaced scatterers (due to cross-scatterer interference), even if the scatterers have
similar velocities. This occurs because the matched-filter is optimized for estimating the
parameters of a single point scatterer in the presence of circularly-complex Gaussian white
noise. Therefore, it may give poor results for some real moving targets. One possible means
of alleviating this problem is to add some type of velocity regularization to the SVTCV
L1 -Norm based algorithm.
For some of the motion-compensated SAR imaging techniques presented in the litera-
ture [39], the spatially coarse-scale motions of many moving targets-of-interest are modeled
by a 3-D rotating, translating rigid-body (assuming that there is only one target with no
nearby surrounding high-amplitude clutter scatterers, and assuming that there are not spa-
tially fine-scale motions such as target-articulation and vibration). In addition (at least
for these particular techniques), it has been shown [39] that for a slant-plane type of SAR
data model (such as the SAR data model presented in this thesis in Chapter 2), the SAR
data corresponding to a 3 - D rigid-body target model can be well-approximated by a
data set corresponding to a simpler 2 - D rigid-body model (with the assumption that
the "out-of-plane" rotation of the target is small). Therefore, we can use a parameterized
2 - D rigid-body kinematic model as a means of regularizing the target-scatterer motions
when imaging moving targets.
In this chapter, we present an estimation-theoretic Ll-Norm based approach which
exploits a parameterized 2 - D rigid-body temporally-constant velocity kinematic model
(which was presented earlier in Chapter 2) as a means of imaging closely-spaced multiple
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moving scatterers over a given spatial region. In Section 5.1, we detail the development
of a "full" rigid-body Li-Norm based SAR processing algorithm from the fore-mentioned
rigid-body SAR model of Chapter 2. We also discuss in this section some of the imple-
mentation issues associated with this algorithm. In Section 5.2, we present a simplified
purely-translational version of the rigid-body Li-Norm based SAR processing algorithm.
Unlike the "full" rigid-body algorithm presented in Section 5.2, this algorithm does not
estimate rigid-body target's rotation rate. In Section 5.3, we present some results for both
synthetic moving point scatterers embedded in real clutter and synthetic-motion real targets
embedded in real clutter.
5.1 Full Rigid-Body L1-Norm SAR Processing Algorithm
From Chapter 2, the demodulated (noise-free) SAR data, f[n, k], for a 2 - D array of
point-scatterers (corresponding to a rigid-body target) can be expressed by the following
relation
f [n, k] = >i: A[n,, n,] e i [(O-[n,k]-O [n,k] RB)A-n-1(Oy[n,k]+4eln,k] RB)ny A
n. ny
x e i [Ai[n,k]iRB+[nk]R] . (5.1)
Here, (A.nx, Ayny) are the initial positions (at t = 0) of the point-scatterers belonging to
the 2 - D rigid-body target. The parameters .RB and yRB are the translational velocities
of the target's center-of-rotation, while ?RB is the target's rotation rate. Given this model,
we can write an estimation-theoretic model for the rigid-body temporally-constant veloc-
ity SAR data by including a (zero-mean circularly-complex Gaussian) additive-noise term
?[n, k],
Rigid-Body Temporally- Constant Velocity (RBTCV)
Estimation- Theoretic SAR Data Model
f [n, k] = EnZ _ny, A[n,, ny] skRB [n,, ni,, n, k]SiRB YRB[n, k] + 77n, k(
2 - - 2
From Chapter 2, we can express the RBTCV estimation-theoretic model in the following
matrix form
f = F(v)A + 7. (5.3)
Here, f is the SAR data, and A is the vector of scatterer intensities, given by
A= A[0, 0] (5.4)A[0, 1]
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The vector v is the vector of the rigid-body scatterer-velocity parameters
[RB
V YRB , (5.5)
LRB_
and q is the additive Gaussian noise. The matrix F(v) has the form
F(v) = I.. . sv[0, 0] sv[0,1] ... . (5.6)
Each column vector sv [nx, n.] corresponds to a lexicographical reordering of the complex ex-
ponential basis-function given by s R B {n, nv n, k]S iRB YRB n, k]. Since we assume that the
additive noise yj is spatially statistically-independent (and isotropic), its spatial-correlation
matrix is given by
= E [rH] = 0-I . (5.7)
Given the rigid-body estimation-theoretic model f = F(v)A + r , the fundamental
objective of the rigid-body L 1 -norm based SAR processing algorithm is to find the set of
scatterer amplitudes k and scatterer velocity-parameters = [ SRB YSC 'RB T which
minimizes the following L1 -norm regularized cost function J(A, v)
J(A, v) = If - F(v)AI '- + YA IAI . (5.8)
From our discussion of the general Li-norm based SAR processing algorithm in Chapter 3,
this cost function is a standard least-squares cost function for f = F(v)A+rq, augmented by
an L 1 penalty upon the scatterer amplitudes. As compared to the more standard L2 -based
quadratic-regularization penalties (e.g. -AAHA), this type of penalty tends toward sparse
representations of A (i.e., A can be represented by a small number of zero elements).
Given that we assume that the additive noise / is spatially statistically-independent and
isotropic, the L 1 cost function can be simplified to
1J(A, v) = 2If - F(v)AII|+' A 1 . (5.9)
For the purposes of estimating A and 9, we see from this expression that varying the
assumed noise variance o is equivalent to varying the L, weighting -YA (since the location
of the minimum of the simplified version of the cost function J(A, v) is not affected by
multiplying the simplified cost function by a constant). Therefore, for the results presented
in this chapter, we normalized the noise variance to o2 = 1 and just varied the L, weighting
7/A, i.e.,
J(A, v) = If - F(v)A 2± + AiAIl. (5.10)
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5.1.1 Coordinate-Descent Line-Minimization Implementation of Full Rigid-
Body L1-Norm Algorithm
As discussed in Chapter 3, the most straightforward method for minimizing the L1 cost
function (for the spatially statistically-independent additive-noise case) is to use the follow-
ing recursive gradient-descent algorithm
Am+i= Am - cYA [aJ(A, v) A H
I W A=Am,,, v=,Cm
= Am + aAFH(Vm)[f - F(Vm)Am] - YAyAsgn[[Am] (5.11)
lvm+1 = vm - av-1 WAv2 9V) I A=Am,V=VFm
= Vm + av A F(9m) [f - F(-m)Am] . (5.12)
Here, we are simultaneously estimating both A and v . The constants aA and av control
the rate of convergence (and stability) of the gradient-descent algorithm.
Recall that the gradient, sgn[A], of the Li-norm of A is discontinuous at A = 0. There-
fore, for the the gradient-descent algorithm, we use the following continuous approximation
(denoted by asgn[A])
[asgn[A]].n, = asgn(A[n,, n.])
A[n,, ny] (5.13)
A[n,, ny]A*[n, ny] + (.
where the parameter EA is an Ll approximation constant. This continuous approximation
is simply the gradient of the following approximation to the L 1-norm of A
|All1  = ZZ 1A[nx, ny]I
flx fly
Z A[nx, ny]A*[nx, ny] +El . (5.14)
nx ny
From the previously-mentioned discussion of Chapter 3, one major disadvantage of the
gradient-descent implementation is its sensitivity to the presence of local minima in the cost
function J(A, v). For our SAR imaging application, this implies that the gradient-descent
algorithm may converge to a solution set A and 9 where the gradient of J(A, v) is locally
small, but where the SAR image is not focused. From Chapter 3, we saw that one way of
reducing this sensitivity to local minima is by using the following coordinate-descent line
minimization based algorithm.
For this algorithm (given the L1 cost function J(A, v)), we first define the following set
of velocity-dependent target-scatterer amplitudes, A(v)
A(v) arg min [J(A, v)] .1
A
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In other words, for a given set of rigid-body velocity parameters v, A(v) is defined as the
set of scatterer amplitudes which minimizes the L 1 cost function J(A, v). We can evaluate
A(v) (for a given v) by the following version of the previously-presented gradient-descent
algorithm (which incorporates the continuous approximation, asgn[A], to the gradient of
the L 1 norm of A)
Am+i(V) Am(v) + aAFH(V)[f - F(v)Am(v)] - aA-yAasgn[Am(v)] (5.16)
For a given set of rigid-body velocity parameters v (and velocity-dependent target-
scatterer amplitudes A(v)), the real part of the gradient (with respect to the velocity
parameters v) of the L 1 cost-function J(A, v) evaluated at A = A(v) is given by
[eJ(A, v) =F FyW [ W(A v) = -2R A H (V) a [f - F(v)A(v)] (5.17)
49V - A=A(v) Fv
The coordinate-descent line-minimization algorithm uses this gradient to minimize the L1
cost function in the following manner:
I. For a set of given initial rigid-body velocity-parameters vo, we first compute the
following search direction, do, given by the negative of the real part of the gradient
(with respect to the rigid-body velocity parameters) of the L 1 cost-function J(A, v)
evaluated at A = A(vo) and v =vo
,do = R .iAlV (5.18)2 49V 
- A=A(vo),V=Vo
This quantity is then used as the initial condition for a set of recursive coordinate-
descent 1-D line minimizations[5, 15].
II. For each iteration m (given the corresponding set of rigid-body velocity-parameters,
vm, and given the corresponding direction vector d,):
A. We perform the following 1 - D minimization over the scalar A
arg min [J(A(vm + Adm), vm + Adm)] . (5.19)
Essentially, we are searching the velocity-parameter space v along a 1 - D line
(parameterized by the scalar A) defined by v = vm + Adm for a new value of v
which minimizes the L 1 cost function.
B. Once we obtain this new minimum, given by
vm+1 = vM + Amdm , (5.20)
we then compute a new direction vector, dm+i, which we use in the next iteration
of this algorithm to start a new search for a lower minimum.
dM+1 1 DJ(Av) + /mdm. (5.21)
2 L V y =A(Vm+1
V=Vm+ 1
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In the literature[5, 15], the scalar pm for the coordinate-descent line-minimization algo-
rithm is generally given by the following ratio of vector inner products
IR [,J(A,v) 1 R aJ(A,v)
2 L v J A=A(vm+i), 2 [9v A=A(vm+i),p VVm+1 V=Vm+1 (5.22)
1 aJ(A,v) IR .J(A~V) A=| v)
2 av A=A(vm), 2 8V |=Av)
However, for the results presented in this chapter, we used the following alternative form
for pm (which has been shown in the literature [5] to be less sensitive to the presence of
local minima in the L 1 cost function)
Am =
.I [aJ(A,v) )T i9 J(A,v) ]| 9 J(A,v) ]
2 9Vy JA=A(vm+1), 2 9 [&), 2 9V A=A(vm),
V=vm+1 V=Vm+1 V=Vm
_ [OJ(A,v)] I_ [J(A,v)
2 19V A=A(vm), 2 9/ A=A(vn),
(5.23)
For the coordinate-descent line-minimization algorithm, it can be shown[5, 15] that each
new direction vector d,+1 is approximately orthogonal to the previous direction vector dm.
As compared to the direct gradient-descent algorithm, we see that this algorithm has a
somewhat more robust "global" minima search strategy.
Once we have obtained a convergent estimate ' of the velocity-parameters, the focused
SAR image is given by A = A(9). Recall from Chapter 3 that for higher values of the
L, weighting -yA, the L, imaging technique tends to attenuate most of the target scatter-
ers, except for the "brighter" feature scatterers (which would be advantageous for some
automatic target recognition applications). However, for the results presented in this chap-
ter, we computed the scatterer amplitudes by finding the A which minimized the original
standard least-squares cost function (given that we have obtained a convergent estimate
j r of the velocity-parameters from the fore-mentioned coordinate-descent line-minimization
algorithm),i.e.,
A = arg min [J(A, )] = arg min [I f - F(ir)AI|] . (5.24)
A A 2
Note that this is equivalent to -YA = 0. We computed the scatterer amplitudes in this
manner such that as few of the target scatterers as possible were attenuated (for the sake
of comparison to the conventional SAR imaging techniques). This computation was done
by the following recursive gradient-descent algorithm (with A 0 = 0)
[aJ(A , V)Am+, = Am -a [ 9A )
= m + aFH( r)[f - F(9)Am]. (5.25)
For the least-squares cost function, we again normalized the noise variance to 0,2 = 1 (since
we assumed that the additive noise was spatially statistically-independent and isotropic).
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5.1.2 Fast Computation of the L1 Cost-Function and its Gradient
In the previous section, we presented a coordinate-descent line-minimization technique for
finding estimates of A and v which minimizes the (normalized noise-variance) L 1 cost
function J(A,v) = j1f - F(v)A1I2 + -YAHA1f1. This involves evaluating both the cost-
function and its gradient, which first involves computation of the following estimate of the
SAR data (given estimates of the scatterer amplitudes A and the scatterer velocities r)
f = F(r)A. (5.26)
In terms of the rigid-body SAR model, this quantity can alternately be expressed by
f[n, k] = A Z[nx, ny] e i (# [n,k] -0sn,k]0RB)Aon.+(4y[n,k]++j[n,k]0O Yyn
nx ny
x e j [0. [n,k]^RB +,[n,k]]RB] (5.27)
Then the gradients of the cost function with respect to both A and v (at (A, v) = (A, 9))
are given by the following expressions (where f = f - f)
a A , - HH 
_jH 
_ ([-F H + YAasgn[A] = -F+ ~Aasgn[A] (5.28)
a J(k,9) H dF H (_ ) H - F H _, -t)(.9R = -2R AH VI - -2R (f - f) . (5.29)
In terms of the rigid-body SAR model (with f[n, k} f[n, k] - f [n, k]), these gradients can
alternately be expressed by
&( A,9) -= - ( f [n, k]e -j [Mn,k] RB +([n,k];RB]
.A nxny k n
xe x [nk] -k nk] RB )A n x+(y [n,k]+O4 [nkPRB )Ayny 1
(5.30)
[9J(A, 9)1
[9 RB
-2R z zA*[nx, ny] 5: f[n, k] (-jq[n, k]) e -i [0[nk]I RB+ pnk] RB
nx ny k n
x-e (+2[n,k]-+g[n,k] RB )Axn +(+y[n,k]+$d[n,k]kRB)Avny 1(5.31)
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-2R E A* [nx, nv] E f[n, k] (-j p [n, k]) e -j [0i [nk1RB± 0 [nk]'RB
nx ny k n
xe _ (#2.[n,k] 4e[n,k] bRB)sxnx+(+y[n,k]++3[n,k]VRB)yny (5.32)
R OJ(A,i) 1
( 9IRB
-2R 5 E A*[n, ny] 55 f [n, k]e -j [0j [nk] RB+p [nk RB
nx ny k n
x ( -j [#5[n, k] AynyAy - #[n, k] AZnx])
xe -j [(4x[n,k]-O9ln,k]IRB)Axn.+(4y[n,k]+Obi[n,k]VRB)Ln] (5.33)
Rather than evaluating these quantities directly (which can be computationally pro-
hibitive), the following "fast" and easily implementable solutions can be used (with equiv-
alent performance). Let fA[kx, ky] be the following discrete Fourier Transform of A[nx, nu]
(which can be computed by standard Fast-Fourier Transform techniques)
fA[kx, ky] = E 5 A[n, ny]e-j[kxskx Axn.+kyAkyAyny]
?2x fly
(5.34)
Then the quantity f[n, k] is equivalent to
f[n, k] = f (ox[n, k] - # [n, k]ORB) (0y[n, k] + #[n, k]RB)]
xe i 10*In,k]XRB+0p n RB (5.35)
Here, we are essentially using the rotational-velocity dependent phase-relations (#x [n, k] -
#/ [n, k]4'RB) and (0y[n, k]+#j3[n, k]V/RB) as coordinates for performing a 2-D interpolation
within fA[kX, ky]. The constants Akx and Aky control the sampling of these phase-relations
to kx and kg.
Let the discrete space-time multi-dimensional signals f[k, ky, n, k], fIRB [kx, ky, n, k],
and fhRB[kx, ky, n, k] be given by
f[kx, ky, n, k] = [n, k]e ~j [z[n,k] RB+y[nk]RB
x6 k - (Ox [n,k] -#[n,k] bRB) k- (0y[rk] + 0[n,k]4'RB)
(5.36)
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= f[n, k] (-j#.[n, k]) e -ji [[nk]-RB q-[nk]YRB
X6 k - (ox[n, k] - #p[n, k]V)RB) k - ($y[n, k] + 0$.j[n, k]RB)
k Aky
(5.37)
= f [n, k] (-j 0 [n, k]) e -j [nk)RB+ [nkl* RB
(ox [n, k] -# [n,k]RB)) ky
Akx
(0y [n, k] + 40[n, k]'sbRB)
ky
(5.38)
where 6[kx, ky] is the usual two-dimensional Kronecker delta-function. Then the gradients
of the cost function with respect to both A and v (at (A,v) = (A,r)) are equivalent
to the following functions of the discrete space-time Fourier Transforms of f[kx, ky, n, k],
fLRB [kx, ky,n, k], and fPRB[kxkynk]
nx nyE J(AT)H
R fl
RB[ ~ ~
49 R(RB)
L0 YRB .J
- Z S E [kky, n, k]e-i [k.AAnx+ky Ay Ayny]
kx ky k n
(5.39)
- 2R j F A*[nx,ny]
nx ny
x 5555 RB[kx, k, n, k- [k.AkpxAn,+kyAkyAyny] (5.40)
km ky k n
= 2R j * [nz,ny]
nx ny
X 5 55 5 .RB[kx, ky, n, k]e-j[kxAkxA.nx+kyAky fyny] (5.41)
kx ky k n
- -2A *[nrxny]Ayny
nx ny
x 5 E f B [kx, ky, re--j[k.AA.n.+kyAkyAyny
kx ky k n
+ 5 5 A*[n, ny]A rnx
nx ny
x 5 f: E RB [kx, ky, n, k]e-j[k.AkxAxnx+kyAkyAyny] .(5.42)
kx ky k n
x6 kx -
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Figure 5.1: Polar Format Resampling
Essentially, this part of the implementation scheme performs a set of discrete Fourier
Transforms (which can be computed by standard Fast-Fourier Transform techniques) upon
phase-compensated versions of the SAR data which have been "remapped" according to
the rotational-velocity dependent phase-relations (#x[n, k] - #[n, k]4JRB) and (0y[n, k] +
4,[n, k]O4RB) In many ways, this is very similar to the Polar-Format Resampling technique
discussed in Section 3.1 (which is used in conventional SAR imaging for compensating for
range-walk without sacrificing range resolution). From this viewpoint, we are resampling
the phase-compensated SAR data set by interpolating from a polar grid to a rectangular
grid, as shown in Figure 5.1. The angular extent of the polar grid is approximately pro-
portional to the estimated relative SAR-platform-to-target rotation rate, which is given by
the sum of the SAR's look-angle rotation rate and the estimated target rotation rate, i.e.,
0+ VRB.
5.1.3 Azimuth-Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation
Recall from Chapter 2 that the polynomial approximation to the RBTCV phase functions
were given by
k] [n47 1 t( aTPn 163 Tk)t 6 (Ik)] (5.43)#x~~k]= Ac fe N) 6 (K K (.3
Oy~, k -47r1+ aTp n 1 1 T k 21(.4
k= fe N 2 (K (5.44)
q[n,k] = 1 (+ f n ) [ K(T)] (5.45)
. - Input Samples
- Output Samples
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O$[n, k] = 1+ .2 . (5.46)
Ace fe N) K 2 K
Upon closer inspection, we see that for 9 "small", the range-velocity phase-function is
approximately a linear function of the azimuth-position phase function, i.e., #g[n, k] ~
-#0,[n, k]/6. This implies that for a given rigid-body target (consisting of a 2-D array of
scatterers with initial spatial positions given by (A.nx, Ayny)), a rigid-body imaging algo-
rithm based upon these phase functions will have difficulty distinguishing between the ini-
tial azimuth position Anr& and the range-velocity induced displacement xDISP( Wnx, ny]) =
-yRB/6. This is identical to the ambiguity problem (between the initial azimuth position
and the range-velocity induced displacement) we originally encountered with the matched-
filter phase-functions presented in Chapter 4.
In addition, this approximately-linear relationship between #g[n, k] and #x[n, k] implies
that the rotational-velocity dependent phase-relation (#x[n, k] - #5 [n, kI RB) is approxi-
mately given by
x[n, k] - [n, k] RB ( l /B) #x [n, k]. (5.47)
This essentially says that a rotating moving target (with a rotation rate of RB) will appear
to be scaled in azimuth by 1 + 4RB/6. This relation also implies that a rigid-body imaging
algorithm based upon these phase functions will have difficulty distinguishing between a given
rotating (with a rotation rate of 'RB) and a non-rotating version of the rotating-target scaled
by 1+4RB/. In other words, this implies that the rigid-body imaging algorithm will exhibit
very poor target rotation-rate estimation performance.
In an identical fashion to the matched-filter algorithm presented in Chapter 4, we can
alleviate both of these problems for the rigid-body algorithm by first removing the "linear"
portion of the polynomial approximation to the range-velocity phase function, #g[n, k] (such
that this function is no longer an approximately-linear function of the azimuth-position
phase-function for 6 small). This leaves the following "leftover" dominant term
#g[n, k] 7- ( ----) [ -( . (5.48)
Ac fc N .K
This dominant "cross-phase" term between n and k corresponds to motion-induced range-
walk (i.e., when we perform a Fourier Transform with respect to the "fast-time" index n,
we have a displacement in range proportional to the "slow-time" index k). Next, we use the
rigid-body algorithm (with the modified range-velocity phase function) to obtain estimates,
YRB and V)RB, of the target range velocity and the target rotation rate, respectively. Once
we obtain this estimate, we then rescale the resulting SAR image of the target in azimuth
by the inverse of 1 + bRB/O, (since we know the "look-angle" rotation rate 0). Lastly, we
use the range-velocity estimate to correct the target scatterer reflectivity estimates for the
range-velocity induced azimuth displacement
A[n,, ny] = nx- jYRBy] . (5.49)
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5.1.4 Azimuth Resolution
In Chapter 3, we derived values for the spatial sampling intervals, A, and Ay. Recall
from this chapter that these sampling intervals were some fraction of the corresponding
approximate "inherent" azimuth and range resolutions, 6' and 6y (whose values we derived
in Chapter 3), of the conventional SAR imaging system. Here, we derive an approximate
value for the inherent azimuth resolution of the rigid-body imaging algorithm, assuming that
we have -yA = 0 (since this is the L, weighting we use to form the final focused SAR image)
and assuming that we have "perfect" knowledge of the rigid-body velocity parameters, kRB,
YRB, and gRB-
Suppose we are given a rigid-body moving target consisting of a 2 - D array of ideal
point-scatterers with initial positions at (bxn', n' ) (where {n' , n' } E Target). For 9
"small", the noiseless SAR data set f [n, k] for this rigid-body target (with known velocity-
parameters, XRB, YRB, and 4RB) is approximately given by
f [n, k]
±7Ar A hn'in'x ], e r [ f, nk] RB+04n,k] RB2E2..Afx,Ty] e~ Z~ R)T)x~ e -J e
n n/
-2 n - -Kk<K
(5.50)
We see that the noiseless data set is essentially given by a scaled Fourier Transform of
the imaged target field reflectivity (distorted by a translational-velocity dependent complex
phase term). The noiseless SAR data can also be expressed in the following form
f[n, k] = EEA[n', n'] e I+ e -i ' e j [4[nkzRB+45~nk]9RB]
nin
N N
-- <n<- K <k <K22
(5.51)
where the discrete spatial frequencies (knw,, nAwy) are given by
k47rtT[k] = 4iW 2K (5.52)
Ac Ac . 2KI
- 47r aTp i[n] 47rat[n] - 47ra [nT] (553)
S Ac Ife Tp c c N
This equation essentially says that the SAR data is a (phase-distorted) subset of the target-
field's 2-D Fourier Transform, where the dimensions of this subset, 2K(1 +4'RB /)Awx and
NAwy, are given by
2K 1+ B 1 B + (5.54)
0 6 ) Ac
N4ry aT (5.55)
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In matrix notation, if v, is the vector of known velocity parameters, the noiseless SAR
data is given by f = F(v4 ,)A. This implies that for an L, weighting of -YA = 0, the maximum-
likelihood estimate AML for A is approximately given by the following expression
AML = (FH(v)F(v,)) FH(V0 )f
~F(v)f. (5.56)
This implies that for known velocity parameters, XRB, YRB, and 4RB, the noiseless-data
maximum-likelihood estimate, A[nx, ny] (which is a phase-compensated discrete scaled in-
verse Fourier Transform of f [n, k]) is approximately given by the following set of scaled
sampled 2-D sinc functions (where the spatial sampling intervals are again given by Ax and
AV)
N
K 2
A[nz, fy] (2Ki(N ) k- K f -,k~ [u[nk]RB+ p[n,kSRB
-j k~xJ-'aAn
x e- ej nAwyAyn,
2K (I + RB Ax(Axn - 6xn'))
~ ( [n' , n' I sinc 0
n', n'xy
Xsinc (NAwy(Ayny - 6yn'y)) (557)
2
Note that we are implicitly including the target rotation-rate dependent azimuth scale factor
1 + /RB/O. In order for the sinc-function mainlobe "peaks" (corresponding to each point
scatterer) to be distinct, the initial positions (6xn' , 6 n' ) of the ideal point scatterers must
be separated by an azimuth distance and a range distance equal to the respective azimuth
width and range width of the mainlobes of the scaled sampled sinc functions. This implies
that the azimuth resolution 6x of the rigid-body SAR imaging algorithm is approximately
given by the following expression
Rigid-Body Azimuth Resolution
8~~2 A(5.58)
(2K(1+0RB/ wx) 2(9+0RB)T
We see that the azimuth resolution of the SAR system for a rotating target is directly
dependent upon the target's rotation rate. For positive values of IRB, we have increased
target resolution, while for negative values of /RB we have decreased target resolution. In
the literature[18j, the spatial sampling-interval constants, Ax and Ay, are usually chosen to
be some fraction of 6x and 6y (e.g., Ax = 0.56, and Ay = 0.56,). Note that the approximate
range resolution of the rigid-body algorithm is identical to the approximate range resolution
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of the conventional algorithm presented in Chapter 3, given by
Rigid-Body Range Resolution (559)
e-1. - Cy 2 Naw
5.2 Purely-Translational Rigid-Body L1-Norm SAR Process-
ing Algorithm
In this section, we present a simplified version of the rigid-body Ll-norm SAR processing
algorithm we derived for the purely-translational case (where we assumed that the rigid-
body rotation rate ?RB was equal to zero). For this case, the rigid-body demodulated
(noise-free) SAR data f[rn, k] is given by
f [n, k] = 1 1 A[nr, ny] e j [0,[n,k]A.nx++k[n,k]nyA, ] e i [0i[n,k]biRB++[n,k]PRB] , (5.60)
nx fly
where (Aznx, Ayny) are the initial positions (at t = 0) of the point-scatterers. We are
essentially assuming that the velocities of all of the scatterers of the target are equal to the
translational velocities (&RB, YRB) of the target's center-of-rotation. For the matrix form
of the RBTCV model, given by
f = F(v)A + , (5.61)
the scatterer-velocity parameter vector v is now simply given by
V . (5.62)
yRBI
Given this simplified RBTCV model and the corresponding normalized-noise L 1 cost
function J(A,v) = If - F(v)A1I + -yA II, we can use the gradient-directed line mini-
mization algorithm to compute an estimate i of the velocity parameters, just as with the
full rigid-body algorithm presented previously. Recall from the discussion of the Fourier-
Transform implementation-method in Section 5.1.2 that this involves computing the fol-
lowing estimate of the SAR data (given estimates of the scatterer amplitudes A and the
scatterer velocities ')
f=F()A. (5.63)
For the purely-translational case, this quantity can alternately be expressed by
f[n, k] = I ZA[nx, ny] e i [*2[n,k]Axn,++y[n,k]Ayny ] e i [+3[n,k] RB++[n,kJRB I
nx ny
(5.64)
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The corresponding gradients of the normalized-noise L 1 cost function J(A, v) (at (A, v) =
(A, {r)) for the purely-translational case are given by the following expressions (with f[n, k] =
f [n, k] - f[n, k])
J, I) ] 
-S If[n, k]e -j [i'nk]' RB n,ky RB
nxny k n
Xe -j [0[n,k]Anx±+y[n,k]AynV] (5.65)
a&RB
-2R [ 5 A*[nIz, ny] 5 5 f[n, k] (-j [n, k]) e -J [ [n,k]nRB+± [n,k]yRB
nx nV k n
xe -j [0x[n,k]Axnx++y[n,kAyny (5.66)
B [J(Ai) -)
ChRB
-2R 55 A* [nx, ny] 5E f[n, k] (-j$p[n, k]) e -j [0 [n,k]iRB+0 [n,k] ]RB
nx ny k n
xe -j [OX[n,k]Axnx++y[n,k]Ayny ] . (5.67)
In terms of the "fast" Fourier-Transform based implementation method presented in
Section 5.1.2, the estimate of the SAR data (given estimates of the scatterer amplitudes A
and the scatterer velocities ' ) is given by the following simplified expression
f[n, k] = f ' k] $y n, k] e [0[n,k]X5RB++[n,k]yIRB] (5.68)
where fA[kxky] is the following discrete Fourier Transform of A[n,ny] (which can be
computed by standard Fast-Fourier Transform techniques)
fj[kX, ky] = 5 A [nx, ny]e-j[kxAkxAxn, kyky A ny] . (5.69)
nx ny
Recall that we can compute the gradients of the L 1 cost function by the following Fourier
transforms of the discrete space-time multi-dimensional signals f [kX, ky, n, k], fiRB [kx, ky, n, k],
and f R,[kx,ky,n,k]
J(A ,) - S S S E f[ko, ky, n k]e--j [kxAk Aen+kyA fyA,] (5.70)
L _. nny kx ky k n
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=-2R [ZZA*[nx, ny]
nx ny
X SR S S JXnn[kx, ky, n, k]e-j[k. Ak.An,+kyAk yAyny] (5.71)
kx ky k n
dJ(,I')
l O &RB I = -2R [zz*[nx, ny]nx ny
x 5 S S fYRB[kx, ky, n, k]e-j[kAkx uAn]+kyAAyn, .(5.72)
kx ky k n
For the purely-translational case, these signals are given by the following (simplified) ex-
pressions
,k]f[kX, ky,n, k] = f[n, k]e -j [ Xy[nk] RB+I[nkRB 1 [k (5.73)
fJRB [kx, kyn, k]
fYRB [kx, ky, n, k]
f [n, k] (-j 0j[nk])
xe -j [0.[n,kjXRB±0[n,kjiRB ]6 kX
f [ni,k] (-j O[n, k])
xe~j [0.[n,k]1RB+5 4n,k]yiRB]6k
q$ [nk] lk -
- A k, Ik
(5.75)
In a similar fashion to the previous rigid-body L1 processing algorithm (which included ro-
tation), we see that this part of the implementation scheme performs a set of discrete Fourier
Transforms (which can be computed by standard Fast-Fourier Transform techniques) upon
phase-compensated versions of the SAR data which have been "remapped" according to
the phase-relations ox [n, k] and q4 [n, k]. This is essentially equivalent to the standard
Polar-Format Resampling algorithm presented in Chapter 3.
The approximate azimuth resolution of the purely-translational algorithm is identical
to the full rigid-body case
(5.76)
2 (6 + RB) T
We see that the azimuth resolution is still directly dependent upon the target's (actual)
rotation rate (even if the algorithm assumes that the target is not rotating). If the target is
actually rotating, we cannot rescale the resulting SAR image in azimuth (since the purely-
translational algorithm does not generate an estimate of the rotation rate V-RB). However,
we can still compensate for the range-velocity induced azimuth-displacement, since the
algorithm does estimate the range-velocity yRB-
[OJ(A, ) I
Ay1(5.74)
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5.3 Experimental Results
Here, we present some examples of the motion-compensated imaging capabilities of both
the full rigid-body LI-norm based algorithm (presented in Section 5.1) and the purely-
translational rigid-body Li-norm based algorithm (presented in Section 5.2). In Section
5.3.1, we present some examples where we have a "synthetic" moving target (composed of
a 2-D array of ideal point scatterers) embedded in an actual stationary-clutter conventional
SAR image. In Section 5.3.2, we present some examples where we manually segmented the
conventional SAR image of an actual stationary target into a target portion and a clutter
portion, and used the target portion to generate a synthetic-motion moving target. In
Section 5.3.3, we present a brief summary of the velocity-parameter estimation-performance
of these two algorithms.
From the synthetic-target experimental results of Chapter 4, we found that the imag-
ing performance of the matched-filter SAR processing algorithm presented in that chapter
begins to degrade for closely spaced target scatterers (specifically for a target scatterer
2-D array spacing of 0.75m), even if they have identical velocities. This was true for the
synthetic-motion moving-target example presented in this chapter as well (where all the
scatterers had identical velocities). In order to show the clear utility of the rigid-body
algorithm for imaging closely-spaced scatterers, the synthetic-target experimental exam-
ples we present in this chapter have a closer scatterer 2-D array spacing of 0.5m. For
comparison purposes, we also include in our synthetic-motion moving-target experiments a
purely-translational motion example identical to the synthetic-motion real-target example
in Chapter 4.
As with the experimental examples presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we assumed
that we were only given the conventional moving-target (complex) SAR images (in the
discrete 2 - D form ACONV [nx, my]). These images were converted into "raw" demodulated
SAR data f by normalizing the images (by their respective maximum magnitude over nr
and ny , denoted by AMAX) and performing a scaled Fourier Transform corresponding to
the "conventional" zero-velocity SAR model, i.e.,
1
f = FACONV- (5.77)
AMAX
Once we obtained a focused image from either of the L 1 SAR processing algorithms, we
then post-multiplied this image by AMAX.
5.3.1 Synthetic Point-Scatterers Embedded in Real Clutter
In this section, we present a set of experimental examples where we have a synthetic moving-
target (consisting of a 2 - D array of ideal point-scatterers) embedded in a real stationary
clutter scene. For comparison purposes, we used a clutter scene that was identical to
the clutter scene used for the synthetic-target matched-filter examples in Chapter 4. This
particular scene consisted mainly of trees and grass, as shown in the conventional SAR image
of Figure 5.2 (with an approximate resolution in range and azimuth of of 6. = 0.25m and
6O = 0.25m). In addition, the clutter scene had two man-made high-amplitude scatterers
with a magnitude of about 35dB.
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We generated the SAR data for these examples by first performing a scaled Fourier
Transform (corresponding to the conventional zero-velocity SAR model) upon the conven-
tional SAR image of the clutter scene. This transformed data was then added to the SAR
data corresponding to the synthetic target (which as stated earlier, consisted of a 2 - D
array of moving ideal point scatterers). As with the matched-filter experimental results pre-
sented in Chapter 4, the synthetic-target portion of the SAR data sets was generated using
the general-motion estimation-theoretic SAR data model presented in Chapter 2, with pa-
rameters chosen to be as similar as possible to the 33.5 GHz Lincoln Laboratory Advanced
Detection and Tracking System (ADTS)[16] system operating in spotlight mode (as shown
in Table 5.1 for the synthetic target).
For all of the synthetic-target examples presented here, the 2 - D target-scatterer array
consisted of nine synthetic moving point-scatterers, just as with the synthetic-data examples
presented in Chapter 4. The initial positions of these scatterers were centered near the
two "man-made" high-amplitude scatterers in the following configuration about the point
(x, y) = (-6.5m, -4m):
Scatterer #0: (nxAx, Xy A ) = (-6.5m, -4m)
Scatterer #1: (nxzA, nyAy) = (-7m, -4.5m)
Scatterer #2: (nxAx, nyAy) = (-7m, -4m)
Scatterer #3: (nrAx, nyAy) = (-7m, -3.5m)
Scatterer #4: (nxZA, nyAy) = (-6m, -4.5m)
Scatterer #5: (nxZA, nyAy) = (-6m, -4m)
Scatterer #6: (nrxz, nyAy) = (-6m, -3.5m)
Scatterer #7: (nriAx, ny Ay) = (-6.5m, -4.5m)
Scatterer #8: (nxAx, nyAy) = (-6.5m, -3.5m)
We see that the synthetic-target array for this examples had a spatial spacing of 0.5m
with respect to both range and azimuth, which as stated previously, was closer than the
closest-spacing example of 0.75m for the synthetic-target experiments presented in Chapter
4.
For comparison purposes, we show in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 the conventional SAR
images of these synthetic point-scatterers for the case where we have zero velocity (after
we embedded these scatterers in the real clutter SAR image). A cross-section of the zero-
velocity conventional SAR image (at y = -4m) is shown in Figure 5.5 (corresponding to
synthetic-target scatterers #'s 0, 2, and 5). We see that these scatterers have a "relative"
mainlobe peak (which correspond to the depth of the "nulls" between the scatterers) of
about 15dB.
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F, Center Frequency 33.5 GHz
Ac Center Wavelength 0.009 m
o T Chirp Bandwidth 1.2 GHz
fPRF Pulse Repetition Frequency 512 pulse/s
N Complex Samples per Range Profile 512
2K Pulses per Synthetic Aperture 512
Ro Center Slant-Range 2778 M
v SAR Platform Velocity 100 m/s
9 Look-Angle Rotation Rate 0.036 rad/s
2T Dwell Time 1.0 s
L Synthetic-Aperture Length 100 m
Ay Range Sampling Interval 0.125 m
A Azimuth Sampling Interval 0.125 m
by Range Resolution 0.25 m
6_ Azimuth Resolution 0.25 m
Table 5.1: System Parameters for Synthetic-Target L, SAR Processing Examples
First Example: Purely Translational Motion
For the first synthetic-target example, all of the nine moving point-scatterers in the 2-D
synthetic-target array had a velocity of (±RB, YRB) = (2m/s, 2.304m/s). In order to il-
lustrate the performance of the range-velocity induced azimuth-displacement compensation
portion of the Li SAR processing algorithm, we chose the range velocity #RB such the
synthetic-target scatterers "wrapped around" to their actual position in the SAR image.
This was done for all of the experimental examples presented in this chapter. Each of these
scatterers had an amplitude of 40dB, which was slightly greater than the amplitude of the
man-made scatterers in the clutter image. The conventional SAR images of these moving
synthetic point-scatterers after being embedded in the background-clutter SAR image are
shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. A cross-section of the conventional SAR image (at
y = -4m) is shown in Figure 5.8 (corresponding to synthetic-target scatterers #'s 0, 2, and
5). We see that the image of the moving point-scatterers has degraded to an unacceptable
level for the purposes of automatic-target recognition.
For the full rigid-body L-norm SAR processing algorithm, we used an L, weighting of
A = 1 for the velocity-parameter estimation. The 2-D target scatterer array was assumed
to be over a rectangular spatial region centered at (x, y) = (-6.5m, -4m), with an azimuth
width of 8m and a range width of 4m.
The results of the full rigid-body Li-norm SAR processing algorithm are shown in Fig-
ures 5.9 through 5.15. For this example, we obtained estimates of (±RBjB, /-R) --
(1.75m/s, 2.28m/s, -0.0023rad/s). As shown in the image of Figure 5.11, the SAR im-
age of the moving-target scatterers is greatly improved, as compared to the conventional
SAR image shown in Figure 5.7. However, we still see a slight blurring caused by the
azimuthal-velocity estimation error. In the azimuth cross-section plot in Figure 5.12, the
three target scatterers 0, 2, and 5, are focused and distinct, with a relative mainlobe peak
of about 12dB. This is comparable to the results shown in Figure 5.5 for the cross-section
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of the conventional SAR image of the zero-velocity scatterers . Since the algorithm as-
sumes a rigid-body velocity model over the rectangular target spatial-region, we see in
Figure 5.11 that the two stationary man-made clutter scatterers are blurred out, unlike the
corresponding synthetic-target results for the matched-filter presented in Chapter 4 (since
the matched-filter algorithm allows the scatterer velocities within the target spatial-region
to be independent from scatterer to scatterer).
The results from the purely-translational algorithm are shown in Figures 5.16 through
5.22. The assumed target spatial-region was identical to the rectangular assumed target
spatial region of the full-rigid body algorithm (with an azimuth width of 8m and a range
width of 4m, centered at (x, y) = (-6.5m, -4m)). We used an L, weighting of -YA = 0.8 for
the velocity-parameter estimation.
For this example, we obtained velocity estimates of (XRB YRB (, 2.40ms)
We see that the purely-translational algorithm has a slightly smaller azimuthal-velocity
estimation error, as compared to the full rigid-body algorithm (but a slightly larger range-
velocity estimation error). The moving scatterers in the resulting SAR image of Figure 5.18
are slightly more focused in azimuth than the moving scatterers in the resulting SAR image
generated by the full rigid-body algorithm in Figure 5.11. This due to the smaller azimuthal-
velocity estimation error. In the azimuth cross-section plot shown in Figure 5.19, we see that
the three target scatterers are focused and distinct. We also see that the smaller azimuthal-
velocity estimation-error gives us a slightly higher relative mainlobe peak of about 15dB,
just like the full rigid-body algorithm. These results are also comparable to the results
shown in the cross-section of the conventional SAR image of the zero-velocity scatterers in
Figure 5.5.
Recall from Section 5.1.3 that the range-velocity induced azimuth displacement is pro-
portional to the target's range-velocity divided by the SAR's look-angle rotation rate. Also
recall from this section that the corresponding azimuth-displacement compensation is sim-
ilarly proportional to the estimated range-velocity divided by the SAR's look-angle rota-
tion rate, as given by Equation 5.49. This implies that the resulting error in the target's
azimuth displacement after the azimuth-displacement compensation will be proportional
to the range-velocity estimation-error divided by the SAR's look-angle rotation rate. Be-
cause the purely-translational algorithm has a larger range-velocity estimation error for this
example than the full rigid-body algorithm, it exhibits a correspondingly larger azimuth-
displacement compensation-error (by about 2m, as shown in the azimuth-compensated re-
sults of Figures 5.20 and 5.22, as compared to the full rigid-body azimuth-compensated
results shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.15).
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Figure 5.2: Conventional SAR Image of Stationary Clutter Scene used for
SAR-Processing Synthetic-Target Experimental Examples
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Conventional SAR Image (Expanded)
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Figure 5.5: Cross-Section of Conventional SAR Image (at y = -4m) of Synthetic Target
with Zero Velocity
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Conventional SAR Image
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Figure 5.6: Conventional SAR Image for First Synthetic-Target Example
Figure 5.7: Target Region of Conventional SAR Image for First Synthetic-Target Example
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Figure 5.9: Estimated Target-Velocity Parameters for First Synthetic-Target Example using
Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm
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Figure 5.10: L, SAR Image for First Synthetic-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Pro-
cessing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
Figure 5.11: Target Region of L 1 SAR Image for First Synthetic-Target Example using Full
Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.12: Cross-Section of Li SAR Image (at y = -4m) for First Synthetic-Target Exam-
ple using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-
Displacement Compensation)
Figure 5.13: L, SAR Image for First Synthetic-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body
Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.14: Target Region of L 1 SAR Image for First Synthetic-Target Example using Full
Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.15: Cross-Section of Li SAR Image (at y = -4m) for First Synthetic-Target Ex-
ample using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-
Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.16: Estimated Target-Velocity Parameters
using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm
for First Synthetic-Target Example
Figure 5.17: L 1 SAR Image for First Synthetic-Target Example using
Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.19: Cross-Section of L, SAR Image (at y = -4m) for First Synthetic-Target
Example using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.20: L 1 SAR Image for First Synthetic-Target Example using Purely-Translational
Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
Figure 5.21: Target
Purely-Translational
Region of Li SAR Image for First Synthetic-Target Example using
Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.22: Cross-Section of L, SAR Image (at y = -4m) for First Synthetic-Target
Example using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Second Example: Purely Translational Motion with Reduced Effective Signal-
to-Clutter Ratio (SCR)
For our next synthetic-target example, we illustrate the effects of lowering the target's effec-
tive Signal-to-Clutter Ratio (SCR) (i.e., lowering the amplitudes of the moving synthetic-
target scatterers, in relation to the amplitudes of the stationary clutter scatterers). Here,
the moving-target scatterer amplitudes were reduced from 40dB to 34dB, which was slightly
less than the amplitudes of the two nearby man-made "bright" stationary scatterers in the
background clutter image.
As with the first example, the synthetic-target consisted of a 2-D array of nine ideal
point-scatterers (with a spatial spacing of 0.5m with respect to both range and azimuth)
with initial positions centered around the point (x, y) = (-6.5m, -4m), near the two "man-
made" high-amplitude scatterers. We again gave the target a purely-translational velocity
of (dRB, iRB) = (2m/s, 2.304m/s).
For the sake of comparison, the L, weighting of YA = 1 used for the velocity-parameter
estimation was identical to the L, weighting used for the first example. For the "first-
trial" results of this algorithm, we used an assumed target spatial-region identical to the
rectangular spatial region used by the full rigid-body algorithm for the first example, with
an azimuth width of 8m and a range width of 4m (centered at (x, y) = (-6.5m, -4m)).
Later in this example, we will present results generated by this algorithm where we reduced
the range width of the assumed target region (in order to reduce the influence of the two
bright man-made clutter scatterers).
The "first-trial" results obtained by the full rigid-body Li-norm SAR processing al-
gorithm are shown in Figures 5.26 through 5.29. For this example, we obtained velocity-
parameter estimates of (XRB, YRB, VPRB) = (-0.036m/s, 0.068m/s, -0.0001rad/s). Because
of the reduced SCR, the rigid-body algorithm now tries to focus the stationary clutter scat-
terers rather than the moving target (though the clutter scatterers are still slightly blurred
in range). From these first-trial results, we can conclude that the full rigid-body algorithm
can only focus targets with a SCR greater than OdB, i.e., the target scatterers are "brighter"
than the surrounding clutter scatterers.
The purely-translational algorithm used an L, weighting of -YA = 0.8, which was iden-
tical to the weighting used by this algorithm for the first synthetic-target example. The
"first-trial" target spatial-region was also identical, with an azimuth width of 8m and a
range width of 4m (centered at (x, y) = (-6.5m, -4m)). Just as with the full rigid-body
algorithm, we will later show results where we reduced the range width of this assumed
target region.
The "first-trial" results generated by the purely-translational algorithm are shown in
Figures 5.30 through 5.33. Here, we obtained velocity estimates of (CRB, YRB) = (0.135m/s,
0.004m/s). In a similar fashion to the full rigid-body algorithm, this algorithm now tries
to focus the stationary clutter scatterers rather than the synthetic moving target (due to
the reduced SCR). In fact, we see from the SAR image of Figure 5.32 an improvement
in the focusing of the clutter scatterers in comparison to the conventional SAR image of
Figure 5.23. One explanation for this improvement is that fact that this algorithm estimates
the velocity-parameters so as to minimize the Li-norm of the SAR image (where a smaller
Li-norm implies a sharpening of the image focusing).
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Next, we present results generated by the full rigid-body algorithm when we reduced
the range width of the target spatial region from 4m to 2m. The two bright man-made
clutter scatterers now lie outside of the assumed target region, which sharply reduces their
influence upon the performance of the SAR imaging algorithm. The azimuth width of this
region was kept at 8m, and the Li weighting was kept at -yA = 1. Essentially, we increased
the effective SCR of the target by reducing the mean amplitude of the clutter scatterers in
the target spatial region.
The results generated by the full rigid-body Ll-norm SAR processing algorithm with
the reduced target spatial-region are shown in Figures 5.34 through 5.37. For this example,
we now obtained velocity-parameter estimates of (dRB, YRB, ORB) = (1.71m/s, 2.24m/s,
0.00002rad/s), which are much improved as compared to those obtained by this algorithm
using the larger target spatial region. However, the velocity-parameter estimation-errors
are slightly greater than the corresponding velocity-parameter estimation-errors of this al-
gorithm for the first synthetic-target example (where we had both a higher SCR and a larger
assumed target spatial-region). As shown in Figure 5.36, we see that the focusing of the
moving-target scatterers is greatly improved, as compared to the "first-trial" full rigid-body
L, SAR image shown in Figure 5.28 (where the algorithm tried to focus the two bright
man-made clutter scatterers rather than the moving target). In the SAR image of Figure
5.35, the two bright man-made stationary clutter scatterers are essentially unchanged from
the conventional SAR image of Figure 5.23 (since they now lie outside of the assumed tar-
get spatial region). In the azimuth cross-section plot of Figure 5.37, we see that the three
target scatterers are focused and distinct, with a relative mainlobe peak of about 10dB.
We also present results generated by the purely-translational algorithm (with a reduced
target spatial region identical to the full rigid-body algorithm) in Figures 5.41 through 5.44.
For this example, we kept the L, weighting at -yA = 0.8.
From this example, we obtained velocity estimates of (RB, 'RB) = (1.98m/s, 2.45m/s).
Similarly to the reduced spatial-region results generated by the full rigid-body algorithm,
these results are much improved as compared to the "first-trial" results generated by the
purely-translational algorithm for this example (using the larger target spatial region). As
shown in Figure 5.43, the focusing of the moving-target scatterers is greatly improved,
as compared to the first-trial results in Figure 5.32. In the azimuth cross-section plot in
Figure 5.44, the three target scatterers are focused and distinct, with a relative mainlobe
peak of about 13dB.
As compared to the estimation-performance of the full rigid-body algorithm with the
reduced target spatial region, the purely-translational algorithm appears to have better
azimuthal-velocity (RB) estimation-performance, but worse range-velocity (yRB) estima-
tion performance (which was exactly the case as with the previous synthetic-target example).
Since we have essentially eliminated the influence of the two "bright" stationary scatterers
(because of the reduced target spatial-region), one remaining explanation for these differ-
ences in the estimation-performance is the presence of the "extra" velocity-parameter /
in the full rigid-body algorithm. This implies that the full rigid-body algorithm's L 1 cost
function will have a somewhat different functional form than the purely-translational algo-
rithm's L 1 cost function. Consequently, these two cost functions will not have the same local
minima. Recall from Section 3.1.1 that the primary motivation for using the coordinate-
descent line-minimization routine for the velocity-parameter estimation was to reduce the
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Figure 5.23: Conventional SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Target Example
sensitivity of the estimation-performance to local minima in the L 1 cost function. However,
the parameter estimation-performance of the coordinate-descent line-minimization routine
is still somewhat sensitive to local minima "near" the true global minimum of the L 1 cost
function. As stated previously, the full rigid-body algorithm's L1 cost function and the
purely-translational algorithm's L 1 cost function will not have the same local minima. This
ultimately implies that the respective coordinate-descent line-minimization routines of these
two algorithms may converge to slightly different values of the translational-velocity param-
eters (xRB, 1/RB)-
Recall from the previous discussion of the first synthetic-target example that the error
in the azimuth-displacement after azimuth-displacement compensation is proportional to
the range-velocity error. Therefore, we see a larger azimuth-displacement error after the
azimuth-displacement compensation for the target scatterers in Figure 5.47, as compared to
the corresponding results shown in Figure 5.40 generated by the full rigid-body algorithm
with the reduced target spatial-region.
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Figure 5.25: Cross-Section of Conventional SAR Image (at y = -4m) for Second Synthetic-
Target Example
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Figure 5.28: Target Region of Li SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Target Example
using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-
Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.29: Cross-Section of L1 SAR Image (at y = -4m) for Second Synthetic-Target
Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and
Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.30: Estimated Target-Velocity Parameters for Second Synthetic-Target Example
using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm
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Figure 5.31: L 1 SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Target Example using Purely-
Translational Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.32: Target Region of L, SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Target Example using
Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.33: Cross-Section of L, SAR Image (at y = -4m) for Second Synthetic-Target
Example using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.34: Estimated Target-Velocity Parameters for Second Synthetic-Target Example
using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (with Reduced Target Spatial Region)
Figure 5.35: L 1 SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Target Example (with Reduced Target
Spatial Region) using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling
and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Processed SAR Image (Expanded)
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Figure 5.36: Target Region of L, SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Target Example (with
Reduced Target Spatial Region) using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Az-
imuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.37: Cross-Section of L, SAR Image (at y = -4m) for Second Synthetic-Target
Example (with Reduced Target Spatial Region) using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm
(Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.38: L 1 SAR Image (with Reduced Target Spatial Region) for Second Synthetic-
Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth Rescaling and
Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.39: Target Region of Li SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Target Example (with
Reduced Target Spatial Region) using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After Az-
imuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.40: Cross-Section of L, SAR Image with Reduced Target Spatial Region (at y =
-4m) for Second Synthetic-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm
(After Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.41: Estimated Target-Velocity Parameters for Second Synthetic-Target Example
using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (with Reduced Target Spatial Region)
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Figure 5.42: L 1 SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Target Example using Purely-
Translational Processing Algorithm with Reduced Target Spatial Region (Before Azimuth-
Displacement Compensation)
Figure 5.43: Target Region of L1 SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Target Example using
Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm with Reduced Target Spatial Region (Before
Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.45: L 1 SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Target Example (with Reduced Tar-
get Spatial Region) using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth-
Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.46: Target Region of L, SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Target Example us-
ing Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm with Reduced Target Spatial Region (After
Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.47: Cross-Section of Li SAR Image (at y = -4m) for Second Synthetic-Target
Example (with Reduced Target Spatial Region) using Purely-Translational Processing Al-
gorithm (After Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Third Example: Translational and Rotational Motion
For the next synthetic-target example, we illustrate some of the effects of rotational target
motion upon the performance of both the full rigid-body L1 -norm SAR processing algo-
rithm and the purely-translational L1 -norm SAR processing algorithm. As with the two
previous purely-translational examples, we used as our synthetic target a 2-D array of nine
synthetic moving point-scatterers with an amplitude of 40dB. We gave the array of target
scatterers a translational velocity of (RB, YRB) = (2m/s, 2.304m/s). But we also gave
the synthetic target a positive rotational velocity of IRB = 0.036rad/s about the point
(x, y) = (-6.5m, -4m). This rotation rate was equal to the SAR system's "look-angle"
rotation rate of 9 = 0.036rad/s. The conventional SAR image of the synthetic-target
scatterers (after they are embedded in the background-clutter SAR image) is shown in Fig-
ure 5.48 (and in Figure 5.49). A cross-section of the conventional SAR image (at y = -4m)
is shown in Figure 5.50. Just with the previous purely-translational motion examples, we
see that the conventional image has degraded to a level unacceptable for most SAR ATR
applications. In the image of Figure 5.48, we see a "spreading" of the target blur area with
respect to azimuth, caused by the rotation-rate dependent azimuth scale factor 1 + RB/O-
For the full rigid-body algorithm, we used an L, weighting of 'YA = 0.95 for the velocity-
parameter estimation. We also assumed a target spatial-region (centered at (x, y) =
(-6.5m, -4m)) identical to the target spatial-region used by this algorithm for the first
synthetic-target example, with an azimuth width of 8m and a range width of 4m. Note
that the assumed target region included the two "bright" stationary man-made clutter scat-
terers. In spite of the azimuth spreading (due to the effects of the target's rotation), the
target blur area was still contained within the boundaries of the assumed target spatial-
region.
The results generated by the full rigid-body L-norm SAR processing algorithm are
shown in Figure 5.51 through 5.57. For this rigid-body example, we obtained estimates
of (RBYRB, bRB) = (1.85m/s,2.40m/s,0.025rad/s). As compared to the results gener-
ated by this algorithm for first synthetic-target example (using an identical target spatial
region), we see a smaller error in the estimated azimuth velocity, but a larger error in both
the estimated range velocity and the estimated rotation rate. One hypothesis for the differ-
ences in these errors is the interaction between the two bright stationary man-made clutter
scatterers and the moving synthetic target scatterers. Later, we will test this hypothesis by
reducing the range extent of the assumed target spatial region (such that the two "bright"
stationary targets were excluded from this region, just as with the previous reduced-SCR
purely-translational motion synthetic-target example).
In the "first-trial" L, SAR image of Figure 5.53, all of the target scatterers are focused
and distinct, with a relative mainlobe height of about 13dB. However, the stationary man-
made clutter scatterers are blurred out, in a similar fashion to the results obtained by this
algorithm for the first synthetic-target example. We also see the effects of the rotation-rate
dependent azimuth scale factor 1 + <RB/O. In both the SAR image of Figure 5.53 and
the cross-section plot of Figure 5.54, the synthetic-target scatterers appear to be separated
in azimuth by approximately 1m, since the synthetic moving-target is scaled in azimuth
by 1 + 4RB/ = 2. Recall that the full rigid-body algorithm gave a larger error in the
estimated target rotation rate <RB (as compared to its results for the first synthetic-target
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example). Therefore, when we rescaled the target portion of the SAR image by the inverse
of 1 + ,bRB/ (as shown in the cross-section plot of Figure 5.57 of the azimuth-rescaled and
azimuth-displacement compensated image of Figure 5.55), we obtained a target scatterer
spacing in azimuth of approximately 0.6m (as compared to the original target azimuth
spacing of 0.5m). We also see in the cross-section plot of Figure 5.57 that we have an
azimuth-displacement error of about 2m, due to the error in the range-velocity estimate.
For the purely-translational algorithm, we used an Li weighting identical to the weight-
ing of -yA = 0.8 used by this algorithm for the first synthetic-target example. The target
spatial region was also identical to the first synthetic-target example (with an azimuth
width of 8m and a range width of 4m, centered at (x, y) = (-6.5m, -4m)). Note that
this target region included the two stationary man-made clutter scatterers. Later, we will
reduce the range extent of the assumed target spatial region, such that the two "bright"
stationary targets were excluded from this region (just as with the previous reduced-SCR
purely-translational motion synthetic-target example).
The "first-trial" results for the purely-translational algorithm are shown in Figures 5.58
through 5.61. We obtained velocity estimates of (iRB, 'RB) = (1.86m/s, 2.40m/s), which
were identical to the velocity estimates obtained by the purely-translational algorithm for
the first synthetic-target example. We see that this velocity estimates were comparable to
the estimates obtained by the full rigid-body algorithm for this example. In Figure 5.60, all
of the target scatterers are focused and distinct, with a relative mainlobe height of about
15dB (as shown in the cross-section plot of Figure 5.61). However, because this algorithm
assumes a zero target rotation rate, the scatterers at the "perimeter" of the moving target
are not as sharply focused in the range direction y as the corresponding scatterers in the
full rigid-body Li SAR image shown in Figure 5.53. After the azimuth-displacement com-
pensation, we see an azimuth-displacement error of about 2m in the cross-section plot of
Figure 5.64, This azimuth-displacement error was caused by the range-velocity estimation-
error, which was comparable to the full rigid-body range-velocity estimation-error. The
scatterers still appeared to be separated in azimuth by about 1m, since we can not rescale
the image in azimuth when using the purely-translational algorithm.
As stated earlier, the full rigid-body algorithm exhibited larger estimation-errors in
both the range velocity yRB and the rotation rate RB, in comparison to the corresponding
full rigid-body estimation-errors for the first purely-translational motion case. Recall that
one hypothesis for these larger errors was the interaction of the rotating synthetic target
with the two "bright" stationary scatterers contained within the assume target spatial
region. In order to test this hypothesis, we reduced the range width of the assumed target
spatial region (centered at (x, y) = (-6.5m, -4m)) from 4m to 2m. This excluded the two
stationary "bright" scatterers (just as with the previous reduced SCR purely-translational
motion synthetic-target example). The azimuth width of the assumed target area was kept
at 8m, and the L, weighting was kept at 'YA = 0.95.
The results generated by the full rigid-body L-norm SAR processing algorithm with
the reduced target spatial region are shown in Figures 5.65 through 5.71. For this example,
we obtained velocity-parameter estimates of (X-RB, YRB, ORB) = (1.83m/s, 2.31m/s, 0.0016
rad/s). As compared to the first-trial results for the full rigid-body algorithm (with the
larger assumed target area), we see that the exclusion of the two "bright" man-made clutter
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scatterers significantly improved the range-velocity estimation-error performance. However,
since the smaller assumed target spatial region excluded a portion of the moving target blur
area (as shown in Figure 5.66), we now have a larger rotation-rate estimation error.
In Figure 5.67, the target scatterers are focused and distinct, with a relative mainlobe
height of about 13dB (as shown in the cross-section plot of Figure 5.68). However, because
of the larger estimation-error in the rotation rate, we see in Figure 5.68 that the scatterers
do not appear to be as sharply focused as they are in the corresponding full rigid-body SAR
image of Figure 5.54 (with the larger assumed target spatial region). After we rescale the
SAR image in azimuth (as shown in Figure 5.69 and Figure 5.71), the scatterers still appear
to be separated in azimuth by approximately 1m, which is due to the larger rotation-
rate estimation-error. However, because of the much smaller range-velocity estimation-
error (in comparison to the range-velocity estimation-error of the full rigid-body algorithm
with the larger assumed target spatial region), we see a correspondingly smaller azimuth-
displacement error.
We next present results obtained by the purely-translational algorithm when the range
width of the assumed target spatial region (centered at (x, y) = (-6.5m, -4m)) was reduced
from 4m to 2m, which excluded the two stationary "bright" scatterers. The azimuth width
of the assumed target area was kept at 8m, and the L, weighting was kept at -YA = 0.8.
The results for the purely-translational algorithm are shown in Figures 5.72 through 5.75.
We obtained velocity-parameter estimates of (RB, YRB) = (1.90m/s, 2.42m/s), which were
comparable to the velocity-parameter estimates obtained by the purely-translational algo-
rithm with the larger target region (as well as comparable to the estimates obtained by
this algorithm for the previous purely-translational motion examples). Therefore, we can
conclude that the performance of the purely-translational algorithm is less affected by the
presence of the stationary scatterers than the full rigid-body algorithm, even though the
overall range-velocity estimation-error performance is somewhat poorer. In Figure 5.74, all
of the target scatterers are focused and distinct, with a relative mainlobe height of about
15dB (as shown in the cross-section plot of Figure 5.75). Just like the previous results
generated for this example by this algorithm (with the larger target spatial region), the
scatterers at the "perimeter" of the moving target are not as sharply focused in the range
direction y as they are in the corresponding full rigid-body L, SAR image shown in Fig-
ure 5.53 (since the purely-translational algorithm assumes that the target rotation is zero).
But these results were comparable to the results produced by the full rigid-body algorithm
with an identical smaller assumed target region (shown in Figure 5.67 and Figure 5.68).
However, the full rigid-body algorithm with the smaller assumed target region exhibited
relatively poor rotation-rate estimation-performance for this example.
After the azimuth-displacement compensation, we see in Figure 5.76 (and in the cross-
section plot of Figure 5.78) an azimuth displacement error of approximately 2m (caused by
the range-velocity estimation-error), which was comparable to the azimuth displacement
error of the full rigid-body algorithm. As with the first-trial results of this algorithm, the
scatterers still appeared to be separated in azimuth by about 1m (since we can not rescale
the image in azimuth).
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Figure 5.48: Conventional SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example
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Figure 5.51: Estimated Target-Velocity Parameters for Third Synthetic-Target Example
using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm
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Figure 5.52: L, SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Pro-
cessing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.53: Target Region of L1 SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example using Full
Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.54: Cross-Section of L, SAR Image (at y = -4m) for Third Synthetic-Target
Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and
Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.55: L 1 SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body
Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.56: Target Region of L, SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example using Full
Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.57: Cross-Section of L, SAR Image (at y = -4m) for Third Synthetic-Target Ex-
ample using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-
Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.59: L1 SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example using Purely-Translational
Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.60: Target Region of L, SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target
Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-Displacement
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Figure 5.61: Cross-Section of L 1 SAR Image (at y = -4m) for Third Synthetic-Target
Example using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.62: L 1 SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example using
Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.63: Target Region of L, SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example using
Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.64: Cross-Section of L1 SAR Image (at y = -4m) for Third Synthetic-Target
Example using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.65: Estimated Target-Velocity Parameters for Third Synthetic-Target Example
using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (with Reduced Target Spatial Region)
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Figure 5.66: L, SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example (with Reduced Target
Spatial Region) using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling
and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
Figure 5.67: Target Region of L, SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example (with Re-
duced Target Spatial Region) using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth
Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.68: Cross-Section of Li SAR Image (at y = -4m) for Third Synthetic-Target
Example (with Reduced Target Spatial Region) using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm
(Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.69: L1 SAR Image (with Reduced Target
Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing
and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.70: Target Region of Li SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example (with Re-
duced Target Spatial Region) using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth
Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.71: Cross-Section of L, SAR Image with Reduced Target Spatial Region (at y =
-4m) for Third Synthetic-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm
(After Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.72: Estimated Target-Velocity Parameters for Third Synthetic-Target Example
using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (with Reduced Target Spatial Region)
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Figure 5.73: Li SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example using Purely-Translational
Processing Algorithm with Reduced Target Spatial Region (Before Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.75: Cross-Section of L 1 SAR Image (at y = -4m) for Third Synthetic-Target
Example using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm with Reduced Target Spatial
Region (Before Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.76: Li SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example (with Reduced Target Spa-
tial Region) using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
Figure 5.77: Target Region of L, SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Target Example us-
ing Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm with Reduced Target Spatial Region (After
Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.78: Cross-Section of L, SAR Image (at y = -4m) for Third Synthetic-Target
Example (with Reduced Target Spatial Region) using Purely-Translational Processing Al-
gorithm (After Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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5.3.2 Synthetic-Motion Real Targets Embedded in Real Clutter
In this section, we present a series of experimental examples where we manually segmented
the conventional SAR image of an actual stationary target into a target portion and a
clutter portion, and used the target portion to generate a synthetic-motion moving target.
For comparison purposes, we used a 128 x 128 pixel SAR image, with an approximate
resolution in range and azimuth of of 6Y = 0.25m and 6, = 0.25m. This image was
identical to the stationary-target SAR image used to generate the synthetic-motion real-
target example presented in Chapter 4 for the matched-filter algorithm. It consisted of
a T-72 tank from the former Soviet Union (in a grass clutter background), as shown in
Figure 5.79. This particular image was part of a spotlight-mode SAR data set collected
by Sandia National Laboratory in 1995 under DARPA's Moving and Stationary Target
Acquisition and Recognition (MSTAR) program. An azimuthal cross-section (at a range of
0.45m) of the target image is shown in Figure 5.81. In this cross-section, we observe some
of the "dominant" feature scatterers corresponding to the tank's treads, (approximately
located at (x, y) = (-1m, 0.45m)).
As with the synthetic-motion real-target example presented in Chapter 4, we manually
segmented the MSTAR SAR scene into a target portion and a clutter portion, as shown in
Figure 5.82 and Figure 5.83. The target portion was chosen such as to include as many of
the "dominant" feature scatterers of the tank as possible. We the used this target portion
as an input into our general-motion estimation-theoretic model in order to generate the
synthetic-motion moving-target data. The moving target was then re-embedded back into
the stationary clutter by adding this generated data to the scaled Fourier Transform of
the stationary-clutter portion (where the scaled Fourier Transform corresponds to the zero-
velocity SAR model). The parameters of the estimation-theoretic model were chosen to be
as similar as possible to the 33.5 GHz Lincoln Laboratory Advanced Detection and Tracking
System (ADTS) system operating in spotlight mode, as shown in Table 5.2.
First Example: Purely Translational Motion
For our first example, we consider the purely-translational motion case (i.e., RB equal to
zero), where we have a target velocity of (iRB, YRB) = (2m/s, 2.304m/s). This example
was identical to the synthetic-motion real-target example presented in Chapter 4. As shown
in Figure 5.84, the target motion has significantly degraded the conventional SAR image (in
comparison to the original stationary-target MSTAR image of Figure 5.79). Therefore, we
can assume that the target motion would cause a similar degradation in the performance
of most SAR-image based ATR algorithms which attempt to use this conventional image
of the moving target. We also see a similar degradation in the azimuthal cross-section
of the conventional image in Figure 5.86 (in comparison to the corresponding azimuthal
cross-section of the original stationary-target MSTAR image, shown in Figure 5.81).
For the full rigid-body Li-norm SAR processing algorithm, we used an Li weighting of
'YA = 0.7 for the velocity-parameter estimation. We assumed a rectangular target spatial
region with an azimuth width of 8m and a range width of 4m, centered at (x, y) = (0m, Om).
The results of the full rigid-body Li-norm SAR processing algorithm are shown in
Figures 5.87 through 5.92. For this example, we obtained velocity-parameter estimates of
(±RB, YRBi ORB) = (2.00m/s, 2.28m/s, 0.0002rad/s). As shown in Figure 5.88, the Ll SAR
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F, Center Frequency 33.5 GHz
Ac Center Wavelength 0.009 m
aTp Chirp Bandwidth 1.2 GHz
fPRF Pulse Repetition Frequency 128 pulse/s
N Complex Samples per Range Profile 128
2K Pulses per Synthetic Aperture 128
Ro Center Slant-Range 2778 M
v SAR Platform Velocity 100 m/s
6 Look-Angle Rotation Rate 0.036 rad/s
2T Dwell Time 1.0 s
L Synthetic-Aperture Length 100 m
Ay Range Sampling Interval 0.125 m
AX Azimuth Sampling Interval 0.125 m
6y Range Resolution 0.25 m
6X Azimuth Resolution 0.25 m
Table 5.2: System Parameters for the Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Li SAR Processing
Examples
image is greatly improved, as compared to the conventional SAR image of Figure 5.84.
In fact, the image of the T-72 tank is nearly identical to the image of the T-72 tank
in the original MSTAR data of Figure 5.79 (except for sidelobe "streaks" near some of
the "brighter" target feature scatterers). Therefore, we can assume that a SAR-image
based ATR system which uses this image would probably see a similar improvement in
performance (in comparison to its performance when using the conventional SAR image).
The azimuthal cross-section of the L, SAR image In Figure 5.90 is also very similar to the
cross-section of the original MSTAR stationary image shown in Figure 5.81. However, the
nulls between the "dominant" feature scatterers corresponding to the tank treads are not
quite as pronounced. After we performed the azimuth rescaling and azimuth-displacement
compensation, the resulting azimuth displacement error was relatively small (approximately
0.75m), as shown in the azimuthal cross-section of Figure 5.92 (due to the relatively small
range-velocity estimation-error).
We show the results from the purely-translational L1 -norm SAR processing algorithm
in Figures 5.94 through 5.96. For this algorithm, we used an L, weighting of -YA = 0.98
for the velocity-parameter estimation. Just as with the full rigid-body algorithm, we used
a rectangular spatial target region with an azimuth width of 8m and a range width of 4m,
centered at (x, y) = (0m, Om).
For the purely-translational algorithm, we obtained velocity-parameter estimates of
(RB YRB) = (1.52m/s, 2.28m/s). We observe that the purely-translational algorithm has
a somewhat larger azimuth-velocity estimation error, as compared to the azimuth-velocity
estimation error of the full rigid-body algorithm. However, the resulting SAR image in
Figure 5.95 is nearly identical to the original MSTAR image of Figure 5.79, except for the
blurring of the target's "shadow" upon the clutter background. In fact, we see a slight
improvement in this image, as compared to the corresponding SAR image of the full rigid-
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body L 1 -norm algorithm in Figure 5.89 (i.e., the sidelobe "streaks" appear to have been
attenuated for some of the brighter feature scatterers). As shown in the azimuthal cross-
section of Figure 5.96, the nulls between the feature scatterers corresponding to the tank
treads are more pronounced, in comparison to the corresponding azimuthal cross-section
for the full rigid-body algorithm, shown in Figure 5.90. As with the full rigid-body results
shown in Figure 5.92, the resulting azimuth displacement error after azimuth-displacement
compensation was relatively small (approximately 0.75m), as shown in Figure 5.92 (due to
the relatively small range-velocity estimation-error).
For the results of the L1 full rigid-body algorithm presented in this chapter, we computed
the scatterer amplitudes by minimizing the following standard least-squares cost function
J(A, -V) = IIf - F(Q)AI 12 (given that we obtained a convergent velocity-parameter estimate
' from the coordinate-descent line-minimization portion of this algorithm). Recall from
Section 3.1.1 that the prime motivation for computing the scatterer amplitudes in this
manner was to reduce the attenuation of the target scatterers as much as possible (for
the sake of comparison to the conventional SAR imaging techniques). In order to examine
the effects of velocity-parameter estimation errors upon the images generated by the full
rigid-body Li algorithm, we include results generated by the standard least-squares cost-
function minimization for this experimental case when the velocity parameters are known
exactly. As shown in Figure 5.99, the SAR image produced by this minimization (using the
exact velocity parameters) is slightly sharper (as would be expected) than the corresponding
image produced by the full rigid-body algorithm using the estimated velocity-parameters
(shown in Figure 5.88). However, as compared to the image produced in Figure 5.95 by
the purely-translational algorithm, the sidelobe "streaks" near the bright target scatterers
are still somewhat apparent. In the azimuthal cross-section of the "exact-velocity" SAR
image (shown in Figure 5.101), the nulls between the feature scatterers corresponding to the
tank treads are slightly more pronounced, in comparison to the corresponding cross-section
(shown in Figure 5.90) of the rigid-body SAR image produced using the estimated velocity
parameters.
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Figure 5.82: Target Portion of MSTAR Target Chip
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Figure 5.83: Clutter Portion of MSTAR Target Chip ("Non-white" Part)
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Figure 5.86: Cross-Section of Conventional SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for First Synthetic-
Motion Real-Target Example
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Figure 5.87: Estimated Target-Velocity Parameters for
Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm
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Figure 5.88: L 1 SAR Image for First Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example using Full
Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.89: Target Region of L, SAR Image for First Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Exam-
ple using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-
Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.90: Cross-Section of L, SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for First Synthetic-Motion Real-
Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling
and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Processed SAR Image (Azimuth Corrected)
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Figure 5.91: L, SAR Image for First S3
Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After
Compensation)
ynthetic-Motion Real-Target Example using Full
Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement
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Figure 5.92: Cross-Section of Li SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for First Synthetic-Motion Real-
Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth Rescaling and
Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.95: Target Region of L, SAR Image for First
ple using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm
pensation)
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Figure 5.96: Cross-Section of L, SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for First Synthetic-Motion
Real-Target Example using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-
Displacement Compensation)
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Processed SAR Image (Expanded)
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Figure 5.97: L 1 SAR Image for First Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example
Translational Processing (After Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.98: Cross-Section of Li SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for First Synthetic-Motion
Real-Target Example using Purely-Translational Processing (After Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.99: Exact-Velocity L, SAR Image for First Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Exam-
ple using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-
Displacement Compensation)
Figure 5.100: Target Region of
Real-Target Example using Full
ing and Azimuth-Displacement
Exact-Velocity L, SAR Image for First Synthetic-Motion
Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescal-
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Figure 5.101: Cross-Section of Exact-Velocity L, SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for First
Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before
Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Second Example: Translational and Rotational Motion (Positive Rotation)
For the next synthetic-motion real-target example, we illustrate some of the effects of target
rotation, just as with the third synthetic-target example presented in the previous section.
We again have a translational target velocity of (RB, YRB) = (2m/s, 2.304m/s). However,
we now have a positive target rotational rate equal to the SAR's look-angle rotational rate
(i.e., RB = 0 = 0.036rad/s). Physically, this corresponds to the moving target rotating in
the direction of negative "look" angle, which implies that the relative rotation rate between
the target and the SAR platform is larger than 6. As shown in the conventional image of
Figure 5.102, we again see that the target motion has seriously degraded the SAR image,
as compared to the original stationary-target MSTAR image of Figure 5.79. Recall from
Section 5.1.3 that the azimuth scaling of a rotating target is directly dependent upon the
target rotation rate. For this case, the azimuth scale factor for the moving target is given
by 1 + 4RB/O = 2, which causes the target blur area to appear "spread out" in azimuth.
For the full rigid-body algorithm, we used an L, weighting of -YA = 1 for estimating the
velocity parameters. We assumed a rectangular target spatial region with an azimuth width
of 16m and a range width of 4m, centered at (x, y) = (0m, Om). Since we knew a priori
that the rotating target was scaled in azimuth by a factor of two, we scaled the azimuth
width of the target region of the full rigid-body algorithm by a corresponding factor of two
(in comparison to the target region used in previous purely-translational motion example).
For an actual SAR ATR system based upon this algorithm, the size and location of the
assumed target spatial region would be determined by the size and location of the moving-
target "blur" area in the conventional SAR image.
The results of the full rigid-body L-norm SAR processing algorithm are shown in Fig-
ures 5.105 through 5.110. For this example, we obtained velocity-parameter estimates of
(±RB, PRBi ORB) = (1.97m/s, 2.19m/s, 0.037rad/s). As compared to the results of the full
rigid-body algorithm for the previous purely-translational motion example, we see a rela-
tively larger estimation error in the range velocity YRB. The focusing of the moving target
in resulting SAR image of Figure 5.106 is still improved, in comparison to the conventional
SAR image of Figure 5.102. However, this image does not appear to be as focused as the
resulting full rigid-body SAR image for the previous purely-translational moving-target case
in Figure 5.88. The target portion of the SAR image (i.e., the T-72 tank) is a scaled version
of the target portion of the original MSTAR image of Figure 5.79, due to the rotation-rate
dependent azimuthal scale factor 1 + RB/O-
For the full rigid-body algorithm, the target portion of the resulting SAR image in
Figure 5.106 exhibited "streaking" artifacts along the range direction y. As we will show
later, these artifacts are caused by the presence of spatially-periodic "nulls" (with respect to
the azimuth direction) between the target scatterers. An example of the effect of these nulls
is shown in the azimuth cross-section of Figure 5.108. We will also show that the azimuth
location of these nulls are highly spatially-correlated with respect to range. In addition, the
scatterers from a "real" target (such as the T-72 tank) tend to be spatially-distributed (i.e.,
their amplitudes are spatially-correlated in both range and azimuth, as shown in the original
MSTAR image of Figure 5.79). This implies that the amplitudes of the target scatterers
between the nulls will also be correlated with respect to range. Therefore, the azimuth
cross-sections (as a function of range) of any resulting SAR image will be correlated with
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respect to range, thereby producing the streaking artifacts.
One hypothesis for the cause of the spatially-periodic nulls is the interaction between
the rotation-rate dependent azimuthal scale factor 1 + ?RB/G and the azimuthal sampling
interval A., of the original conventional MSTAR image used to generate the SAR data.
Later, we will discuss this hypothesis in more detail when we present the results produced
by the full rigid-body algorithm when the velocity-parameters are known exactly.
The full rigid-body SAR image, (after azimuth-rescaling and azimuth-displacement com-
pensation) is shown in Figure 5.109. The image of the T-72 moving target appears to have
the correct scaling, though it is slightly blurred in comparison to the corresponding SAR im-
age (shown in Figure 5.91) generated by this algorithm for the previous purely-translational
motion example. However, we have an azimuth-displacement error of approximately 4m,
due to the range-velocity estimation-error. Note that the "streaking" artifacts exhibited in
the uncompensated image of Figure 5.106 are no longer present. The azimuthal cross-section
of the azimuth-compensated SAR image is shown in Figure 5.110. As with the previous
purely-translational motion example, the azimuthal cross-section is similar to the azimuthal
cross-section of the original MSTAR stationary image shown in Figure 5.81. However, the
nulls between the "dominant" feature scatterers corresponding to the tank treads are not
quite as pronounced. In addition, the spatially-periodic nulls with respect to the azimuth
direction exhibited in the cross-section (shown in Figure 5.106) of the uncompensated image
are no longer present in this cross-section.
We show the results of the purely-translational L1 -norm SAR processing algorithm in
Figures 5.111 through 5.116. For this example, we used an L, weighting of 'YA = 0.8 for the
velocity-parameter estimation. We assumed a rectangular target spatial region identical to
the larger target region used by the full rigid-body algorithm for this experimental example
(with an azimuth width of 16m and a range width of 4m, centered at (x, y) = (Om, Om)).
For this algorithm, we obtained velocity-parameter estimates of (±RB, 'RB) = (1.95m/s,
2.28m/s). We see that the purely-translational LI-norm algorithm exhibits better estima-
tion performance for these velocity parameters than the full rigid-body algorithm does for
this example (even though the target is rotating). In fact, this algorithm exhibits bet-
ter azimuth-velocity estimation performance for this example than it did for the previous
purely-translational velocity experimental example. One hypothesis for this performance
improvement is the increased azimuth spacing between the moving-target scatterers, due
to the rotation-rate dependent azimuthal scale factor 1 + RB/O (which implies less cross-
interference between these scatterers).
We see in Figure 5.112 that even with the target rotation, the purely-translational
L 1-norm algorithm focuses the resulting SAR image almost as well as the full rigid-body
Li-norm algorithm did in Figure 5.106. However, the SAR image produced by the purely-
translational algorithm exhibited streaking artifacts identical to the streaking artifacts ex-
hibited by the SAR image produced by the full rigid-body algorithm. As with the full
rigid-body SAR image, these artifacts are caused by the interaction between the range-
correlated spatially-periodic "nulls" (with respect to the azimuth direction, as shown in
the azimuth cross-section of Figure 5.114) and the spatially-distributed real-target scatter-
ers. Recall that one hypothesis for the cause of these nulls is the interaction between the
rotation-rate dependent azimuthal scale factor 1 + PRB /0 and the azimuth sampling interval
of the original conventional MSTAR image used to generate the SAR data. We will discuss
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this hypothesis in more detail later when we present the exact-velocity results for the full
rigid-body algorithm.
The SAR image produced by the purely-translational algorithm after azimuth displace-
ment compensation is shown in Figure 5.115. In comparison to the compensated image
produced by the full rigid-body algorithm in Figure 5.109, we see a smaller azimuth-
displacement error (of approximately 1m), due to a smaller range-velocity estimation-error.
However, unlike the compensated full rigid-body image, the "streaking" artifacts are still
present, since the image could not be rescaled in azimuth by this algorithm.
As with the previous purely-translational motion example, we include results produced
by the minimization of the standard least-squares cost function J(A,- ) = I|f - F(^)AII2 of
the full rigid-body algorithm when the velocity parameters '; are known exactly (in order
to illustrate the effects of velocity-parameter estimation-error upon the images produced by
this algorithm). As shown in Figure 5.117, we see that the target portion of the SAR image
(before azimuth compensation) is a scaled version of the target portion of the original
MSTAR image of Figure 5.79, due to the rotation-rate dependent azimuth scale factor.
However, this image is better focused (as would be expected) than the images produced
with estimated velocity parameters by either the full rigid-body algorithm (in Figure 5.106)
or the purely-translational algorithm (in Figure 5.112). The streaking artifacts along the
range direction y are still apparent in the exact-velocity full rigid-body image. Recall
that these artifacts are caused by the interaction of the range-correlated spatially-periodic
nulls (with respect to the azimuth direction, as shown in the azimuthal cross-section of
Figure 5.119) with the spatially-distributed real-target scatterers. We will discuss the cause
of these nulls in more detail shortly.
After we perform the azimuth-rescaling (according to the exact target rotation rate),
we see that the resulting SAR image in Figure 5.120 is better focused than the correspond-
ing azimuth-rescaled full rigid-body SAR image of Figure 5.109 (produced using estimated
velocity parameters). The streaking artifacts due to the spatially-periodic nulls have again
disappeared. As shown in the azimuthal cross-section of Figure 5.121 the nulls between
the feature scatterers corresponding to the tank treads are more pronounced, in compar-
ison to the azimuthal cross-section of the azimuth-rescaled full rigid-body SAR image in
Figure 5.110.
As stated previously, the uncompensated exact-velocity SAR image produced by the
full-rigid body algorithm (shown in Figure 5.120) exhibited significant streaking artifacts in
the range direction (as well as the corresponding full rigid-body SAR image produced using
estimated velocity-parameters, shown in Figure 5.109). These artifacts are caused by the
interaction of range-correlated spatially-periodic "nulls" in the SAR image (with respect
to the azimuth direction, as shown in the cross-section of Figure 5.121) with the spatially-
distributed real-target scatterers. Recall that one hypothesis for the cause of these nulls is
the interaction between the rotation-rate dependent azimuthal scale factor 1 + /RB/ 9 and
the azimuth image sampling-interval A. of the original conventional MSTAR image used
to generate the SAR data. Here, we present this hypothesis in more detail.
Let A[n', n'I] (where {n', n'} E Target) represent the (focused) target region of the
conventional MSTAR image used to generate the moving-target SAR data. This target
region is essentially assumed to consist of a 2 - D array of ideal point-scatterers with initial
positions at (An', A n' ), where Ax and A, are the azimuth and range image sampling-
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intervals of the conventional MSTAR image. For a "small" look-angle rotation-rate 9, recall
from Section 5.1.4 that the noiseless SAR data set f[n, k] for a rigid-body moving-target
(with known velocity-parameters, XRB, YRB, and /RB) is approximately given by
f [n, k~
( ( A[n'4, n'4] e j [ +l4IRB)( )s~f',] e -- i An,] e3 j 4 nksn4[~]pn
ni n'
~ZZA[n, ey e -7r e ~r- 'e j [ [n,k] RB+Oq[n,k] RB I
n/ n'
X Y/
N N
-- <n<- -K<k<K
2 2- -
(5.78)
In this expression, the discrete spatial frequencies (kAwx, nAwy) are given by
k 476tT[k] = 4rO [k(2T)
k -o -~ 2 ](5.79)Ac Ac . 2KI
= 47 aTp i[n] 47rac[n] - 47ra [nTp] (580)
Ac fc T] c c N
We see that the exact-velocity SAR data set is essentially a scaled Fourier Transform of the
imaged target field reflectivity (distorted by a translational-velocity dependent nonlinear
complex phase term).
Recall from Section 5.1.4 that if vo is the vector of known velocity parameters, the
exact-velocity SAR data is given in matrix notation by f = F(vo)A. This implies that the
maximum-likelihood estimate A (which minimizes the standard least-squares cost function
J(A, vo) = |f - F(vo)Aj'), is approximately given by the following expression
A (FH(vo)F(vo) 1 FH(v,)f
FH(vo)f. (5.81)
In other words, for known velocity parameters, RB, YRB, and RB, the approximation to
the maximum-likelihood SAR image (before azimuth-rescaling) Au[nx, ny] is given by the
following convolution of the conventional MSTAR image A[n', n,I with a scaled sampled
2-D sinc function (where the spatial sampling intervals are given by Ax and AY)
N
1 K 2
AU lnx, ?l = (2K (N) riNke - ,ksRB+4pflk iRB
)k-K n=--
x e -j kAwxA.n e i nAwyAyn,
2KAwxA. (nx - (I + i' ) .) (ny - n')
A[n/, n/)]sinc 2 sinc 2 N
n( n58
(5.82)
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Essentially, this expression is equivalent to first removing the translational-velocity de-
pendent nonlinear phase from the SAR data, then performing a scaled Fourier transform. If
we include the "linear" portion of the phase function #g[n, k] (which was discussed in Sec-
tion 5.1.3) in this calculation, we implicitly perform the compensation for the range-velocity
induced azimuth-displacement.
For the MSTAR image used for the results of this chapter, the spatial sampling intervals
A, and Ay were chosen to be one-half the respective inherent spatial resolutions 6. and by of
the conventional SAR imaging system. Recall from Chapter 3 that these spatial resolutions
were given by
6X = 2 = .c (5.83)(2KAwx) 2
2
6y = 2 NAw) = . (5.84)
This implies that the approximation (before azimuth-rescaling) AZ[n,ny] to the exact-
velocity maximum-likelihood SAR image is given by
, ,27rx (nx - I1 + _,) n'/ 21rAy(ny - n'y)AU [nx, ny] =ZZA A[n', n']sinc ( - sinc (
n'/ n/' X8yJ
= EZ A[n', n']sinc (7r - 1 + nRB)' / sinc - ' (5.85)
Since the variables nx, ny,, n', and n' are integer-valued, the unscaled SAR image can be
simplified further to
A[n', <' n -(1+& n ,' ny - n' < },
Au[nx, ny] n, n'} E Target . (5.86)
0 otherwise
For an azimuthal scale factor 1 + PRB/O greater than unity (i.e., positive rotation), this
expression implies that the target region of the unscaled SAR image will exhibit spatially-
periodic nulls in azimuth with an approximate period of (1 + ?RB/)Ax meters. We also see
that the spatial location of these nulls is not a function of the discrete-valued range-sampling
variable ny, which implies that these locations will be highly-correlated with respect to the
range direction.
Another implication of this result is that if we estimate the period of these nulls (from
the SAR image) we can then estimate the target rotation rate. However, for a real moving-
target which is actually physically rotating (rather than the synthetic-motion real target
used for this example), the spatially-periodic nulls may not necessarily be as clearly-defined
in the SAR image, which implies that it may be difficult to estimate this period. However,
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if we have a SAR image of the target when it is stationary, we can estimate the rotation
rate by comparing the relative scaling in azimuth.
For this example, the positive target rotation-rate 'RB was equal to the SAR system's
look-angle rotation-rate 9. This gave an azimuthal scale factor of 1+/RB/O = 2. Recall that
the assumed azimuth sampling interval AZ of the MSTAR image was equal to 0.125m. This
implies that the exact-velocity SAR image (before azimuth rescaling) for the full rigid-body
algorithm will exhibit spatially-periodic nulls in azimuth with a period of approximately
(1 + VRB/O)Ax = 0.25m. This indeed is the case, as shown by both the uncompensated
exact-velocity SAR image of Figure 5.117 (where we see that the streaking artifacts are
separated in azimuth by about 0.25m) and the azimuthal cross-section of Figure 5.119. In
addition, we see that the streaking artifacts in the uncompensated full rigid-body SAR image
of Figure 5.106 (computed with estimated velocity-parameters) also had an approximate
azimuth separation of 0.25m (as well as the streaking artifacts in the uncompensated SAR
image of Figure 5.112, computed with the purely-translational algorithm).
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Figure 5.102: Conventional SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example
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Figure 5.104: Cross-Section of Conventional SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for Second
Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example
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Figure 5.105: Estimated Target-Velocity Parameters for Second Synthetic-Motion Real-
Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm
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Figure 5.106: L, SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example using Full
Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.107: Target Region of L1 SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Motion Real-Target
Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and
Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.108: Cross-Section of L,
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SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for Second Synthetic-Motion
Real-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescal-
ing and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.109: Li SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example using Full
Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.110: Cross-Section of L 1 SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for Second Synthetic-Motion
Real-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth Rescal-
ing and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.111: Estimated Target-Velocity Parameters for Second
Target Example using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm
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Figure 5.112: L1 SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example using
Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.113: Target Region of L 1 SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Motion Real-Target
Example using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.114: Cross-Section of Li SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for Second Synthetic-Motion
Real-Target Example using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-
Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.115: L 1 SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example using
Purely-Translational Processing (After Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.117: Exact-Velocity Ll SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Motion Real-Target
Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and
Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.118: Target Region of Exact-Velocity L 1 SAR Image for Second Synthetic-Motion
Real-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescal-
ing and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.119: Cross-Section of Exact-Velocity L, SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for Second
Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before
Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.121: Cross-Section of Exact-Velocity L, SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for Second
Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After
Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation
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Third Example: Translational and Rotational Motion (Negative Rotation)
For our next synthetic-motion real-target example, we illustrate the effects of negative target
rotation upon the performance of the two L 1 SAR processing algorithm. For this example,
the target's rotation rate is equal to minus one-half times the SAR's look-angle rotational
rate (i.e., /RB = -1 = -0.018rad/s). Physically, this corresponds to the moving target
rotating in the direction of positive "look" angle, which implies that the relative rotation
rate between the target and the SAR platform is smaller than 9. As with the previous
examples, we have a translational target velocity of (RB, YRB) = (2m/s, 2.304m/s).
As shown in the conventional image of Figure 5.122, the target motion has seriously
degraded the SAR image, just as with the previous example with positive rotation. For
this example, the rotation-rate dependent azimuth scale factor is given by 1+ RB/6 = 0.5.
Therefore, the target blur area appears to be " shrunken" in azimuth (in comparison to the
target blur area of the conventional SAR image shown in Figure 5.84 for the first purely-
translational motion example).
For the full rigid-body LI-norm SAR processing algorithm, we used an L, weighting of
YA = 0.9 for the velocity-parameter estimation. We assumed a rectangular target spatial
region identical to the region used by this algorithm for the first purely-translational motion
example (with an azimuth width of 8m and a range width of 4m, centered at (x, y) =
(0m, Om)).
The results of the rigid-body L1 -norm SAR processing algorithm are shown in Fig-
ures 5.125 through 5.130. For this case, we obtained velocity-parameter estimates of
(±' RB, 'RB' ORB) = (1.94m/s, 2.21m/s, -0.013rad/s). As compared to the first synthetic-
motion real-target example, we see a larger estimation- error in both the target rotation
rate and the range velocity. One factor contributing to this increased error is the smaller
effective look-angle extent for the SAR system, due to the negative target rotation rate. As
shown in Figure 5.126, the SAR image is still improved, in comparison to the conventional
SAR image of Figure 5.122, even with the larger estimation errors in both the range velocity
and the rotation rate. We again see the effect of the rotation-rate dependent azimuth scale
factor 1 + (RB/O, in that the target portion of the SAR image of Figure 5.126 is a (smaller)
scaled version of the target portion of the original MSTAR image of Figure 5.79. Since we
have an azimuth image sampling interval AX = 0.125 equal to the azimuth image sampling
interval of the conventional image, the azimuth scale factor has the effect of "merging" (i.e.,
low-pass filtering and downsampling in azimuth) the target scatterers in the SAR image We
will discuss this merging effect in more detail later when we present the "exact-velocity"
results generated by this algorithm.
The L, SAR image after azimuth-rescaling and azimuth-displacement compensation is
shown in Figure 5.129. The image of the T-72 moving-target has a scaling comparable
to the original MSTAR image of Figure 5.79. It also has an azimuth-displacement error
of approximately 3m (due to the range-velocity estimation-error). However, the target
portion of this image appears to be modulated by spatially-periodic "nulls" with respect to
the azimuth direction, which were also apparent in the previous positive rotation example
(though in the previous example, the uncompensated focused image exhibited these nulls).
As we will discuss in more detail later, these nulls are caused by the interaction between
the azimuth-rescaling algorithm and the before-mentioned target-scatterer merging. We
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will also show that since the result of the azimuth-rescaling algorithm is not a function of
the discrete-valued range-sampling variable ny, the spatially-periodic nulls will be highly-
correlated in range.
The azimuth cross-section of the azimuth-compensated SAR image is shown in Fig-
ure 5.110. This cross-section appears to be a shifted version (modulated by the spatially-
periodic nulls) of the azimuth cross-section of the original MSTAR stationary image shown
in Figure 5.81.
For the purely-translational Ll-norm SAR processing algorithm, we used an Li weight-
ing of YA = 0.8. We also assumed a rectangular target spatial region identical to the first
purely-translational motion example (with an azimuth width of 8m and a range width of
4m, centered at (x, y) = (0m, Om)).
The results generated by the purely-translational L1 -norm SAR processing algorithm are
shown in Figures 5.131 through 5.136. For this algorithm, we obtained velocity-parameter
estimates of (±RB, 'RB) = (2.25m/s, 2.24m/s), which were comparable in accuracy to the
results of the full rigid-body algorithm. We see in Figure 5.132 that even with the added
target rotation, the purely-translational Li-norm algorithm's moving-target image is nearly
as focused as the full rigid-body Ll-norm algorithm's moving-target image (shown in Fig-
ure 5.126). As with the full rigid-body algorithm, the target portion of the SAR image
appears to be a scaled version of the target portion of the the original MSTAR image
shown in Figure 5.79, due to the rotation-rate dependent azimuth scale factor 1 + 'RB/O-
The azimuthal cross-section of the SAR image, shown in Figure 5.134, also appears to be
a scaled version of the azimuth cross-section shown in Figure 5.81 of the original MSTAR
stationary image.
As with the previous examples, we illustrate the effects of velocity-parameter estimation-
error upon the full rigid-body algorithm by including results produced by the minimization
of the standard least-squares cost function J(A, -) = ||f - F(i)A||| (when the velocity
parameters V^ were known exactly). In Figure 5.137, we see that the (uncompensated) SAR
image shown in Figure 5.81 is a (smaller) scaled version the original MSTAR image of
Figure 5.79, due to the rotation-rate dependent azimuth scale factor. As with the full rigid-
body results presented earlier in Figure 5.126, we see the merging of the target scatterers
in the SAR image (which we will discuss in more detail shortly). However, this image is
sharper (as would be expected) than the images produced using estimated velocity param-
eters by either the full rigid-body algorithm (in Figure 5.126), or the purely-translational
algorithm (in Figure 5.132). The target region of the rescaled exact-velocity SAR image in
Figure 5.140 still appears to be a modulated version of the target area of the original MSTAR
image (shown in Figure 5.79), due to the interaction between the target-scatterer merging
and the rescaling algorithm. The azimuthal cross-section of this rescaled image (shown in
Figure 5.141) also appears to be a modulated version of the azimuthal cross-section of the
original MSTAR image (shown in Figure 5.81).
As stated previously in this discussion, the rescaled exact-velocity image shown in Fig-
ure 5.140 appears to be modulated by a series of (range-correlated) spatially-periodic "nulls"
with respect to the azimuth direction. These nulls are due to the interaction between the
azimuth rescaling algorithm and the before-mentioned target-scatterer merging. Here, we
discuss this interaction in more detail.
Recall from the previous positive-rotation example that the target region of the uncom-
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pensated exact-velocity full rigid-body SAR image was approximately given by the following
convolution of the target region of the conventional MSTAR image, A[n's, n',], with a scaled
sampled 2-D sine function (for the case where the spatial sampling intervals, Ax and Ay,
were equal to one-half the respective spatial resolutions bx and 6y of the SAR system)
Au[n, ny] = Z A[mn', n']sinc (7r (nx - (1 + /RB ) n) sinc (7r(ny - m))
(5.87)
For an azimuthal scale factor 1 + RB/O less than unity (corresponding to a negative tar-
get rotation rate with a magnitude less than 6), this expression implies that the target
region of the uncompensated SAR image will be a scaled version of the target region of the
conventional MSTAR image, (after low-pass filtering in azimuth by a sine function with
an azimuth width of Ax/(1 + RB/) (which is greater than Ax), then downsampled by
a factor of 1/(1 + VRB/O)). This is essentially the previously-mentioned target-scatterer
merging exhibited in the uncompensated exact-velocity image of Figure 5.137.
For the full rigid-body algorithm, the exact-velocity azimuth-rescaled SAR image A[n,, ny]
is given by
A[n, ny] = Au 1 + .)B n, . (5.88)
For an azimuthal scale factor 1 + bRB/ less than unity, this implies that the rescaled
SAR image is given by the following subsampled (with respect to azimuth) version of the
uncompensated image (where n" is an integer-valued variable with the same domain as nx)
0 otherwise
(5.89)
Since we have now corrected for the azimuthal scale factor 1 + ~RB/6 , this relation (along
with the previous convolutional equation for A[mxn]) implies that the rescaled SAR
image is given by a subsampled version (with respect to azimuth) of the (low-pass filtered)
conventional MSTAR image. Note that the azimuth rescaling is not a function of the the
discrete-valued range-sampling variable my, which implies that the subsampling effects are
highly correlated in range.
In a similar fashion to the uncompensated image for the previous positive rotation ex-
ample, this has the effect of producing spatially-periodic "nulls" (with respect to azimuth)
in the rescaled SAR image (with a period of /Ax/(1 + iRB/O))- For this negative-rotation
example, the target rotation-rate @RB was equal to one-half the negative of the SAR sys-
tem's "look angle" rotation-rate 0, which gave an azimuth scale factor of 1 + #PRB! =
0.5. Since the azimuth sampling-rate constant As was equal to 0.125m, this implies that
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rescaled SAR image would exhibit (range-correlated) spatially-periodic nulls with a period
of A/(1+RB/9) = 0.25m. This is indeed the case, as shown in the rescaled exact-velocity
image of Figure 5.140, and the corresponding azimuthal cross-section in Figure 5.141.
For this negative-rotation experimental example, we see that the benefits of the the
azimuth-rescaling algorithm are tempered by the presence of the spatially-periodic nulls in
the resulting SAR image. This implies that it is of questionable utility to use this algorithm
for cases of negative target rotation (unlike the previous positive-rotation case where the
azimuth-rescaling algorithm actually removed the nulling artifacts from the SAR image).
An alternative to this version of the azimuth-rescaling algorithm would be to use an algo-
rithm which interpolates the amplitudes of the rescaled image, such that the nulls are less
apparent. However, an interpolation-type algorithm may not necessarily be as straightfor-
ward as the present azimuth-rescaling algorithm.
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Figure 5.126: L 1 SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example using Full
Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
Figure 5.127: Target Region of L, SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Motion Real-Target
Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and
Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.130: Cross-Section of L, SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for Third Synthetic-Motion
Real-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth Rescal-
ing and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.132: L 1 SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Motion Real-Target
Translational Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-Displacement
Example using Purely-
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Figure 5.133: Target Region of L, SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Motion Real-Target
Example using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.134: Cross-Section of L, SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for Third Synthetic-Motion
Real-Target Example using Purely-Translational Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth-
Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.135: L 1 SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example using Purely-
Translational Processing (After Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.136: Cross-Section of L1 SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for Third Synthetic-Motion
Real-Target Example using Purely-Translational Processing (After Azimuth-Displacement
Compensation)
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Figure 5.137: Exact-Velocity L 1 SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Exam-
ple using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-
Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.139: Cross-Section of Exact-Velocity L, SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for Third
Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (Before
Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation)
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Figure 5.140: Exact-Velocity L, SAR Image for Third Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Ex-
ample using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-
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Figure 5.141: Cross-Section of Exact-Velocity L, SAR Image (at y = 0.45m) for Third
Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Example using Full Rigid-Body Processing Algorithm (After
Azimuth Rescaling and Azimuth-Displacement Compensation
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Experiment |XRB -- RBI YRB - RBI kRB - RBI
1 (Purely-Translational Motion) 0.25 m/s 0.03 m/s 0.0023 radls
2 (Reduced SCR) 2.04 m/s 2.24 m/s 0.0001 radls
2b (Reduced SCR, Reduced T. Region) 0.29 m/s 0.07 m/s 0.00002 rad/s
3 (Positive Rotation) 0.15 m/s 0.10 m/s 0.011 rad/s
3b (Positive Rot., Reduced T. Region) 0.17 m/s 0.01 M/s 0.0344 rad/s
Table 5.3: Summary of Synthetic-Target Estimation-Performance Results for Full Rigid-
Body Algorithm
Experiment |I RB - X RBI IYRB - YRBI
1 (Purely-Translational Motion) 0.14 m/s 0.10 m/s
2 (Reduced SCR) 1.87 m/s 2.30 m/s
2b (Reduced SCR, Reduced T. Region) 0.02 m/s 0.14 m/s
3 (Positive Rotation) 0.14 m/s 0.10 M/s
3b (Positive Rot., Reduced T. Region) 0.10 rn/s 0.12 m/s
Table 5.4: Summary of Synthetic-Target Estimation-Performance Results for Purely-
Translational Algorithm
5.3.3 Summary of Estimation Performance Results
In this section, we briefly summarize the velocity-parameter estimation-performance results
presented in this chapter. As shown in Table 5.3, the full rigid-body algorithm appeared
to have acceptable overall range-velocity estimation-error performance for the synthetic-
target experimental examples, except for the reduced SCR example (with the larger tar-
get area) where it tried to focus the stationary clutter scatterers. For all of the other
synthetic-target examples, the magnitude of the range-velocity estimation-error was less
than 0.10m/s. Recall from the previous sections that the azimuth-displacement error (af-
ter applying the azimuth-displacement compensation algorithm) was proportional to the
range-velocity estimation-error divided by the look-angle rotation rate 9 = 0.036rad/s.
Therefore, the overall azimuth-displacement error of this algorithm was less than 3m for
these examples. The overall azimuth-velocity estimation-error was somewhat larger, but
the resulting SAR images of the synthetic-target scatterers still appeared to be sufficiently
focused. In Table 5.3, we see an apparent improvement in the azimuth-velocity estimation
performance for the case of positive target rotation. Recall that the target rotation caused
an increase in the apparent azimuthal spacing between the synthetic-target scatterers (due
to the rotation-rate dependent azimuth scale factor). This implies that the azimuth-velocity
estimation-performance of this algorithm is somewhat sensitive to cross-scatterer interfer-
ence (since this interference is lessened when the scatterers are further apart in azimuth).
On the other hand, the rotation-rate estimation error increased for the positive-rotation
case when we reduced the assumed target spatial region (even though this eliminated the
bright man-made clutter scatterers from this region). This implied that the rotation-rate
estimation performance of the full rigid-body algorithm was influenced by the amount of
target "blur energy" included in the assumed target spatial region.
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Experiment |I RB - XRBI IYRB - YRBI IORB - 4RBI
1 (Purely-Translational Motion) 0.003 m/s 0.02 m/s 0.0002 radls
2 (Positive Rotation) 0.03 m/s 0.11 M/s 0.0013 rad/s
3 (Negative Rotation) 0.06 m/s 0.10 m/s 0.0051 radls
Table 5.5: Summary of Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Estimation-Performance Results for
Full Rigid-Body Algorithm
Experiment IXRB - XRBI IYRB - YRBI
1 (Purely-Translational Motion) 0.48 m/s 0.02 m/s
2 (Positive Rotation) 0.05 m/s 0.02 m/s
3 (Negative Rotation) 0.25 m/s 0.06 m/s
Table 5.6: Summary of Synthetic-Motion Real-Target Estimation-Performance Results for
Purely-Translational Algorithm
As shown in Table 5.4, the purely-translational algorithm had a slightly worse overall
range-velocity estimation performance for the synthetic-target experimental examples than
the full rigid-body algorithm for these examples (as shown in Table 5.3). However, the
resulting SAR images of the synthetic-target scatterers were still focused to an acceptable
level. Because of this slightly worse range-velocity performance, the purely-translational
algorithm also had slightly worse azimuth-displacement errors (about 4m). On the other
hand, the purely-translational algorithm had much better azimuth-velocity estimation per-
formance, especially when we reduced the assumed target region.
In Table 5.5, we see that the overall range-velocity estimation performance (as well
as the azimuth displacement errors) of the full rigid-body algorithm for the synthetic-
velocity real-target examples was comparable to the performance of this algorithm for the
previous synthetic-target examples in Table 5.3. For these examples, the full rigid-body
algorithm had a range-velocity estimation-error magnitude of less than 0.11m/s, which
gave azimuth displacement errors of less than 3m. On the other hand, the azimuth-velocity
performance of the significantly improved for these examples. The most likely reason for
this improvement was the absence of any "bright" stationary man-made clutter scatterers in
this set of experimental examples (in comparison to the previous synthetic-target examples),
which implied that we had a relatively higher SCR.
For the purely-translational algorithm, we see from Table 5.6 that the range-velocity es-
timation performance for the synthetic-velocity real-target examples significantly improved
(in relation to the corresponding performance of this algorithm for the previous synthetic-
target examples). Consequently, the azimuth displacement errors (after azimuth compensa-
tion) also significantly improved (with a magnitude less than 2m). In a similar fashion to the
full rigid-body algorithm, this improvement was most likely due to the absence of "bright"
stationary man-made clutter scatterers in this set of experimental examples (in comparison
to the previous examples). However, the overall azimuth-velocity estimation performance
was somewhat worse. Since the target scatterers have a closer average azimuthal spacing
for these examples than for the synthetic-target examples, this degradation in performance
was most likely due to cross-scatterer interference effects.
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Chapter 6
Contributions and Suggestions for
Further Research
IN this thesis, we present research contributions made in the area of spotlight-mode
synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) imaging, where this research was done from an estimation-
theoretic perspective. For this research, we addressed the following issues:
" Reducing sidelobe imaging artifacts and improving resolution for stationary SAR
scenes containing high-amplitude scatterers.
" Improving the spotlight-mode SAR image formation process in the presence of moving
targets.
In this chapter, we briefly summarize the contributions of this thesis, and we present the
overall conclusions which can be derived from the results of our research. We also present
some suggestions for extending this work.
6.1 Contributions
Here, we briefly summarize the contributions of the research presented in this thesis. The
main contributions of this work can be categorized as follows:
I. A Framework for SAR Imaging using Li-Norm Based Regularization
II. A Framework for Simultaneous Imaging of Moving Targets and Nearby Stationary
Clutter
6.1.1 A Framework for SAR Imaging using L1-Norm Based Regulariza-
tion
In Chapter 3 of this thesis, we developed a generalized SAR imaging framework which
exploits the idea of Li-norm regularization in order to address the limitations of conventional
SAR imaging (e.g., blurring to motion, sidelobe artifacts, and loss of scatterer resolution).
In that chapter, we first presented a estimation-theoretic justification for this idea, from the
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context of the ill-posed over-complete basis-pursuit estimation problem. We then presented
some results in order to demonstrate the utility of an Li-norm regularized approach for
reducing sidelobes and improving resolution for stationary SAR images. From these results,
we especially saw the potential utility of this approach for enhancing feature scatterers in
the stationary SAR images for the purposes of automatic-target recognition.
In Chapter 5, we presented a parameterized estimation-theoretic Li-norm regularized
approach for imaging rigid-body moving targets. We also present some results from using
this rigid-body technique for both synthetic moving point-scatterers embedded in real clut-
ter and synthetic-motion real targets embedded in real clutter. From these results, we show
that this technique is able to compensate the SAR image of a single rigid-body moving
target for the blurring due to a constant target translational-velocity and a constant target
rotation-rate (even if the target scatterers are relatively closely-spaced). Unlike some of the
rigid-body moving-target imaging techniques presented in the literature, the rigid-body L 1 -
norm regularized approach was able to estimate the rigid-body motion parameters and com-
pensate for the motion-induced blurring without requiring the tracking of high-amplitude
prominent-point target-scatterers. However, range-velocity induced azimuth-displacement
compensation performance of this technique was significantly affected by range-velocity es-
timation errors (such as errors due to interference from nearby stationary scatterers and/or
errors due to target rotation).
6.1.2 A Framework for Simultaneous Imaging of Moving Targets and
Nearby Stationary Clutter
One fundamental limitation of many of the moving-target techniques presented in the lit-
erature (as well as the rigid-body L1-norm regularized approach presented in Chapter 5) is
the fact that they assume that the imaged target field is only composed of a single moving
rigid-body target. Therefore, these techniques cannot image a moving target and nearby
high-amplitude stationary clutter simultaneously.
In Chapter 4, we presented an estimation-theoretic moving-target SAR imaging tech-
nique which addresses this issue. This technique used a multi-dimensional matched-filter as
a means of computing a set of scatterer-velocity estimates which are used as initial condi-
tions for an L1 -norm-based estimation algorithm derived for a spatially-varying temporally-
constant velocity (SVTCV) estimation-theoretic SAR model (which assumes that the target
field consists of a 2 - D array of ideal point scatterers with spatially independent veloci-
ties). The matched filter also computed a target detection statistic for determining which
spatial locations in a particular SAR scene correspond to actual moving scatterers (allow-
ing a reduction in the computational intensity of the SVTCV L 1-norm based estimation
algorithm).
In Chapter 4, we also presented some results using this technique for both synthetic
point scatterers embedded in real clutter, and a synthetic-motion real target embedded in
real clutter. From these results, we show that this approach can image a moving target
and nearby high-amplitude stationary clutter simultaneously. We also show the potential
of this technique for imaging targets with non-rigid body motion.
However, one significant issue with this technique was the influence of cross-scatterer
interference (when we were imaging targets with closely-spaced scatterers) upon the range-
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velocity induced azimuth-displacement compensation performance. In order to reduce this
influence, we averaged the estimated range velocities of the relatively high-amplitude target
scatterers. This scheme worked reasonably well for the examples where we had targets with
purely-translational rigid-body motion (and sufficient spatial-separation between the target
scatterers). However, this scheme was not able to correct for azimuth-position distortions
due to non-rigid body target motion. This scheme also failed when the target scatterers
were relatively closely-spaced (even if the scatterers had identical velocities).
6.2 Suggestions for Further Research
In this section, we present some suggestions for extending the research presented in this
thesis.
6.2.1 L1-Norm Based Imaging with Non-Rigid Body Scatterer-Velocity
Regularization
In this thesis, we presented two estimation-theoretic techniques for moving-target SAR
imaging. The matched-filter based approach was able to image a moving target and nearby
high-amplitude stationary clutter simultaneously. This approach was also able to image a
target with non-rigid body motion. However, we also found that the performance of the
matched-filter was highly affected by cross-scatterer interference when the target-scatterers
were relatively closely-spaced. On the other hand, the rigid-body LI-norm regularized
approach was able to image rigid-body moving targets, even when the target-scatterers
were relatively closely-spaced. But this approach is not able to image both a moving
target and nearby high-amplitude stationary clutter simultaneously. Thus, one extension
of this research would be to find a technique which is able to make some type of (non-
rigid body) velocity-regularization compromise between assuming a single rigid-body target
and assuming that every scatterer has completely independent velocities (i.e., a trade-off
between being able to image closely-spaced target scatterers and being able to image the
moving target and nearby clutter simultaneously). Some possible avenues for this non-rigid
body velocity-regularization include the use of cubic splines or Markov random-field models.
6.2.2 Improved Range-Velocity Induced Azimuth-Displacement Compen-
sation
One important issue with the matched-filter based approach was the influence of range-
velocity estimation-errors (due to cross-scatterer interference) upon its azimuth-displacement
compensation performance. Recall that we used a relatively simple scheme which used the
average of the estimated range-velocities of the brighter target-scatterers. However, this
scheme gave poor results for non-rigid body target motion, and gave poor results for targets
with closely-space scatterers. Therefore, one pressing area for further research is improving
the azimuth-displacement compensation scheme for the matched filter.
For the present matched-filter azimuth-displacement compensation scheme, again recall
that we averaged the estimated range velocities of a set of bright target scatterers. An pos-
sible alternative to averaging would be to set up a random field estimation inverse-problem
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for the range-velocity field y[n, ny] where the bright-scatterer range-velocity estimates are
sparse noisy measurements. Once this range-velocity field is estimated, it is then used for
the azimuth compensation.
6.2.3 Imaging of Moving targets with Temporally-Varying Velocities
One fundamental assumption of the two estimation-theoretic techniques for moving-target
SAR imaging presented in this thesis is that the velocity of each scatterer in the imaged
SAR scene does not change over the dwell time (which was a reasonable assumption for the
relatively short dwell times used for the results presented in this thesis). However, for longer
dwell times, these techniques may give unacceptable results for target with temporally-
varying motions, such as acceleration. Therefore, an extension of this research would be to
develop algorithms for imaging targets with temporally-varying motions. For example, one
possible avenue for doing this for the rigid-body Ll-norm regularized approach would be to
add a set of acceleration parameters to the SAR model.
Appendix A
Current Motion-Compensated
SAR Techniques
IN Chapter 1, we briefly described some of the current approaches to the moving-target
SAR problem. These approaches can be divided into four distinct subclasses: prominent-
point techniques, phase-estimation techniques, space-time-frequency techniques, and poly-
nomial phase techniques. Here, we present an overview of the prominent-point techniques
and the phase-estimation techniques (since they are the most closely related to the tech-
niques presented in this thesis). The prominent-point class of SAR motion-compensation
algorithms essentially correct for target motion by tracking a number of bright (i.e., high
signal-to-noise ratio) target scatterers. On the other hand, the phase-estimation techniques
do not require the tracking of bright prominent-point scatterers. However, these techniques
assume that each target scatterer has the same velocity (and they assume that this velocity
is purely in azimuth). A common characteristic of both the prominent-point techniques and
the phase-estimation techniques is that they assume that the target-field reflectivity consists
of a 2-D array of point scatterers that belong to a single rigid-body moving target. In Chap-
ter 2, we derived a rigid-body temporally-constant velocity (RBTCV) estimation-theoretic
model (i.e., we assumed that both the target's center-of-rotation translational velocities and
the target's rotation rate were constant). For this presentation, we first derive a general-
ized rigid-body estimation-theoretic model for the SAR data (where we can have both a
non-constant center-of-rotation translational velocity and a non-constant rotation rate).
A.1 Generalized Rigid-Body SAR Data Model
In Chapter 2, we derived the following general-motion model for the demodulated spotlight-
mode SAR data f[n, k] (given that we have a moving target which consists of a 2 - D array
of ideal point scatterers)
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(A.1)
In this expression, i[n] = T-"" is the "fast" (pulse-relative) sampling time, while tT[k] = 2TkN 2K
is the "slow" sampling (pulse-transmit) time [7, 10]. The corresponding trajectories of the
point-scatterers in the 2-D array are given by (Xlxny (t), Yn fny (t)), while the "relative" range
is given by y'[nx, ny, k]. The SAR system's look-angle rotation-rate is given by 9.
For a rigid-body target with a translational trajectory given by (XRB(tT[k]), yRB(tT[k]))
and a rotational trajectory given by 4RB(tT[k]), the motion model for the scatterer trajec-
tories is given by
Rigid-Body Motion Model
Xxny(tT[k]) = Anx cos(iRB(tT[k])) + yny sin( PRB(tT[k])) + XRB(tT[k]) (A.2)
Yn.ny(tT [k]) = Ayny cos(RB(tT [k]))-Axnx sin(RB(T [k])) +YRB(tT [k]).
Here, Ax and Ay are the respective azimuth and range spatial sampling-interval constants
of the 2 - D target scatterer array. Usually, these constants are picked to be some fraction
(e.g., one-half) of the respective azimuth and range spatial-resolutions, 6b and by, of the
conventional SAR imaging technique presented in Chapter 3, i.e.,
Conventional SAR Azimuth Resolution and Range Resolution
6 = _c_ (A.3)20T
6=C
If we substitute the rigid-body motion model into the SAR relative-range equation,
given by
y'[n ,, k] =Yn.fl(tT[k]) cos(OtT[k]) - Xn.n,(tT[k]) sin(GtT[k]) ,4
General-Motion SAR Data Model
f[n,k] = E A[nx,ny]
nx n.
x e X, K 1+: T )(Ynx,(tT (k])COS( tT(k ])-xn.,(tT[k]) sin(6tT(k ]))
= 
j A[n , n ]e -j + +"f y'[ ,ny,k]
fix fly
-K<k<K N N
2 - -
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and simplify, we get the following expression
= YRB [k] + AYny cos((OtT [k] + RB(tT[k]))
- A n% sin((6tT [k] + $RB(tT[k])) (
In this expression, y'R [kI refers to the relative range of the target's center of rotation, given
by
YRB [k = YRB(tT [k]) cos(OtT[k]) - XRB(tT[k]) sin(OtT [k]) (A.6)
For 0[k] +RB(tT[k]) = tT[k] +ORB(tT[k]) "small", we can approximate the relative-range
relation by
yn, ny, k] = YRB[k] + Ayny - Aznx[6tT [k] + /)RB(tT[k])]
yRB(tTk]) - XRB(tTk])6tT[k] + A yny
-Arnx [OtT[k] + RB(T-k])] (A.7)
Next, we substitute this expression into the general-motion SAR data equation, given by
f [ni, k] = ZZ A[nx, ny] e -j T(1+ P 1)y'[nxnyk]
nx ny
N N
2- - 2K
-K <k<K
If we assume that the center frequency f, of the SAR's transmitted "chirp" signal is much
greater than its bandwidth BW = ciTp, we can simplify this expression to
f [n, k] = ~A[nxj ny] e -j e-yy
n. fl.
N N
- < n < -2-- K- K2 - K < k < K ,
where the range phase-error #r[n, k] and the azimuth phase-error #a[k) are given by
Or[n,k] = 47ryaTBk[n],Ac fc T [YRB(tT[k])1
47r aT i[n] YRB (tT [k])
Ae fe Tp
47r cxTp i[n] [R(Tk)
A f T RB(tT
- [yRB(tT[k])]
- XRB(tT[k])tT[k]]
(A.10)
-Ar YRB (tT[k] - XRB (T T[k])tT[k]
47r
FRB(O - XRB(O*tT[k]J
+47 [(YRB (tTk - yRB(O)tT[k]) - (XRB(tT[k])
= IDISP[k] + OBLUR[k]
-XRB(O)) tT~k]]
(A.11)
(A.8)
(A.9)
Oa[k]
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Here, we see that for 0 "small", the range phase-error #, [n, k] is approximately pro-
portional to the translational range displacement yRB(tT[k]). We also see that we can
decompose the azimuth phase-error term 0, [k] into a (linear with respect to tT [k]) "displace-
ment" term kDISP[k] (dependent upon the range translational-velocity), and a (nonlinear
with respect to tT[k]) "blurring" term #BLUR[k] (dependent upon the azimuth translational-
velocity). In addition, we see (embedded in the data equation) a spatially-varying phase-
error proportional to the product of the azimuth position An, and the target rotational
trajectory ORB(tT [k).
Let the vectors XRB,XRB, and 'JRB be given by
XRB(tT[-K])
XRB XRB(tT[0]) (A.12)
SXRB(tT[K]) J
yRB(tT[-K])
YRB yRB(tT [0) (A.13)
yRB(tT [K]) _
V)RB(tT[-KI) -
"RB = RB(tT [0) - (A.14)
VRB(tT [K]) J
Then we can express the rigid-body SAR data in the following form
f[n, k] = X Z A[nx, ny] (e " f *e A [Tk+RB~TJ e-J([n,k]+]B[k])
nx ny
= Z S A[n, ny]s4R. [n,ny,n,k] sXRB,YRB [n, k
fix fly
N N
- < n < - - K < k < K (A.15)
Therefore, the resulting estimation-theoretic model of the rigid-body SAR data is given by
Estimation- Theoretic Rigid-Body SAR Data Model
f[n, k] = EZf fEl A[nx, ny]s#RB nt, y nk]XRB,YRB[n, k] +'[n, k] (A.16)
2- -2
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where the additive noise is zero-mean circularly-complex Gaussian, i.e.,
Re [y[n, k] ]~N(0, o- /2) (A. 17)
Im q [n, k] ]~N(0, a /2) (A. 18)
E [Re [ y[n, k] ] Im [ y[n, k]]] =0. (A.19)
We can also express the rigid-body estimation-theoretic model in the following matrix form
f = F(XRB,YRB)F(IRB)A + r. (A.20)
Here, f is the SAR data, A is the vector of scatterer intensities, given by
A A[0,0] (A.21)
A[0,1 ]
and y is the additive Gaussian noise. The matrix F(VRB) has the form
F('@RB) = I .. s'FB 10 01 STB 101 11 .. I I (A.22)
where each column vector STRB[n, ny corresponds to a lexicographical ordering of the
complex exponential basis-function given by sTRB [nx, ny, n, k]. The matrix F(XRB, YRB) is
a diagonal matrix given by
F(XRB, YRB) = diag [s(xRB, yRB)] , (A.23)
where the vector s(xRB, YRB) corresponds to a lexicographical ordering of the complex
exponential basis-function given by sXRB,YRB[n, k]. If we also assume that the additive
noise y is spatially statistically-independent and isotropic, its spatial-correlation matrix is
given by
K = E [qrH] = oI . (A.24)
A.2 Prominent-Point SAR Motion-Compensation Techniques
A.2.1 Range-Migration ISAR (RMI)
The Range-Migration ISAR (RMI) technique [16] developed by Lincoln Laboratory fo-
cuses the SAR image by subtracting out the phase of the brightest scatterer, which is
assumed to be the center-of-rotation of the moving target. This technique can compensate
for both unknown, purely-translational motion and known, constant-rate rotational motion
(i.e., RB(tT[k]) = RBtT[k], with positive PRB defined in the opposite direction of the
positive direction of the look-angle rotation-rate 0). This implies that estimation-theoretic
model for the RMI technique has the following form
RMI Estimation-Theoretic Model (A.25)
f = F(XRB, YRB)F(QRB)A + r7.
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The RMI procedure consists of several steps. First, the sampled demodulated SAR
data, f [n, k] is compressed in range by a scaled Fourier Transform to form a series of
Relative-Range Profiles (RRP) R[n', k], exactly as with the conventional spotlight-mode
SAR processing technique. Recall from the previous section that the demodulated SAR
data can be expressed by the following relation
f [n, k] = E E A[nri, ny] e -j g(i+f p)(Y[flfyk]) , (A.26)
nx ny
where the "rigid-body" relative range y'[nx, ny, k] (for (tT[k]) + ORB (tT[k]) = (OtT[k] +
ORB (tT[k))) "small") is given by
Y'[nx, ny, k] YRB[k] + Ayy Axnx[tT[k] +)RB(tT[k])]
= YRB(tT[k]) - XRB(tTlk)tT[k]
+Ayny - Anx[tT[k] + RB(tT[k])] . (A.27)
This implies that the sampled RRP R[n', k] for the rigid-body estimation-theoretic SAR
data model is approximately given by
N
R[n', k] = e An, ne -j (
n= N2
N
= Z : ZZA[nx,my] e r cT e A cT
n=-N x fly2
= 2 A[nx, ny] e - ysinc ( (n'/ Ay - y'[nx' ny, k]))
nx n 
(A.28)
where AY is the SAR's range spatial-sampling interval. The bright (i.e., high amplitude)
prominent-point scatterers appear as "tracks" in the RRP data, as shown in Figure A.1.
The RMI technique assumes that the brightest prominent-point track corresponds to
the center-of-rotation of the moving target. For each SAR "slow-time" sampling instant
tT[k], the complex RRP data samples are shifted in range by the relative-range position
y'RB[kI of this track, as shown in Figure A.1. (in order to correct for target-motion induced
range-walk). This produces R'[ny, k], given by
R'[n' , k] = R n' + B k
= Z S A[nx, ny] e -j ' lsinc ( (n'/ Ay - (y'[nx, ny, k] - 'RB[k])
n. n,,,
~~ 5 2 A[n,, ny] e -j ('[, ']
nx ny
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Range-Profile Data
First Prominent Point
: Second Promiunent Pt
Third Prominent Point
k (Pulse number)
Processed Range-Profile Data
First Prominent Point
Second Prominent Point
Third Prominent Point
0
k (Pulse number)
SAR Image
Azimuth
SAR Image
Azimuth
Figure A.1: Range-Migration ISAR Prominent-Point SAR Processing
xsinc ( (n/ Ay - (Ayny - Anx[tT[k] + ORB(tT [k])))
Z S A[nx, ny] e - ('[l~fyk])sinc ( (Y
nf n \y
(A.29)
It can be shown that the range shift operation upon R[n', k] is equivalent to multiplying
its inverse Fourier Transform (namely the original rigid-body SAR data f[n, kJ) by the
complex-conjugate of the rigid-body range phase-error term
[e 'r ]* e + ( P ) [k] (A.30)
The next step in the RMI algorithm is to adjust the complex phase of range-walk
compensated RRP data R'[n',, k] by the conjugate of the "phase history" of the complex
data (approximately given by e -J 'RB LCI) along the track corresponding to the brightest
prominent-point scatterer (which is assumed to be the center of rotation of the target).
This produces the final RMI-compensated RRP data R"[n', k], given by
jRB [k]1R"/[n'/ k] R'[n' , k~e A, RB
= R K' +R e n YeB[k]
= 55EA[n,, ny] e -(y' [ 'xn -5'RaBk])sinc (n'Ay - nyAY)
nx ny \ l
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= Z S A[n,, ny] e -j ±-r(zyny-Axnx[tT[k]+PRB(tT[k])])
nx n11
x sine (n' Ay - nyA,) . (A.31)
By inspection, we see that this step of the RMI algorithm is equivalent to multiplying the
original rigid-body SAR data f [n, k] by the complex-conjugate of the rigid-body azimuth
phase-error term
B -[k]. (A.32)
Since we assume that the rigid-body target has a known, constant rotation-rate RB,
i,e,
Y'[n, nh, k] - YRBy[k] y - nx/x[OtT[k] + RB(tT[kI)]
= nYAY - nxA2[(O + RB)tT[k]] , (A.33)
we can Fourier-transform the sampled processed data R"[n' , k] with respect to the "slow
time" k (just as with the conventional SAR processing technique presented in Chapter 3)
to form the following SAR image
A[n', <~I=2 R"/[n/,k]ei3P[nA (+ORB)tT [k]]
X Y 2Kk=-K
K[n'"n ,ke ,0' "[',k]2K k= k =-K
= = nni j n'.51 )R k
A[nx, ny] e- "nAYsinc ( + (n/Ax ) -)
x sinc -n'A _n A
(A.34)
The RMI technique compensates for the spatially-varying phase error due to the known
target rotation rate 4RB by essentially rescaling the azimuth Fourier Transform by 1 +
PRB/. When the processed data is Fourier-transformed in azimuth, the bright prominent-
point target scatterer is now in focus at the center of the resulting SAR image. If the
moving-target is rigid and rotating at a constant rate, it would then appear be in focus
(since all of its scatterers would have the same translational trajectory, once we account for
the effect of 4RB). However, this technique would tend to defocus scatterers that do not
have the same trajectory as the prominent point. In matrix form, the RMI technique is
equivalent to the following estimate
k = F H ( RB)FH(RBiRB)f , (A.35)
where FH (kRB,:YRB) corresponds to the range-shift and phase-history compensation op-
erations upon the RRP data, and FH(QRB) corresponds to the scaled azimuthal Fourier
Transform with respect to k.
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Recall that the azimuth resolution for the conventional SAR imaging algorithm was
given by
6 = - -. (A.36)
26T
This implies that the effective azimuth resolution for the RMI algorithm is approximately
given by
621 Ac _______6. -c .Ac- 
. (A.37)
S+ =1+ B) 20T 2( +ORB)T
In other words, the effective RMI azimuth resolution is directly dependent upon the target's
rotation rate. Since the range resolution 6Y is not a function of 0, it is unaffected by 'RB.
A.2.2 Geometric-Analysis Automated Imaging
The Geometric-Analysis Automated Imaging (GAI) technique [39], developed by the Envi-
ronmental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM), is a somewhat more sophisticated multi-
ple prominent-point cousin of the Lincoln Lab Range-Migration ISAR algorithm. Whereas
the Lincoln Lab algorithm only compensates for pure translational motion (and known rota-
tional motion), the Geometric Analysis technique also compensates for unknown rotational
motion RB (tT[k]) and other complicated target motions (where the target is assumed to be
rigid). In other words, the GAI techniques uses the "full" estimation-theoretic rigid-body
model
GAI Estimation-Theoretic Model (A.38)
f = F(XRB, YRB)F( 4'RB)A + n .
In the literature, the "full-order" version of this algorithm requires four prominent-point
scatterers, and can compensate for motions in 3-D. Here, we present a simplified 2-D version
(requiring only three prominent-point scatterers).
As with the Lincoln Lab algorithm, the first step in the Geometric Analysis technique
is to Fourier Transform the demodulated SAR data, f[n, k] with respect to n to form the
Relative-Range Profiles (RRP) R[n', k], given by
N
R[ny, k] E f [n) k] e~ T, eT
n-N
2
AZ, n ] e j Y' (1+& ] )(y'[n,','sk]) e 42((TP -y , )nN(A n.32
- 55A~~nx~n~1 e i-(y'[nx,ny,k])sic( (,zj-
(A.39)
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The bright high-amplitude prominent points again appear as "tracks" in the RRP data.
The next step in the Geometric-Analysis Imaging technique is to compensate for trans-
lational target motion. This procedure is exactly the same as the Lincoln Laboratory RMI
technique. First, we shift the complex RRP data samples by the range location YRB(tT[k]) of
the track of the brightest prominent-point scatterer (in order to correct for target-motion
induced range-walk). This produces R'[n', k], given by
R'[n' , k] = R n'/ + k
= Z E A[n,, ny] e -j x, '[nx'ny'k])sinc ( r(n'/ Ay - (y'[n, ny, k] - YF?[k])))
n, ny \ Y
(A.40)
where the rigid-body relative range (before the "small-angle" simplification) is given by
y'[n, n y,k] = YRB[k]+ ynycos((OtT[k]+ /RB(tT[k]))
- Arnx sin((OtT [k] + ORB(tT[k])) . (A.41)
Next, we adjust the phase of range-walk compensated RRP data R'[n',, k] by the "phase
history" of the complex data along the first prominent-point track. This produces the
translation-compensated RRP data R"[n', k], given by
R"[n', k] = R'[n' , k]e i LCYRB[k]
= R n' + YRBk k] X RB
= Z S A[nx, ny] e -j x(y'[nx,ny,k]-RB[k])
nx ny
x sinc (f7 (n' Ay - (y'[nI ny, k] - RB [k]))))
(A.42)
Again, the bright prominent-point target-scatterers appear as tracks in the compensated
RRP data.
Recall that the 2-D version of the GAI technique needs at least three prominent-point
scatterers. Therefore the next step is to choose two additional prominent-point tracks,
with relative-range trajectories given by y'[nx, ny, k] = y'[k] and y'[nx, ny, k] = y'[k], re-
spectively. The Geometric-Analysis algorithm now "unwraps" the phase information along
these prominent-point tracks in the translation-compensated data to order to extract two
high-precision relative-range paths, Q1[k] - YR'B[k] and #'[k] - jI'R[k], approximately given
by
Q'[k] - 'B[k] R R1 [yl[k] Y B[k] Ik (A.43)
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Prominent-Point Range Tracks Invariant Manifold
M
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k (Pulse number)
Figure A.2: Invariant Manifold for Geometric-Analysis SAR Processing
9[k] - R'B[k] ~ Z R" y2[k] - YB [k]k 1
w47r A I ' (A.44)
After the range paths are obtained, the algorithm now estimates both the geometry (up to
2-D isometrics) and the motion history of the rigid moving target by the Invariant-Manifold
Theorem (from two-dimensional Euclidean geometry). From this theorem, it can be shown
that the relative-range measurements corresponding to the rigid moving-target prominent
points satisfy the following invariant equation
2-D Invariant Equation
I1[y[k] ]] y 2 k]]2 (A.45)
+J[(y'[k] - y'B[k])(y'[k] - Y'RB[k])] = 1 .
In essence, this equation states that the rigid-body prominent-point range measurements
are constrained to lie within a curved sub-manifold of the 3-D space of relative-range tracks
(y'RB[k],y'[k],y'[k]), as shown in Figure A.2. Let A 12 be the area of the 2 - D triangle
formed by the three prominent scatterers, and let r1 and r2 be the relative distances from
the brightest prominent-point scatterer to the first and second additional prominent-point
scatterers, respectively. Then the invariant parameters (I1, 12, J) are given by the following
geometric equations
2
(2A 12)2
2
I2 = 2 )(2A 12)2
2rir2 cos(f)
(2A 12 )2
(A.46)
(A.47)
(A.48)
where f is the inscribed angle of the triangle vertex corresponding to the brightest prominent-
point. Since these parameters enter the invariant equation in a linear fashion, they can be
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estimated from the previously obtained range paths Q'[k] - I'g[kJ and D [k] - f' 1 [k] by
using least-squares techniques.
After the invariant parameters (Ii, 12, J) are estimated, we can obtain the geometric
parameters (ri, r2, /) for the rigid target. It can be shown that the area of the triangle
formed by the three prominent-point scatterers can be expressed by A 12 = 1rlr2 sin(#3).
Substituting this expression into the geometric equations, and solving for (ri, r 2 , 3), the
parameters of this triangle are given by
41,
ri= (A.49)
4I112I2 J2
4I2
r2 = 2 (A.50)41112 -
/ = cos- 1  . (A.51)
These parameters can be used along with the prominent-point range observations to
estimate the rotational motion of the target. In terms of the parameters (ri, r 2 , /), the
relative-ranges y'[k] - y'B [ki and yA[k] - y'B [k] of the prominent-point scatterers are given
by
y Y[k] - y'B[k] =r cos(OtT[k] +4RB(tT[k])) (A.52)
ybjk] -- ynB[k = r2 cos(OtT[k] + bRB(tT [k]) - 3) . (A.53)
Using these two equations, we can estimate the rotational trajectory /RB(tT[k]) from the
high-precision prominent-point range tracks 91 [k] - 9RB [k] and 2 [k] - !RB [k].
Once an estimate of the rotational-motion trajectory is obtained, it is then used to
focus the resulting SAR image. Since the angle tT[k] + ?RB(tT[k]) gives a measure of
the relative rotation between the target and the SAR antenna, it can be shown [7, 39]
that we can focus the SAR image by performing an operation similar to Polar Format
Resampling (discussed in Section 3.1.3) upon f"[n, k] (the inverse Fourier Transform of the
translation-compensated RRP data R"[n', k] with respect to nr'). However, rather than
using an uniform angular spacing (given by 6tT[k]), we now use a non-uniform angular
spacing (given by 6tT[kI + 4'RB(tT[k]) - ORB(tT[0])), as shown in Figure A.3. Note that
since we subtracting RB (tT[0]), we are essentially imaging the target with its angular
orientation at tT[0] = 0. In matrix form, the GAI technique is equivalent to the following
estimate
A = FH4( RB)F H (kRB,$RB)f , (A.54)
where FH (iRB, YRB) corresponds to the range-shift and phase-history compensation oper-
ations upon the RRP data, and FH( RB) corresponds to the data resampling and scaled
Fourier Transform operations.
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k =-K
A(ol
- Input Samples
- Output Samples
Figure A.3: Non-Uniform Polar Format Resampling For Geometric-Analysis Imaging
A.3 Phase-Estimation SAR Motion-Compensation Techniques
A.3.1 Phase-Gradient Autofocusing (PGA)
Phase-Gradient Autofocusing (PGA)[7], developed by Sandia Laboratory, is an imaging
technique where the derivative of the motion-induced phase error is first estimated from
the SAR data. Once the phase error is obtained by integrating the estimated phase-error
derivative, it is then used to correct the original SAR imagery. Compared to the previously-
presented techniques, PGA does not require the tracking of "bright" prominent-point scat-
terers, which implies that it tends to be more robust to noise.
In terms of our estimation-theoretic rigid-body SAR data model, the PGA technique
corresponds to the case where we assume that each target scatterer has the same motion-
induced phase error (i.e., V(tT[k]) = 0). In addition,, PGA assumes that the target motion
is purely in azimuth (i.e., y(tT[k]) = 0 and q, [n, k] = 0). Therefore, the PGA estimation-
theoretic model is given by
PGA Estimation-Theoretic Model (A.55)
f = F(XRB, O)F(O)A +q.
Note that F(O) is essentially the conventional SAR scaled Fourier Transform.
Now, the azimuth phase-error qt(tT[k]) for y(tT[k]) = 0 is given by
Oa[k] = [y'RB(tT
k =+K
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47
A RB(tT - XRB(tT[k])tT[k]
47r
- AC XRB(tT[k])OtT[k]
47 47r
- A x RB(0)6tT[k]] A x [XRB(tT[k]) 
- XRB(O))OtT[k]]
= kDISP[k] + OBLUR[k]. (A.56)
However, as we will see later, the PGA technique does not compensate for linear phase
errors, which implies that that it does not compensaate for the "displacement" part of the
azimuthal phase-error. In other words, PGA assumes that XRB(O) = 0.
For the PGA technique, we assume that the azimuth phase error is "bandlimited, i.e.,
the scaled Fourier Transform Aa[n', n',] of e --3 [k] is approximately given by the following
spatially-limited complex-valued point-spread function
e j~a[k] e 'r fcTAyn' tTkZMfa
k n
Zax[n']sinc n4rn 'A - A-a < n' A A'a
0 otherwise
Zax [n'] n'/ = 0 - - - < n'Ax < 5
0 otherwise
This implies that a conventional SAR image ACONV [n', ny] of the moving target is approxi-
mately given by the convolution of Aa [n' ,] with the 2-D target scatterer-amplitude array
A[n , n'] (corresponding to a "perfect" SAR image with no phase error)
ACONV[n',ny] Aa[n, ny/* A*n, ny]. (A.58)
Since we assume that we are imaging ideal point scatterers (i.e., AX << AXa), we can
approximate ACONV~n', n] by the following sum of shifted and scaled versions of the
phase-error point-spread function Aax [nx]
ACONV , ny,] ~ j xA[, ny]Aax[n' - nx]. (A.59)
After we obtain ACONV [ni, ny] by conventional SAR processing, we then select a peak-
amplitude (i.e., largest magnitude) scatterer for each range location n'A The correspond-
ing azimuth locations of these scatterers are given by
xpeakn'y] = Axnpeak nyI
= A arg max ACONV[nny ] - (A.60)
Once we obtain the peak-amplitude scatterer locations, we now shift the conventional image
ACONV[nX, n'] with respect to azimuth such that these scatterers are now located at n'ujx =
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0. In other words, we shift ACONV[nr, ny] for each n' by npeak[n'] to form the image
ACONV[n + npeakny] , ny], given by
ACONV[fl + fpeak~f'],ni] A[nx, rj]Aax[mx + peak[y - nx]. (A.61)
nx
The next step in the PGA technique is to symmetrically window the shifted azimuth
profile ACONV [n + npeak n ry] about n' = 0 (the new azimuth location of the peak-
amplitude scatterers) with an unity-magnitude rectangular window w[nr] of width Axa
(which is the same width as the phase-error point-spread function) to produce A,[,In', n] =
ACONV[ n + npeak ny , nyw[n]. If the amplitude A[npeak[n'], n',] of the peak-amplitude
scatterer for a given range n'A is significantly greater than the amplitude of the rest of
scatterers at that range, A [n', n' ] can be approximated by the following expression (where
6[nx] is the usual Kronecker delta function)
A.[nx, ny] = ACONV[nX + rpeak Ky], nywx]
~ A[npeak[ndY], y]6[n -- npeak [ny]]Aax n'x + npeak[fy] - nx]w[r4]
nx
= A [npeak In' 1, n2 ] [ -n peak In/IIAax [In + npeak[Th ] - nx]w [n]
A[npeak [n], n']Zax[n'] -- Ax - 2
0 otherwise
(A.62)
In other words, we approximately have only one moving-target point-spread function for
each range location ny A
From this expression, the inverse scaled Fourier Transform R, [n'y, k'] of A[In', n'] (with
respect to nx') is approximately given by
R[ k'] { A[npeak[n'], t]he -e wi k') . (A.63)i i0 otherwise
This implies that the phase of R,,[n'yk'] with respect to k' is approximately equal to (within
a constant) the phase of e- 3 e4ak'1. However, because of the azimuth shift operation, the
phase of R,, I, k'] with respect to k' does not contain the linear portion DISP[k'] of the
azimuth phase-error #a[k']. This implies that the phase of Rw[rn' , k'] with respect to k' only
contains the nonlinear portion #BLUR[k], i.e.,
/, k ~- A[npeak[n ], n ]e -3 BLUR[k'] .e. (A.64)RwIy)kI , 0 Y otherwise
The derivative of Rw[n', k'] with respect to the "slow-time" variable k' (given by the
inverse FT of nn' A,[Z, d', '] ]) is approximately equal to j times the derivative of the
phase times R,[r', k']. Therefore, we can estimate the the nonlinear portion #BLUR[k'] of
the azimuth phase error for the range location n'A by the following (numerical) integral
, k' im[ ([ Rw[n, k"])(R,[In, k"])]RBLUR[k] ~l R dk . (A.65)
k=0 | Rw [n' , k"|]
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If we want a more robust estimate of the phase-error derivative, we can average both the
numerator and the denominator of the previous equation over many range locations in the
following manner
k] Z Im[(+ Rw [n', k"])(R*,[n'i, k"])]EBLURkl ~y - 11 2 ' (.6)fk''=0 En, |Rw[n'1,k ||1
Note that this averaging operation follows from our assumption that each scatterer has the
same phase error, i.e., purely translational motion.
Once this estimate of the phase error is obtained, the final motion-compensated SAR
image is given by the scaled (conventional SAR) Fourier Transform of the original SAR
data f[n, k] (after multiplication by the complex-conjugate of e -i BLURk'] ). In terms of
the estimation-theoretic model, this operation is equivalent to
A = FH(0)FH(xRB,0)f , (A.67)
where FH(kRB, 0) corresponds to the phase-error compensation operation upon the SAR
data, and FH(0) corresponds to the scaled (conventional SAR) Fourier Transform.
In 1993, Jakowaltz and Wahl[22] developed a maximum-likelihood PGA method for
calculating the azimuth phase error, based upon the Singular-Value Decomposition (SVD).
Here, R,, k'] is lexicographically ordered into the following N x 2K+1 matrix Rw (where
N is the number of "fast-time" data samples per transmitted SAR pulse, and 2K + 1 is the
total number of transmitted SAR pulses)
R[ ,-K] ... Rw[-1,0] ... Rw [-;LK]
Rw[- +1, -K] ... Rw[- +1,0] ... Rw[-- +1,1K]
= Rw[- + 2,-K] ... Rw[-'+2,0] ... Rw[-L+2,K] .(A.68)
Rw[L, -K] ... Rw[N,0| ... Rw [IK| J
The SVD of this matrix is given by
R, = UR FIRV R
S o-quqvH (A.69)
q
It can be shown that the maximum-likelihood estimate of the azimuth phase error at each
"slow-time" sampling instance tT[k] is given by the phase argument. of the corresponding
k-th element of the 1 x (2K + 1) maximum right singular vector, i.e.
[OBLUR[-K] ... 9BLUR[k... -BLUR[K]
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A.3.2 Shear-Averaging
Shear-Averaging [14], is an imaging technique where the pulse-to-pulse difference of the
motion-induced phase error is first estimated from the SAR data. Once the phase error
is obtained by a recursive sum of the estimated phase-error differences, it is then used to
correct the original SAR imagery. As with the PGA algorithm discussed in the previous
section, the Shear-Averaging technique corresponds to the case where we assume that each
target scatterer has the same phase error. The target motion is again assumed to purely
in azimuth (no range-walk). In other words, our estimation-theoretic model is exactly the
same as the PGA model
Shear-Averaging Estimation- Theoretic Model (A71)
f = F(XRBA,)F(0)A +r.
Also, we again assume that the phase error is "bandlimited", i.e., the scaled Fourier Trans-
form Aa[n', n'] of e ~--Ia[k] is approximately given by the following spatially-limited complex-
valued point-spread function
Aa~~, i,]= ejOa[k] e A C fc TP YV e - ~tT~k] A' nx
k n
([n' sinc Wn'Ay) - <n ' A x-
0 otherwise
Aax[n' n' = 0 - < n' Ax (
0 otherwise (A.72)
which again implies that a conventional SAR image ACONV [nx, n'] of the moving tar-
get is approximately given by the convolution of Aa [n', n'] with the 2-D target scatterer-
amplitude array A[n' , n'] (corresponding to a "perfect" SAR image with no phase error)
ACONV n' , n.y A In, ny * AE' ny' (A.-73)
The first step in the Shear-Averaging technique is to compute the conventional SAR
image ACONVEn', <y] from the demodulated SAR data f[n, k] by using a scaled Fourier
Transform (exactly the same as PGA). We again select the peak-amplitude (i.e., largest
magnitude) scatterers for each range location n'Ay , where the azimuth locations of these
scatterers are given by
Xpeak [ny Axnpeak [n/ y
Ax arg max ACONV[n', -] (A.74)
Once we obtain the peak-amplitude scatterer locations, we again shift the conventional
image ACONV[n', n'y] with respect to azimuth such that these scatterers are now located
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at n'A., = 0. In other words, we shift AcoNv[rn, ny] for each n', by npeak[n'y] to form the
image ZCONv'fl + npeak In] 1 ny ], given by
ACONV Ix + TpeakIn'], <y A[nx, ny]Aax n' + npeak Iy] - nx]. (A.75)
nX
The next step in the shear-averaging technique is to symmetrically window the shifted
azimuth profile ACONV [nX + npeak [ny], ny] about n' = 0 (the new azimuth location of the
peak-amplitude scatterers) with an unity-magnitude rectangular window w[n'] of width Axa
(which is the same width as the phase-error point-spread function) to produce A, [n', n'] =
ACONV[nX + npeakI ny,n']w[n'] (which is also exactly the same as the PGA technique).
Recall that if the amplitude A[npeak[n'],n'] of the peak-amplitude scatterer for a given
range n'A is significantly greater than the amplitude of the rest of scatterers at that
range, A [n' , <'y] can be approximated by the following expression (where 6[nx] is the usual
Kronecker delta function)
Aw [n', n'y] = ACONVTX + ?peak n ], n'y ]w x]
5A[flpeakjfn'j] , -'6 n flkn~ ,]a~ + ripeakr~, -n nx] w 4n'
~ A[pek[d], n'] 6[nx p- neak[ny]]AZax[nx + npeakTIy] - nx]w[n4]
fix
A [pek n'], ' Ax n' Ax < n/ A x < x
0 otherwise
(A.76)
Therefore, the phase of Rw[rn, k'], the inverse azimuth Fourier Transform of A,[n' , n' ], is
again approximately equal to the nonlinear blurring portion qBLUR[k] of the corresponding
motion-induced azimuth phase error, Oa[k],.e.,
A. [fpeakIn['fj], n] e -i IBLUR[k']
Rw In' , k'] ~ AVpain]nM (A.*77)[ 0 otherwise
The phase-error differences are obtained in the following manner. For a shift-index of
Ak, the shear average is defined as the following sum over the range locations
S[k,ZAk] = Rw[n',k']Rw[n',k' - Ak1* . (A.78)
Since we shifted each peak-amplitude scatterer to n' = 0, any phase variations in R"{dn, k']
as a function of k' are due solely to the phase error (i.e., the uncorrupted signal Rw [n' , k']
is DC with respect to k'). This implies that we can write the shear average as
S[k,ok] = ej(0BLUR[k']-BLUR[k' -Ak])5 RD[n', k']
ej(0BLUR[k']-0BLUR[k-Ak1)5 Afpe[TjIlj]. (79
e 1:1 A npea Iny, n 12 A.79
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For a shift-index Ak = 1, we see that the phase of the shear average is approximately
equal to the pulse-to-pulse phase-error difference. If we define the phase error to be zero at
tT[k] = tT[-K] = -T (the transmit time of the first SAR pulse), then the phase error can
be calculated by the following recursion
OBLUR[-K = 0
qBLUR[-K +1] = L [S[-K, 1]]
EBLUR [k] qBLUR[k - 1] + [S[k, 1j] . (A.80)
Once this estimate of the phase error is obtained, the final motion-compensated SAR image
is given by the scaled (conventional SAR) Fourier Transform of the original SAR data
f[n, k] (after multiplication by the the complex-conjugate of e -i BLUR[k']). In terms of the
estimation-theoretic model, this operation is equivalent to
Ak= FH(o)FH (XRB, o)f , (A.81)
where FH(XRB, 0) corresponds to the phase-error compensation operation upon the SAR
data, and FH(0) corresponds to the scaled (conventional SAR) Fourier Transform.
It can be shown [22] that the shear-averaging algorithm is essentially equivalent to the
maximum-likelihood singular-value decomposition PGA algorithm discussed in the previous
section (for the case where we estimate the phase error at time tT[k] by only using the data
from the two consecutive pulses at times tT[k] and tT[k] - AkK.
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